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Abstract

The aim o f this research is to explore the possibility o f the articulation o f an
embodied feminine subjectivity within visual culture. Tracing the tropes and discourses
o f visuality operating around the female body in representation via W arburg’s notion o f
the pathos form ula, I examine the extent to which specific images acquiesce or resist
dominant narratives o f femininity within patriarchal visuality.
The search for an embodied subjectivity leads to encounters with paradoxical
bodies whose apparent passivity and ecstatic submission mask potential articulations o f
subjecthood through networks o f visual and bodily memory. When the female body is
represented in extreme states, where it can be both subject and object, desiring and
desired, it becomes engaged in discourses o f concealment and revelation, veiling and
penetration, interiority and exteriority, which are played out in terms o f drapery, skin
and the body’s boundaries. These visual articulations o f femininity are at the heart o f
Western visual culture, traversing the boundaries o f context, period and genre, yet
bodily representation often remains problematically linked to phallic and fetishistic
modes o f viewing which perpetuate the alienation o f a feminine subjectivity.
Beginning with The Ecstasy o f St. Teresa by Bernini, the first chapter presents
the impasse met by traditional art history and begins to propose, around the figure o f
Mary Magdalene, the notion o f the ‘Caravaggesque’ body. The second chapter traces
the phallic structure o f viewing through representations o f Venus and sculptural
drapery, finishing by interrogating the engagements o f Cindy Sherman and Orlan within
these discourses. Chapter Three articulates potential areas within visual culture, from
Caravaggio to Artemisia Gentileschi to Hildegard o f Bingen, where depicted
subjectivity begins to emerge beyond a dualist structure o f the body and mind. Finally, a
theorisation o f the visuality o f pregnancy leads to the possibility in Chapter Four o f a
feminist articulation o f subjectivity based on a body marked by a pre- and post-maternal
temporality.
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Introduction

Visual art representing religious ecstasy attempts to do what textual representations,
even written by those who experienced it, fail to do - express and convey the experience of
indescribable spiritual rapture.
The potential o f visual art to represent the unrepresentable is enabled by the
paradoxical simultaneity of meaning which is to be found underlying certain postures of the
female body, postures which are critically engaged with by visual works traversing several
centuries of Western art.
My thesis is characterised by these two founding statements: firstly, that what I
have called the ‘visual discourse of ecstasy’, since attempting the representation o f the
unrepresentable, must fundamentally challenge and transgress the nature o f visual
representation; secondly, that it is through the visuality of the female body that the first
premise is engaged, and that this is a phenomenon which operates outside o f the restrictions
o f a given critically defined period or medium o f the visual arts.
The original notions which generated this thesis project arose during my
undergraduate studies, where I discovered the iconography o f the Noli me Tangere scene in
Renaissance art, and the subtlety o f the interplay o f touch, desire, sexuality, bodily
subjectivity and Christian spirituality. I was fascinated in particular by the sense o f the
multivalence, emotional weight and power encapsulated within the apparently simple
gestural language o f the Magdalene reaching for the resurrected Christ.
In the survey o f the literature discussing the imagery o f religious ecstasy which
constitutes the first part o f Chapter One o f this thesis, the paradox o f simultaneous
contradictory meaning which first struck me, connected to the figure o f Mary Magdalene,
several years previously, is rehearsed and traced centred around the ecstatic figures
sculpted by Gianlorenzo Bernini. In these initial stages it becomes clear that some of the
traditional modes o f practising history of art are also being challenged by some o f the very
images which constituted its most canonical archive.
By drawing on the codes and visual terminology which have become associated, for
many viewers today, with a patriarchal construction o f female sexuality as passive, visual
representations o f ecstasy have become one o f the taboos o f art history - occupying a
terrain suspended between the erotic and the sacred which academic studies o f such
artworks, desiring to categorise them as one or the other, have been unable to adequately
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engage with. Often denounced by feminists as a male fantasy o f female pleasure, and seen
as disempowering, the potential o f many such representations to allow a unique language
for the unrepresentable and for the depiction of subjectivity has been overlooked.
From an initial focus on the iconography o f the ‘tossed-back head’ and the imagery
of ecstasy, over the course of the research the scope widens to focus on the representation
of the female body undergoing intense or extreme states. These embodied experiences
constitute an archive o f visual forms, the potential meanings and associations of which are
particularly strongly inscribed and dictated by the visual and sexual politics o f the
surrounding culture. The incarnations of these forms, traversing the history o f art like
Warburg’s definitive pathos formula, the Nympha, therefore also carry and communicate
traces of these transformations and passions across time. The continuity of these tropes,
traversing the boundaries o f context, period and genre, draws attention to the underlying
themes o f patriarchy and visuality which are continually perpetuated and repeated within
culture.
This reciprocal dialogue, in which the representation o f the female body is both
subject and object o f culture, is mirrored by the status o f the art object in history. On the
one hand subject to and reflecting the visual influences o f its historical context, it is also
part o f a network of visuality, containing images from both before and after its creation,
which inform and shape the specific moment of viewing by a specific viewer. The
representation o f the female body in extreme states, where it can be both subject and object,
desiring and desired - and a representation which travels, transposes and metamorphoses
across different cultures and contexts - transgresses traditional modes o f interaction with an
art object, and in some cases is able to undermine a viewing position which would possess
or control it.
As such, the female body in representation becomes engaged in discourses of
concealment and revelation, veiling and penetration, which are played out in certain works
by a manipulation of the physicality o f an artistic medium such as painting or sculpture. In
these works, an awareness o f the medium is crafted through the interplay o f surfaces and
folds, light and shadow, and the exaggeration, manipulation and transgression o f layers of
skin or cloth, in order to draw attention to the paradox of what is represented: a bodily
physicality, used to express spirituality. While some works may simply reinforce harmful
cultural stereotypes of femininity, others are able to problematise and subvert the assumed
passivity.
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In the discussion of the concept of ‘mirror’, Chapter One opens up a space for
discussion where subjectivity is located specifically within an apparently passive figure,
and concepts of knowledge, truth, reality, as well as the roles o f viewer and subject, and the
operation of the gaze, are destabilised and reassessed. In Chapter Two a study of responses
to the seminal figure of the female body since the antique, the Knidian Venus, establishes
the vocabulary of the insidiously misogynistic discourse o f sexuality and power which is at
work in the art and art history surrounding the female body in representation. Concepts o f
temporality and inside-out in Chapter Two, intellectual tension and bodily metaphors o f fire
and flame in Chapter Three, and discourses of maternity and memory in Chapter Four, are
examined in turn, tested against a wide variety o f visual sources, and gradually drawn
together.
In essence, the task o f the thesis is to trace ways in which the negative associations
o f the female body in visual culture - notably in the forms o f fetishistic desire and in the
annihilation o f the body through its enforced passivity - could be undermined from within;
to identify ways in which subjectivity and identity has found representation while neither
reinforcing nor disregarding the dominant visual codes. Instead, those codes shall be seen
to already contain rich and varied forms of transgression which enable an embodied
subjectivity in the feminine.
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C hapter One

I would see beside me, on my left hand, an angel in bodily form... his face so
aflame that he appeared to be one of the highest types of angel who seem to be all
afire. ...In his hands I saw a long golden spear and at the end of the iron tip I
seemed to see a point o f fire. With this he seemed to pierce my heart several times
so that it penetrated to my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was drawing
them out with it and he left me completely afire with a great love for God. The pain
was so sharp that it made me utter several moans; and so excessive was the
sweetness caused me by this intense pain that one can never wish to lose it, nor will
one’s soul be content with anything less than God. It is not bodily pain, but
spiritual, though the body has a share in it - indeed, a great share.1

Fig. 1 : Gianlorenzo Bernini, ‘Ecstasy of St. Teresa’, c. 164552, Cornaro Chapel, Santa Maria della Vittoria, Rome
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In the church o f Santa Maria della Vittoria in Rome, there is an extract o f Saint
Teresa o f Avila’s Life provided in each of the major world languages lying on the parapet
which separates the viewer from the sculpture by Gianlorenzo Bernini, The Ecstasy o f St.
Teresa, in the Comaro Chapel (Fig. 1). The text physically intervenes between the viewer
and the sculpture even as the chapel’s architecture stages Teresa’s (and Bernini’s) marble
performance of her mystical union with God. The sculpture ostensibly ‘illustrates’ the text,
since the text is chronologically earlier, and an extract from writings dictated by St. Teresa
o f Avila herself. The viewer is apparently being asked to accept the text’s authority to
explain the sculptural group. Distanced as it necessarily is, however, from the woman who
experienced the vision, the text can only be an approximation of representation, an attempt
to describe powerful sensations and emotions.2 In the chapel, however, the text plays the
role o f caption: used to illustrate the sculpture and to both prepare and accompany the
viewing of it.
Bernini’s sculpture in the church o f Santa Maria della Vittoria, Rome (Fig. 1), is
one o f the works o f art in the Western world most profoundly caught up in the debate
between word and image, intention and representation. It undermines assumptions about
art, sexuality, spirituality, femininity, subjectivity, revealing agendas and assumptions; and
it undermines art history itself in its endless unresolved encounters with images and texts
through the centuries.
In a chapter devoted to the concept o f ‘framing’, Mieke Bal describes her role in the
presentation o f an exhibition o f 17th century Dutch painting.3 She explains her unorthodox
use o f captions:
...Captions, within museum practice, function like keys or shifters between visual
and textual information... they are the sites o f the learning that is meant to turn the
viewer into an admirer and emulator o f the curator-as-scholar. ...it seemed to me
that they had to be de-naturalized. The decision to furnish some but not all o f the
works in the show with captions was in itself an important part of my endeavour to
de-frame by providing multiple frames ...I was reluctant to emphasize obvious
meanings, loath to underestimate viewers, or to turn the show into a book.4
Bal’s resistance to the traditional museum format enables a multiplicity of
possibilities to unfold in the exhibition room, between the way paintings and the other
cultural objects presented interact with each other, and the presence o f both the curator and
viewer as desiring and motivated subjects in this interaction. While these are mere
anecdotes from Bal’s wider work on the relationship between text and image, it reveals
how this relationship is above all seen as profoundly active and conscious. She elsewhere
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positions a caption in order that it ‘might invite the viewers to consider’ a perhaps
unexpected interpretation o f the juxtaposition of two paintings in the exhibition.5 The
caption, therefore, rather than describing or contextualising an isolated piece, in B al’s
exhibition both draws attention to the invisible curator as an audacious and personal
commentator (making

suggestions,

subjective remarks,

creating

connections

and

suppositions) and steps back from an authoritative role o f informing, instead deliberately
sowing uncertainty by bringing the subjectivity o f the curator to the foreground.
The positioning o f the text in the Comaro Chapel, while outside o f the context o f a
museum ‘show’, sets in play some similar issues. Neither straightforwardly describing the
sculpture nor positioning itself as the conscious intervention of a subjective curator, the
presence of the text, nevertheless, problematises the space o f the chapel. While no ‘curator’
as such can play a role in what is a working chapel and place o f Christian worship, the
decision to have the text intervene in this way, results in the space being ‘de-naturalised’
and multiple frames put in play. The interaction between the text and the sculpture opens up
the space o f representation and destabilises the status o f the visual object. Neither one of
them illustrates the other - both attempt to represent something unrepresentable. The very
incongruity of the interaction reveals the insufficiency o f both, and draws attention to this
lack, in the face of what they struggle against each other to portray.

The intention to represent the unrepresentable

Almost all of the great Catholic mystics express, in some form or another, the fact
that the experience of mystical ecstasy is indescribable; they are unable to put it into words.
Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi, a sixteenth century Florentine Carmelite, quotes St. Paul,
‘[even] if I had the tongues of angels I would not be able to tell y o u ...’.6 Madame Guyon, a
late seventeenth century French mystic, writes o f one o f her mystical experiences that it
was ‘too simple, pure and naked for me to be able to speak o f it. The most elevated
dispositions are those o f which one can say nothing.’7 Angela o f Foligno, a thirteenth
century Italian Franciscan, writes that ‘divine operations went on in my soul which were so
ineffable that neither angel nor saint could relate or explain them.’8 And in the Interior
Castle, Teresa o f Avila writes that ‘these visions, and many other things impossible to
describe, are revealed by some wonderful intuition that I cannot explain,’ and ‘On returning
to itself, the mind can recall what has been seen, but is unable to describe it.’9
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The attempt to describe what is indescribable, in fact, characterises the nature of the
writings of the mystics. These texts, of course, do describe, and at length, the indescribable
nature of what has happened. It is an irony of which, here related to painting, the French
cultural historian Louis Marin was deeply aware when he refers to an antique legend;
Pliny says in his Natural Histoiy that Apelles enjoyed painting things that cannot be
painted, such as lightning, thunder, and storms: the impossible subject o f painting
through which the act of painting is nevertheless consummated. Apelles painting
the unpaintable is not only the myth of the painter or the paradigm of his perfected
science, but also the myth of painting...10

Fig. 2: Nicolas Poussin, ‘Stormy Landscape with Pyramus and
Thisbe,’ 1651, Stadelsches Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt

Marin cites a letter in which the French seventeenth century painter Nicolas Poussin
defined his specific intention when painting the ‘Stormy Landscape with Pyramus and
Thisbe’ of 1651 (Fig. 2);
In a word: “I have tried to represent the unrepresentable, the sublimity of a tempest
on earth.” I have tried...: the intention of painting that, the invention of this subject
of a painting, the position, in this intention and this invention, of the painter-subject,
myself, Poussin, necessarily, ineluctably failing in something, since this subject
cannot be painted, and that is perhaps why he writes, why he (de)scribes. ...the act
of painting (le ‘p eindre’) is realized there through its very failure.11
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The paradox o f the intention to represent the unrepresentable, becomes for Marin,
the intention to fail in this endeavour, failure being inevitable: therefore, the artist is
engaging with the nature o f visual art itself, and self-consciously undermining and
redefining its whole reason for existence.
Marin is gradually crystallising here a debate also engaged in To Destroy
Painting}2 In this book, Marin investigated Poussin’s statement about Caravaggio, that he
‘could not bear Caravaggio and said that he had come into the world in order to destroy
painting’.13 In an astute review o f the book, Norman Bryson summarises Marin’s
perception that this seventeenth century moment o f interaction between these two artists
indicated a fundamental shift in the nature o f art itself.
Both artists, Marin argues, are centrally concerned with mapping the system o f
painting itself; concerned, that is, not just with making an image but with making
the image reveal, inside itself, the nature o f the system that produced it... Poussin
sketched and planned every move in advance, but contemporaries recorded that
Caravaggio dispensed with preparatory sketches, painting directly on canvas what
was before his eyes. This difference in technical approach was a symptom o f
something deeper, Caravaggio’s desire to tear down the edifice o f all the instituted
rules of decorum and erudition whose sum, for Poussin, equalled painting itself.14
Marin makes this encounter self-reflexive about the nature o f painting and art itself.
In fact, with very different agendas, both artists were sowing the seeds o f a revolution
which was to be realised two hundred years later in the aftermath o f Impressionism. It is a
move which continues in Sublime Poussin where Marin draws attention to the newfound
self-consciousness o f artistic practice, where at this most ‘Baroque’ o f moments, the
connections between intention, representation and meaning were permanently destabilised.
One does not represent a tempest on earth, at best one imitates, to the best o f one’s
ability, the effects o f its incommensurable forces... The effects? No - but the unique
effect of all the many forces in manifestations dispersed here and there, the singular
effect in which all that disorganized diversity of forces is concentrated and
compressed.15
Marin’s dense prose well conveys the paradox which he sees figurative art as
having encountered at this moment in art history, in his evocation o f organised chaos which
comes across powerfully in Poussin’s image of the effect of wind: Poussin’s specific gift
being the impression o f grace, poise and a pure, architectural form o f pictural balance, the
furore of the storm being concentrated into a core of pure, balanced force. Marin argues
that a ‘Baroque’ moment in the seventeenth century undermined traditional assumptions
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that it was possible to identify what a given piece o f visual art was ‘about’. This is a typical
analysis made, in fact, of modernist painting: Clement Greenberg wrote that it
may be characterized in terms o f the gradual withdrawal o f painting from the task
of representing reality - or o f reality from the power o f painting to represent it - in
favor o f an increasing preoccupation with problems intrinsic to painting itself.16
Many theorists aside from Marin, however, also identify the seventeenth century in
terms o f cultural self-reflexivity. In The Order o f Things, Michel Foucault identified the
Baroque as a period characterised by the split between words and things; ‘The age o f
resemblance is drawing to a close. It is leaving nothing behind it but games.’17 Art in the
seventeenth century became ‘conscious’, and played games, in the way in which its own
materiality could manipulate its viewers. Marin applies to the seventeenth century an
argument of Michael Fried’s, referring to modernism:
that all paintings, particularly representational ones, are implicitly if not explicitly
self-critical. That is, in a pictural manner, they raise the fundamental problems
inherent in painting or in painterly representation itself. To say that representational
paintings use pictural means to raise the fundamental problems o f painting is to
claim that they represent or make evident representation itself, the very process by
which they are produced.18
Fried drew attention to the failure, when dealing with this kind o f painting, of
the kind of art criticism that essentially aims at an understanding o f the topics and
themes of a painting, of its propositional content, the goal being to grasp the ever
more complex codes that allow these themes to be identified and recognized by
19
viewers.
In relation to art which explicitly attempts to represent the unrepresentable, such as
representations o f religious ecstasy, these approaches fail. In their attempts to reconstruct
‘evidence’, usually textual, such interpretation is often based on the artist’s original
intention. When such intention in fact has become, in Poussin’s own ironically loaded
words or in Foucault’s term, a ‘game’, an ironic and self-referential play on the nature of
visual art will divert and refute any attempt to discover what exactly is represented.

The desire to know

Louis Marin writes of the desire o f the analyst or commentator:
What the painting leaves to be desired and the pleasure the painting offers, are
replaced by... the desire to know the enigma that opens up the space o f desire only
to withhold all gratification, the desire to decipher the secret, to identify the letters
(or letter) that constitute(s) the formula providing access to the painting; the desire
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finally to make explicit the discourse whose origin this formula conceals, the
longing to transform the pleasure of painting or its jouissance into a pleasure or
jouissaiice of language.20
Later he adds, ‘If I can not decipher it, I would like at least to spell out the letters of the
21

enigma governing the painting in question’.

Marin identifies a form of jouissance in the profound desire to know the secret of a
painting, to know how it creates that desire to know itself, even when that knowledge is not
forthcoming. He defines that jouissance as sited in language, even specifically down to the
‘letters’ which paradoxically are described as providing the key to a visual image. The
visual artwork is seen as disguising and concealing a ‘truth’ which the written word will
reveal. The analyst’s desire for knowledge is thus based within language and the desire to
literally convert an image to written language, and thereby to know it. Visual knowledge is
distrusted; texts have ‘authority’.

Fig. 3: Gianlorenzo Bernini, ‘Ludovica Albertoni’, 1671-74, Altieri Chapel,
San Francesco a Ripa, Rome

We have seen how an extract from St. Teresa’s Life formed a paradoxical caption
for Bernini’s sculpture (Fig. 1): art representing the unrepresentable unsettles, and provokes
an even deeper desire on the part of art historians to possess and convey a representable
meaning through language. This leads, in practical terms, to an urgent need on the part of
traditional art history to explain the ‘meaning’ of art with recourse to textual evidence. In
the case of depictions o f bodies in extreme states o f intense emotion, or alternatively in
apparent abandon, the aftermath of passion or grief, the urgency is to identify ‘what is
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being depicted’, ‘what is happening’, ‘what they are experiencing’. At the outset of her
study of Bernini's other famous sculpture of ecstatic rapture, the Blessed Ludovico
A/bertoni (Fig. 3), Karen Perlove states her intentions explicitly: ‘[To propose] an
interpretation of the precise nature of the experience that Ludovica is undergoing... [and to
explore] the significance of the event in the light of contemporary theological thought.’22
Nigel Llewellyn comments:
How sensible was it for the author to embark upon such a project? We might start
by reminding ourselves that what she must mean by such a phrase is something like
‘the precise nature of the experience that Bernini shows Ludovica as undergoing’.
The statue is an artificial contrivance, a construction which cannot be considered in
terms of truthfulness, however closely it may appear to follow a narrative.22
The tireless drive to explain what was happening to the woman depicted in the
sculpture is the body o f Perlove’s thesis. Perlove is searching for the grand narrative which

will pin down the sculpture once and for all: she
feels compelled to ask questions which may have
seemed quite logical in traditional art history: what
is happening in this sculpture? Why was it
commissioned in this particular form? What do the
different aspects symbolise? What did Bernini
intend when he chose this particular posture for the
saint? The sculpture refuses to answer, leaving
Perlove lost in a sea of inconclusive possibilities -

Fig. 4 - see ref. Fig. 3

the Ludovica has pushed art history to its limit.
In 1505, Condivi (Michelangelo’s biographer) tells us that Michelangelo was
designing figures for his great commission, the tomb of Pope Julius II, to go around the
base of the tomb in front of the pilasters, and that the figures were intended to represent the
Liberal Arts These figures were to be bound, because if the Pope had died, the Liberal Arts
would also be prisoners of death without his patronage. After the Pope’s death, however
(and in the light of the continued richness of artistic patronage which ensued) this
identification seems rather irrelevant. Would Michelangelo have necessarily followed
rigidly the original iconography under such circumstances? Art historians found they could
no longer comfortably trust this contemporary textual evidence.
John Pope-Hennessy summarises the different interpretations o f these sculptures,

the so-called Dying Slave and Rebellious Slave now in the Louvre (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6):
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Many people would, o f course, deny that these statues represent the Liberal Arts at
all. In 1898 Ollendorf dismissed the explanation as lächerlich [laughable], and
declared that instead they must portray the human soul on earth as though in prison.
More recently they have been thought to represent ‘the human soul enslaved by
matter’.24
This interpretation is relevant to a large body o f Michelangelo’s work, inspired in
part by his method o f working the marble, which he conceived as the gradual emergence of
the figure from the block o f stone in which it had been trapped.

But there is a compulsion

to ask what exactly is happening in these sculptures. Whereas the Rebellious Slave (Fig. 6),
could be more clearly seen as trying to free his hands from where they may be tied behind
his body, seen in the tautness o f the muscles in his shoulders and the twisting struggle of
his body, and the fact that he seems active and thinking rather than passive, the Dying Slave
(Fig. 5), seems to be much more loaded with ambiguity. This Slave could be interpreted as
struggling free of his bonds or merely struggling in them, dying, waking, in the throes of
pain or o f sexual pleasure, or merely sensually exhibiting his slenderly muscular body.
Pope-Hennessy feels ‘bound’ to come to a definitive analysis which nails down the
‘meaning’ once and for all:
We, moreover, like the Slaves, are bound - not by fetters but by evidence. There is
no evidence at all that the Slaves represent the soul, but there is evidence that they
represent the Liberal Arts, for on one there appears a roughly carved ape, and on the
other there is a lump which might be a second embryonic ape. The likelihood,
therefore, is that the two figures depict ‘art the ape o f nature’, and that the Dying
and Rebellious Slaves are symbols respectively o f the arts o f painting and sculpture.
Even if that is granted, what they are doing is not altogether clear. The Dying Slave
is said ... to portray ‘the moment o f death’ but it could equally portray the moment
o f awakening.26
Pope-Hennessy concludes from this that the likely subject o f the sculptures is
therefore ‘the resurgence of the Visual Arts’, but does not venture further into the problem
neither does he reflect further on the nature or causes o f this ambiguity o f interpretation.
One notable omission is that there is no discussion o f the sensuality or sexual power of the
sculptures. Many questions raised by the work, including the nature o f their hypnotic
attraction, and their widespread renown and fascination, remain both unspoken and
unanswered.
The desire to find one unifying meaning, to ‘pin down’ a disturbing work o f art,
results in this kind o f analysis. In this extract Pope-Hennessy reaches the point o f where he
is forced to admit ‘We just don’t know’.
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Fig. 5: Michelangelo Buonarroti, ‘Slave (dying)’,
c. 1513, Musce du Louvre, Paris

Fig. 6: Michelangelo Buonarroti, ‘Slave
(rebelling)’, c. 1513, Musee du Louvre, Paris

Nigel Llewellyn makes a similar analysis of Karen Shelley Perlove’s thesis on
Bernini’s Blessed Ludovica Albertoni (Fig. 3). Perlove bases her thesis on extremely
complex theological questions. Following a notion which has become an art historical
commonplace, which for Llewellyn was ‘mistakenly’ taken from Panofsky, Perlove
justifies such complexity by suggesting that Bernini and his patron had a humanist ‘adviser’
who directed the creation of the work according to developed theological concepts.
Llewellyn summarises the results of Perlove’s iconographical investigation:
Perlove’s commentary on the meaning of the statue of Ludovica Albertoni is
presented like an elaborate gloss on a theological tract. The book simply heaps
layers of interpretative possibility one upon the other until the reader loses all sense
of direction. The Blessed Ludovica Alhertoni preserves the physical evidence of her
cult; she is a saintly analogue to Carlo Borromeo; she personifies the Roman state;
she is a present for Cardinal Altieri (she is also his present to Trastevere); she has
the features of St. Anne; she is a tomb and an altar; she is Charity; the BVM
[Blessed Virgin Mary] and... an expression of Bernini’s own spirituality. Perlove
gives herself the task o f unravelling this ‘complex iconographical scheme whose
layers of meaning... convey a unified conception of the beata' . Ludovica is one;
Perlove takes her apart and reassembles her; it is magic. 2
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Giovanni Carcri’s analysis of Perlove’s book corroborates Llewellyn’s as he remarks that
theology cannot be merely applied to art as if it were an iconographical dictionary. He
accuses Perlove of accumulating so many external elements of interpretation that the
resulting analysis is rather rough and general, as opposed to getting to grips with the
‘internal dynamic’.
Careri goes on to highlight some more examples of
this in his analysis of the interpretation of the Ludovica by
Frank Sommer.28 Sommer’s article suggests a reading of
the sculpture based on a series of engravings in the 1624
Jesuit text, Pia Desideria, written by Hermann Hugo and
illustrated by Boethius a Bolswert. The text, which was a
very popular devotional work, included an engraving
emblem (Fig. 7), illustrating the ‘incendium amoris’ or the
fire o f love, a burning sensation experienced during
ecstasy which was reported in mystic writings. Sommer
begins his article by quoting Aldous Huxley’s response to
Bernini’s statue in Themes and Variations in 1934: ‘the
spectator feels a shock of embarrassment... one has the

Fig. 7: Boethius a Bolswert,
‘Incendium Amoris’, 1624, Pia
Desideria

impression o f having opened a bedroom door at the most inopportune of moments.’ 29
Sommer makes no comment about the text he has quoted except for the single line,
‘Thus far the novelist.’30 In this rather barbed and sarcastic summary disposal of Huxley’s
non-scholarly status and opinions, Sommer expresses all he feels about the uneducated,
‘unseemly’ response. Sommer adds, ‘she has not ‘gone to bed’ (so far as I know, no one,
even in the seventeenth-century, ‘went to bed’ fully clothed and wearing shoes).’31
Sommer’s rejection, specifically, of Aldous Huxley’s comments on the sculpture, is
based on technicalities of historical evidence such as this. On a more serious note, Careri
criticises Sommer’s identification of the emblem of the ‘incendium amoris’ with Bernini’s
sculpture: ‘[An emblem cannot] translate, with nothing left over and in a stable language,
that which is defined precisely by its instability and singularity.’32
In Sommer’s attempt to discredit Huxley’s interpretation, he reaches into theology
to explain a work which has too many different aspects to conform to only one
interpretation. Careri agrees that Sommer’s interpretation forms one part of the puzzle
(there are depictions of flaming hearts concealed around the sculpture, as if to give
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iconographical ‘clues’), but he concludes that ‘...the studied ambiguity o f Ludovica’s
posture still makes the viewer ask himself unsettling questions’.33

Knowing Teresa

To define the nature of Careri’s ‘viewer’ is a difficult task. The Italian Connection,
an internet travel company, aims only to prepare an average twenty-first century American
tourist for a thrill;
The mystical experience melts with a real passion, to the limit o f eroticism. Visitors
may be shocked or thrilled by the physical nature of Saint Teresa’s ecstasy (shown
above), as she appears collapsed on a cloud with mouth half open and eyelids
closed, struck by the arrow of a smiling angel.34
Travel and Leisure.com, another internet travel company, says it all in the sentence
‘Bernini’s St. Teresa in Ecstasy will make you blush’.35
Indeed, ‘bedroom’ interpretations of images o f ecstatic saints, outside o f the specific
discipline o f art history, have abounded at least since the eighteenth century, ranging in
tone from the sensual to the lascivious. In the words o f Shan Short, a male ‘voyeuristic
economy’ in relation to Bernini’s work is particularly in evidence in the nineteenth
century.36 Short cites the novel Rome, where Zola writes breathlessly:
...in particular see [Bernini’s] statue o f St. Teresa in Ecstasy at Santa Maria della
Vittoria! Ah! That Santa Teresa! It is like heaven opening, with the quiver that only
a purely divine enjoyment can set in a woman’s flesh, the rapture o f faith carried to
the point o f spasm, the creature losing breath and dying o f pleasure in the arms of
the divinity!3
In 1872 Hippolyte Taine writes similarly in Italy, Rome and Naples:
We returned to Santa Maria della Vittoria to see the St. Teresa o f Bernini. She is
adorable. In a swoon of ecstatic happiness lies the saint, with pendant hands, naked
feet and half-closed eyes, fallen in transports of blissful love. Her features are
emaciated but how noble!... even to the folds o f the drapery, even to the languor of
her drooping hands, even to the sigh that dies on her half-closed lips, nothing is
there in or about this form that does not express the voluptuous ardour and divine
enthusiasm of transport. Words cannot render the sentiment o f this affecting
rapturous attitude. Fallen back in a swoon her whole being dissolves; the moment
has come, and she gasps, this is her last sigh, the emotion is too powerful.. ,38
And the same formula is found in Stendhal:
St. Teresa is represented in an ecstasy o f divine love; here is the most ardent and the
most natural expression... What divine art! What voluptuousness!39
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By these comments, Teresa is claimed by her effusive observers, who ‘already
know’ her ecstasy and can ‘explain’ Bernini’s representation o f her. Stendhal in particular
continues to make explicit his claim on the complete understanding o f both the statue and
the saint,
Our good monk believing that we did not understand it, explained this group to us:
‘e un gran peccato’ he finished... saying ‘that these statues can easily present the
idea of a profane love’ ...Bernini has known how to translate in this statue the most
passionate writings o f the young Spanish woman.40
The comment of the early nineteenth-century monk who guides Stendhal’s party is a
revealing insight into the embarrassment which the statue could potentially cause for the
Church at the time, at any rate for a ‘tourist’ audience (here o f French intellectuals on the
‘Grand Tour’), sufficient to make the monk apologise and hastily explain the theological
basis of the work. Stendhal denies that he has in any way misinterpreted the sculpture
which he describes as ‘voluptuous’. Not only does he claim knowledge for himself and his
party, but also for Bemini, portrayed as complicit in the knowledge o f Teresa.
Jean-Noël Vuamet’s Extases Féminines also claims knowledge o f Teresa. The book
is a frankly sensual, objectifying and personal enjoyment of its female ecstatic subjects - he
describes the work as a ‘memorial o f enigmatic femininity’.41 Vuamet is unequivocal in his
acceptance o f the erotic qualities of the saints’ writings and in their representations. His
introduction to his chapter on St. Teresa focuses on the viewer and reader’s response to the
disturbing ambiguity o f the different Teresas with which we are presented, from the sacred
to the erotic:
When we talk about Teresa o f Avila, we never really know which Teresa we are
talking about: the one who lived in Avila, the one who represented her own
ecstasies in extraordinary romanesque meditations, or the one who so many artists,
from Bemini to Klossowski, represented. This equivocality, which, more than
common sense allows, makes her equivocal for us, o f course makes us love her - of
course, not with a very pure or a very honest love, but at least with that love of
which we are capable.42
Vuamet revels in Teresa’s ambiguity and reproduces it himself in the very
ambiguous ‘love’ he admits to holding for Teresa, revelling in the voyeur’s position. It is
her equivocality, specifically, which makes him love her. He loves a woman who is
unknown, who no longer has a fixed identity (‘we never really know which Teresa we are
talking about’) because there are so many incarnations o f her, from the ‘real’ woman from
Avila onwards. Vuamet does not mourn the loss o f a ‘real’ Teresa or try to reconstruct her.
Instead he embraces and claims the right to freely desire and distort this non-reality.
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When discussing Bernini’s sculpture of the saint (Fig. 8), Vuamet places it in the
same category as others of his works, ones which are more conventionally recognised to
treat ‘erotic’ subjects, such as the Rape o f Proserpina (Fig. 10) or the Daphne and Apollo
(Fig. 9), in the shape of a Baroque ‘spectacle’ to be visually enjoyed. Vuarnet colludes with
a Bernini whom he sets up as complicit in a deeply problematic construction of the sexual
woman as exhibitionist; pleasure or abuse represented indiscriminately; ‘For Bernini,
criminally, knows what women in love, raped, or kidnapped, are exhibiting: a spectacle. It
is this spectacle which, as a typical voyeur, we enjoy after him.’43

Fig. 8: see Fig. 1

Fig. 9: Gianlorenzo Bernini,
‘Apollo and Daphne’, 1622-5,
Galleria Borghese, Rome

Fig. 10: Gianlorenzo Bernini,
‘Rape of Proserpina’, 1621-22,
Galleria Borghese, Rome

Later in the book, he goes even further in his explicit admission o f the parallel
which Barasch also makes. It raises no question, however, as for him, in language which
deserves further analysis, he declares that ‘there is no doubt’:
There is nothing more beautiful than the feminine face in orgasm, nothing more
ambiguous. Looking at one is enough, even in a painting or a photograph. The
resemblance is striking, there is no doubt: all resemble... Angela, Catherine or
Teresa...44
Vuamet’s terms are very close to those of Jacques Lacan, perhaps the most famous
as well as the most crude response to Bernini’s Teresa; ‘You only have to go and look at
Bernini’s statue in Rome to understand immediately that she’s coming [qu’elle jouit], there
is no doubt about it.’45
Lacan uses Bernini’s Teresa in his seminar ‘Encore’ as a visual illustration of his
theory about female sexuality that women’s pleasure is excess, unknowable and unsayable
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even by the woman herself. His writing on Teresa is bound up with questions of
knowledge. He writes, ‘There is a jouissance proper to her and o f which she herself may
know nothing, except that she experiences it - that much she does know. She knows it of
course when it happens.’46 Lacan declares ignorance o f the exact nature of this jouissance
and expresses a strong desire to understand it, to force its secrets to reveal themselves:
‘...ever since we’ve been begging them - ...begging them on our knees to try to tell us
about it, well, not a word! We have never managed to get anything out o f them.’47
In his unexpected jump into art history, Lacan implies that it is only through a
representation created by a man (Bernini) that we can have any kind o f account o f the
‘supplementary’ jouissance he posits. His treatment o f the art object is problematic,
equating Hadewijch d ’Anvers’ writings with the sculpture o f St. Teresa: ‘As regards the
Hadewijch in question, it is the same as for St. Teresa.’48 Despite the fact that the texts o f
the mystics are, Lacan says, ‘the best thing you can read’, it is finally only through the
interpretative powers of two men, first Bernini and then himself, that the specifically
feminine experience can ultimately be described; ‘They [women] don’t know what they are
saying, which is all the difference between them and me.’49
Lacan claims to understand the Teresa by identifying ‘immediately’ the experience
being depicted in the sculpture. O f a sincerity which is provocatively ambivalent, Lacan’s
comments highlight the discourses o f knowledge, power and possession surrounding the
interpretation o f the sculpture, and the extent to which Bernini’s representation has become
entangled in sexual and visual politics.

Deliberate mistakes - Bernini’s intention

Careri points out the fact that ‘...m ost art historians feel obliged to remind us that
Bernini was extremely pious.’50 Simon Schama agrees that ‘scholars have fallen over
themselves to warn us that what we are looking at could not possibly be a moment of
sensual surrender’ and Harry Polkinhom refers to the denial o f any eroticism as ‘the party
interpretation’.51 Throughout the discipline of art history, we find the secular accusations,
desires and fantasies from throughout the centuries consistently refuted. Art historians
agree either that there is no sensuality whatsoever depicted, or that where some sensuality
cannot be denied, it is resolutely orthodox and would have been perfectly proper in
Bernini’s time.
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Michael Call, writing about the Teresa, goes one step further by a specific attempt
to prove that Bernini himself, instructed as to the possible impropriety of the subject matter,
particularly manipulated every aspect of the sculpture group and chapel with this same aim,
of avoiding any possible erotic associations in the Teresa's reception, according to the strict
requirements o f the Counter-Reformation Church. Call attributes to Bernini complete
artistic control in terms o f intention; an intention which has deliberately created networks
o f distance and thwarted gaze between the viewer and the sculpture o f St. Teresa - for a
theological purpose.
Throughout the article, however, Call undermines his own argument by maintaining
the partial failure of this intention: terms such as ‘attempted’, ‘warned against’, ‘expected
to’, ‘nearly erased’ abound. He concludes paradoxically,
Bernini, like all artists, must have been aware that inherent in the very nature of
artistic production is the surrender of the artefact to the viewer. The extraordinary
measures taken by Bernini to shape the viewer’s interpretive experience are in a
very real way an acknowledgement o f the ultimate independence o f the reading or
viewing act, a truly vexing reality for those who wish to draw upon art’s power to
serve an ideological agenda. Teresa’s story can - and in fact does - wrest itself free
from an institutionally correct reading, in spite o f all that Bernini has done... With
each new generation of viewers - male or female, believer or nonbeliever, Western
or non-Westem - comes a different set o f interoretive networks into which the
‘meaning’ o f Teresa is integrated. (My emphasis, y 2
Call concludes,
No box, however beautiful or skilfully wrought, can eliminate all the possible
variations on that meaning. Teresa’s story may yet be used to serve a wide variety
o f ideological purposes, but Teresa herself, we can be sure, will continue to resist
boxing.53
Call’s art historical agenda in this extract, the attribution and identification of
monolithic control by the artist within a very specific historical and cultural context, is
struggling against what this network o f images within the chapel is actually doing in the
present. The scholar takes recourse to the ultimate failure o f the artist’s intention, in order
to explain away what is in fact the failure o f this form o f art history. In addition, the chapel,
and the sculpture itself, end up by being attributed agency and personality, and become
interlaced with the personality and character o f the historical woman Teresa, with whose
experiences the sculpture must be a critical engagement, not an equivalence.
The anxiousness throughout Call’s essay is explicitly a result o f the concern about a
possible ambiguity of interpretation of the Teresa. Bernini’s overarching efforts o f control
are, for Call, due to the nature o f St. Teresa as a dangerous subject due to the risk o f
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‘suspicion o f sexual immorality’ in the experience of religious ecstasy as it was commonly
perceived (Teresa herself had been interrogated for possible heresy). Call writes that
‘Bernini’s charge... was to prevent that from happening.’ Call’s theory of absolute control
amounts to,
Teresa then, her sexuality nearly erased, floats 15 feet above the chapel floor,
passive, controlled, and safely ensconced in a massive strongbox."
Call leaves his article open as to the ways in which Bernini’s intention may have
failed to keep Teresa pure and orthodox, although Emile Mâle writing in 1932 located a
specific ‘mistake’ in the very strangeness of composition and manipulation of viewpoint
which, for Call, were precisely the opposite: the artist’s attempt to keep the viewer at an
appropriate distance from the representation of the female ecstatic body. Mâle writes,
...one cannot see Bernini’s sculpture properly, despite all the precautions he took to
show it off to its best advantage. Placed quite high and far away from the spectator,
we cannot see the real facial expressions, which photography has revealed to us.56

Fig. 11 - Detail, sec ref. Fig. 1

E'g-12 - Detail, see ref. Fig. 1

For Mâle, a photograph represented a purer, more truthful version of Bernini’s St.
Teresa than seeing the work itself in the Cornaro Chapel. A discontinuous, disturbing effect
must be ‘unintentional’. Mâle considers his own text, as well as the photographs he
provides, to be accurate and truthful representations of what the St. Teresa ‘really is like’
or what it ‘really means’, to the extent that Bernini is described as having made a ‘mistake’.
Mâle continues,
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Since the so very spiritual President De Brosse,5 it is all the rage to talk about this
group from Santa Maria della Vittoria with a smile. These insinuations would have
astonished Bernini’s contemporaries and Bernini himself first of all, because the
artist wanted with all his heart to glorify her who was purity itself, and who never
knew what the troubles of ‘instinct’ could be. (She never had to struggle against
temptation, and according to the canonisation bull, when her nuns came to tell her
about their own temptations, she sent them to their confessor, because o f her own
ignorance.)58 The mistake comes in part from the fact that one cannot see Bernini’s
sculpture properly; despite all the precautions he took to show it off to its best
advantage. Placed quite high and far away from the spectator, we cannot see the
real facial expressions, which photography has revealed to us. Contrary to what is
often said, the angel’s smile is not malicious; instead, it exudes a youthful goodness
touched with sadness, as he knows that with the heavenly joy he is bringing, he
brings also suffering. As far as the saint is concerned, there is a gravity on her sad
features, on her almost closed eyes, on her half-open mouth, which is the gravity of
death. Her expression is that of another saint sculpted by Bernini, the Blessed
Ludovica Albertoni, which he represented dying in the transports of heavenly love.
Faithful interpreter of saint Teresa, here Bernini expressed the frailty of nature
succumbing to the divine blow.59

Fig. 13 - Detail, sec ref. Fig. 1

Fig. 14: Cianlorcnzo Bernini, preparatory drawing
for the head of St. Teresa

Mâle’s tone is contemptuous as he slates the ‘fashionable’ erotic interpretation of
the sculpture. In fact, he never makes explicit exactly what ‘these insinuations’ may be. He
merely describes this interpretation as ‘l’erreur’, the mistake. Mâle blames Bernini for
mismanaging the placement of the sculptural group in the chapel (in a work which is
elsewhere lauded as a perfect example of a ‘bel composto’, a perfect union and staging o f
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different artistic disciplines.) Mâle cites the
bull of canonisation of St. Teresa which,
according to the norm for female saints,
established her perfect purity of body and
mind, and complete freedom from any
impure thoughts. Again the real Teresa of
Avila is being conflated with a sculptural
engagement with one of her experiences.
Bernini

is

described

as

the

‘faithful

interpreter’ of Teresa herself.
Mâle

continues to outline what

‘should’ be the ‘correct’ interpretation of
the sculpture (defensively turning to a
construction of a Bernini who would have
been ‘astonished’ at the misunderstanding
of his art). He advises the unexpected
approach that, because of the unfortunate

Fig. 15 - Detail of angel, see Fig. 1

placing of the work, one should see a photographic representation o f it rather than the work
itself, to understand what the artist really intended. (In fact, a preparatory drawing by
Bernini (Fig. 14), proves that he conceived of the face of the saint as being seen from
below.) According to Mâle, with the help of the photograph we can then see that the angel’s
smile is not strangely malicious; the expression o f the saint is the gravity of death. For
Mâle, there is only one ‘true’ understanding of the work.00
In fact, by accusing Bernini of positioning the work badly, Mâle implies that it is
not possible to interpret the image correctly from the normal standpoint below the
sculptural group. Somehow Mâle’s criticism implies that every first interpretation of the
work (which is not based on photographic close-ups) is in danger o f inclining towards the
erotic.
The concerns of this classical art historian from the 1930s are maintained up to the
present day in traditional art historical texts, where any interpretation drawing attention to a
possible ‘eroticism’ is often described as wrong. Writing in 1999, we find Mâle’s
countryman Pierre Cabanne commenting on the St. Teresa as follows:
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This sculpted group illustrates saint Teresa pierced by the angel with the arrow of
divine love, with a sensuality which is even more provocative in the light o f the
contemporary recommendations o f saint Ignatius to experience faith with all the
senses and with all the imagination. But the numerous commentators who have
reported the ‘eroticism’ of the saint’s attitude are wrong, as the bull o f canonisation
reports the vision which Teresa was granted, and all confusion between human love
and divine love can only distort the meaning o f this work, which, according to the
Church, is divested o f all ambiguity. (My emphasis.)61
Caterina Napoleone’s article celebrating the restoration o f the Comaro Chapel is
another example of a similar unwillingness to engage with ‘unseemly’ interpretations of
Bernini’s sculpture. She writes:
...the mystic Ecstasy o f St. Teresa ended by inspiring equivocal and indeed
unseemly interpretations, particularly in modem writings... Not only were all the
doubts concerning Teresa’s sanctity now rehearsed, but also Bernini’s religious
feeling itself, which had never been conceived as a sincere one. This misconception
was further endorsed by the presence of the beautiful angel, as ironic and
provocative as a pagan Cupid... Reclining softly on a cloud, her assumption cannot
but be heavenward, whatever chattering tongues may say.62
Napoleone’s ‘chattering tongues’ echo Mâle’s ‘smile’ just as her avoidance of
making explicit just what those ‘unseemly interpretations’ are, echoes M âle’s own. Like
Mâle she rejects as ‘misconception’ anything but the ‘chaste’ interpretation, and like
Cabanne she does not allow the co-existence o f human and divine love; it is simply
impossible for Bernini, as a Catholic, to infuse his sculpture with erotic power.

Explaining the image: Steinberg, Careri and Barasch

The denial o f sexual or erotic interpretations o f images dealing with Christian
subject matter usually follows the line that whatever the image may look like, it is simply
impossible that a canonised saint could be having any form o f erotic or sexual experience in
relation to God. The overriding authority given to the written word is Leo Steinberg’s at
times very personal battle in The Sexuality o f Christ, his coinage ‘textism’ good-naturedly
complaining about art history’s ‘oblivion’ to its own subject, the paintings and sculptures
which constitute the discipline’s archive. He remarks that ‘...texts obscure, quite as often as
they illuminate, Renaissance pictures’:
Textism as I define it is an interdictory stance, hostile to any interpretation that
seems to come out o f nowhere because it comes out o f pictures, as if pictures alone
did not constitute a respectable provenance. ...T o my mind, the deference to far
fetched texts in mistrust o f pictures is oneof art history’s inhibiting follies. It surely
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contributed to the... Cloud of Unseeing that
caused Christ’s sexual nature as depicted in
Renaissance art to be overlooked.63
‘Textism’ is in fact the primary reason
Steinberg offers for the widely negative response to
The Sexuality o f Christ among, specifically, art
historians. He blames this reaction simply on a
failure to look. Steinberg’s evidence is, primarily,
visual: ‘That the infant Christ, for whatever reason,
may want to publicize his genitals is a notion
exclusive to the image as primary source’.64 Arguing
that a visual emphasis on Christ’s genitals in
Renaissance art (particularly at critical moments in
babyhood

and

after

death)

symbolises

reinforcement of the belief in Christ’s full and

the

Fig. 16: Giovanni Bellini, ‘Madonna and
Child’, c.1460-64, Accademia Carrara,
Bergamo

complete humanity, the second revised and enlarged edition includes more than three
hundred illustrations to support his case, and cites many more. To give just one example
from the concluding section where the author replies to his critics, Steinberg criticises the
classic position of art history, such as that held by Charles Hope, that the task o f the
discipline is ‘to understand what the art of the Renaissance meant to people at the time by
reading what they said about paintings and about their faith’.65 In essence, the aim of
classic art history would be to reconstruct, using textual evidence, what people of the time
saw in images. For Steinberg, such a position denigrates visual evidence. Steinberg’s
argument is, however, very securely grounded in theology and does not, indeed, in any
sense depart from a historical perspective.66 Indeed he goes to great length to illustrate
Renaissance belief, theology and culture as apt for the kind of ‘ostentatio genitalium’ which
he proposes occurred within art. All bases are covered, since Steinberg is aware that he is
intervening in what remains one of the classic debates o f art history. The sexuality of Christ
aside - and it has been one of the greatest taboos of the discipline - the lines between what
is visually apparent and what is subsequently constructed, and about the possible
anachronism of a modem viewpoint attributing inappropriate interpretations to Renaissance
images, are debates passionately engaged in across art history.
Where ecstatic saints are concerned, similar stakes are raised, and several scholars
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do make very careful analyses, starting from the image
and what it appears to show. Neither attempting to deny
nor affirm a sexual interpretation, they rather attempt, as
does Steinberg with images of Christ, to understand and
explain what appear to be references to sexuality in the
context of contemporary thought and culture. Giovanni
Careri’s contribution to our understanding of Bernini’s
Ludovica (Fig. 3) is outspoken about the impact of the
sculpture on the viewer:...
the viewer wonders what is happening inside
Ludovica’s convulsed body: is she suffering or
climaxing?...67

Fig. 17: Maerten van Hccmskerck, ‘Man
of Sorrows’, c. 1550, Bob Jones
University Collection, Greenville, SC

...most art historians feel obliged to remind us
that Bernini was extremely pious and that his
saints and blessed ones were great mystics,
rather than extremely sensual women. Today, the
manifest sensuality of the sculpture seems, for
certain people, to contrast with the holiness of
the place in which she is displayed.. ,68

Careri’s explanation o f the sexual connotations of the Ludovico hinges on the
strange combined effect of tension and relaxation which the sculpture produces. Ludovica’s
head is relaxed, but her chest seems to be in a tense spasm, perhaps of pain. Careri’s
explanation follows the Song of Songs when he defines ecstasy as the union of the spiritual
body of the saint with the spiritual body of Christ. St. Teresa, in her much quoted
description of the piercing o f her heart by the angel (the scene depicted in Bernini’s
sculpture (Fig. 1), and which was quoted in her bull of canonisation by Pope Gregory XV),
refers to the combination of pleasure and pain experienced, and the ambiguous relation
between the spiritual and physical body. Careri is suggesting that the sensations o f agony of
the physical body in the throes of death is combined in the Ludovica with the sensual
abandon of the spiritual body, an interpretation which is conscious of St. Teresa’s
understanding of the Song of Songs as the words of love between the Lord and his Bride.
In an essay analysing the gesture of the ‘tossed-back head’, Moshe Barasch draws
attention to the similarity between the face and head positions of Bernini’s St. Teresa (Fig.
1) or Ludovica Albertoni (Fig. 3) and a work usually recognised as sensual, in this case
Correggio’s Io (Fig. 19). Rather than immediately making ‘safe’ the expression of the saint
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by distancing it from the erotic connotations it holds, Barasch, like Careri, probes that very
similarity:
In terms of conventional iconography one can hardly think of a more striking
contrast: a creature of pagan mythology versus a late medieval saint; a nude, lusty
female against a fully garbed, spiritualized nun; the rapture of sexual union versus
the mystical experience o f divine vision. And yet, in comparing the two heads, their
remarkable resemblance cannot be disregarded; in both we see the same posture,
and a very similar expression of climactic experience combined with complete
passivity - the manifestation of an altogether internal experience. One cannot help
asking: how could such distinct, contrasting figures be cast in the same mould?69

Fig. 18 - see ref. Fig. 1

Fig. 19: Antonio Correggio, ‘lo’, c.
1530, Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna

Immediately and candidly identifying the crux of the problem, Barasch argues that
images using the motif of the tossed-back head, despite ‘differences in nuance’, have an
‘underlying compositional pattern’ which is similar.70 All use the motif to express a
moment of extreme emotional ‘pitch’ or intensity, ranging from ‘Dionysiac frenzy’ to pain,
terror, despair, ‘sensual rapture’, divine vision, or death. He says that this motif is an
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Urwort, or ‘source word’, an idiom in the language of gestures which can carry many
meanings. Barasch continues by investigating the specific circumstances o f seventeenth
century theological belief which could have permitted this apparently ‘blasphemous use of
the erotic climax as an image o f unio mystica\ 71 He cites the contemporary philosophy of
‘Negative Theology’, such as that expressed in Cusanus’ Docta lgnorantia (‘Learned
Ignorance’) to illustrate the Renaissance interest in theological paradoxes such as those
which form a main theme o f St. John o f the Cross’s Dark Night o f the Soul. Barasch
suggests that it was this theological idea o f paradox which fostered a type o f representation
o f religious ecstasy which consciously referred to its moral opposite, sexual lust.72 His
‘explanation’, like Careri’s, is well-argued and persuasive.

Its own story: the limits of iconography, and the subjective analyst

The work of scholars such as Steinberg, Careri and Barasch is vital in the
demystification o f the tabooed subject matter o f sexuality and sensuality within Christian
art, and provide sound, academic and skilled discussions o f the visual evidence. There
remain, however, questions unanswered by these methods. While they all explain how such
apparently problematic representations could be possible and perfectly orthodox in the
contemporary theological and cultural context, what they do not enter into is the
phenomenon of what happens in the process o f viewing - what the image is doing in
culture. Images here are still conceived as passive, troublesome conundrums that, once
explained, are solved. Careri himself provides an articulation approaching the problem;
Instead of wondering how a work represents a gospel story, a mystery or a spiritual
process, we limit ourselves to recognising the story or the shape as if it was a
question o f an exhaustive translation o f a story or shape already present.73
Mieke Bal makes a similar caveat. Referring to the apocryphal Biblical story of
Tobias, she notes: ‘Signs like...the little dog... do not tell the story; they refer to a story.’74
Bal wishes to draw attention to the fact that iconography, as traditionally-understood, relies
on specific clues or cues being identified, which produces the recognition o f a story. Such
recognition provides assumptions and ready-prepared answers to questions the image may
have previously posed - Perlove’s problem is that there are too many o f these possible
answers because there are too many conflicting clues referring to too many stories: a
situation which fits Bal’s proposal well. Bal writes,
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I am not proposing that we ignore the evoked story in favour o f some ‘fresh’ or
‘direct’ visual narrative. Rather, I would like to make a case for a double,
differential reading, which juxtaposes the evoked against the narrated story, in order
to let them interact and to let the tensions between the stories produce new
meanings... Iconographic reading tends to obliterate the other story because stories
are sometimes so generally known that readers/viewers have difficulty realising to
what extent the visual work responding to the story signifies its own story.75
J. Cheryl Exum also emphasises the ultimately limiting aspects o f text and
knowledge based interpretation.
As Mieke Bal demonstrates so forcefully in Reading ‘Rembrandt’, this kind of
competence, while offering a powerful interpretive tool, also exercises a powerful
control over interpretation. By providing a program o f how to analyze a work o f art,
it encourages us to interpret within established parameters and thus can prevent us
from noticing details that don’t fit and from exploring alternative interpretations.76
For Steinberg, these issues are part of a general problem about a hierarchy operating
between text and image. He criticises misuse of images where the image is made to fit an
argument already established largely through textual sources. He writes,
As, in traditional theological folly, woman compounds a lower corporeal nature so that female to male is as the body is to the spirit - so the abstracted spirituality of
the word outranks the materiality o f the image. The latter’s carnality is too coarse to
avail against worded knowledge.77
Although the argument o f ‘textism’ is simplistic, and does not do justice to the
wider debate about the relationship between textual and visual evidence, and different types
o f narrative and iconography, Steinberg’s argument about the physical compellingness of
the visual image, and the political networks within which visuality functions, is supported
by his masterly ekphrasis - throughout his work can be found accomplished and moving
textual evocations of the viewing moment and process.

His personal combination o f word

and image throughout his writings, which frequently deal with such polemical issues in art
history, is persuasive and powerful. However, in Closet Devotions, Richard Rambuss
criticises the work o f both Steinberg and Caroline Walker Bynum (whom he nevertheless
thanks for reinstating the ‘body’ in the centre of the study o f religious devotion):
I am especially troubled by the ways in which the pioneering and still prevailing
scholarship on devotion has too readily circumscribed both the libidinal and the
transgressive potentialities of the sacred body, whether it be the body o f Jesus or a
saint or an individual Christian devotee.79
Rambuss accuses Steinberg’s The Sexuality o f Christ of reducing its subject to a
‘hermeneutically delimiting theologism’:
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Steinberg carefiilly hedges with reference to dogma only the field o f available
meanings o f and responses to representations o f Jesus’ arrestingly exposed body as though, for instance, Michelangelo’s nude, impressively muscled Risen Christ
would then (or now) stimulate reflection, as Steinberg implies, only upon the
80
doctrine o f the Resurrection.
Rambuss’s stated project, then, is to consider ‘sacred eroticism’ as eroticism; to
investigate ‘the heterodoxies of gender and eroticism that can be embraced and inhabited
through the mechanisms o f devotion’,81 and he cites the quasi-erotic spiritual writings of
the metaphysical poets, and in particular their homo-erotic content, as a rich source of
discussion. He states that he wishes to investigate, out of sexuality and religion ‘which is
the origin o f the other.. .neither to reduce religion into sex nor to desexualize devotion.’82
In short, he wants sex to be read as sex and not to be made to fit yet another
‘meaning’. Rambuss’ spanner in the works, his attempt to undermine these binary
constructions at work between body and spirituality, begins to operate across the literature.
Rambuss points out that despite the value o f such scholarship in providing justifications
and explanations, ultimately they fail to deal with the life of the image in a bodily sense,
including in the present - to discuss the process of viewing itself, as carnal. The body
cannot be fully reinstated in discourse about art until viewing is recognised as a bodily
process, and the viewer and the analyst are recognised as desiring subjects.
Griselda Pollock explored the desire o f the analyst in Differencing the Canon, a
book written explicitly from the perspective of acknowledged and lived subjectivity on the
part o f the analyst o f the art under discussion.
The book aims to allow difference to help us reread the canon in new, expanded,
contentious but engaged ways. I say o f Van Gogh that I could not see what I
suggest is his ambivalence toward the maternal body in his drawing o f a peasant
woman without also recognizing a comparable psychic possibility within myself.83
Pollock also demonstrates how meaning is dependent on the desire o f the viewer.
Such paintings are a space in which possibly contrary meanings could vie with each
other. While none is excluded, some may be preferred, according to the perspective
o f the reader or viewer, and whether or not they are reading within a dominant or
subordinate cultural formation. At this level, the picture does not ‘express’. It is a
productive site for several possible meanings.84
Moving away, therefore, from what an image may or may not ‘express’ or ‘encode’, we
encounter tension between the ‘identification’ of what is the orthodox story, and the
multiple other meanings which the image enables.
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This tension is manifest in what is for many the most immediately striking aspect of
the Teresa sculpture group (Fig. 1), the disturbing or arousing aspect which exceeds the
space of the chapel as well as the time o f the 17th century; the origin o f the discomfort
experienced by some recent art historians. Unable to adhere to the absolute affirmations of
purity and chastity o f some o f their colleagues, unwilling to descend into prurient adulation,
and despite providing complex solutions to explain profound ambiguities and paradoxes,
many are left disturbed and unsettled by the experience o f viewing the sculpture, and
specifically by the multiplicity of associations awoken. Jonathan Jones writes, ‘it’s the
sudden, embarrassing intimacy that makes Bernini’s most famous sculpture, The Ecstasy o f
St Teresa, so disturbing... and the reason [it] still induces a shudder - the reason it is not
just funny - is that it is also about death.’85 Simon Schama writes, ‘I was sitting in one of
the pews opposite, unsettled as usual by what I was seeing.’86 This discomfort has been
articulated, right up to the present day, by scholars who have attempted to come to terms
with the actual effect the sculpture group exerts on the viewer.

Disturbing elements

Like Michael Call,

Harry Polkinhom

considers that Bernini deliberately

manipulates the viewer’s response to the chapel. He acknowledges the odd, disturbing
elements which perturb particularly (as Mâle noticed) a modem photographic, totalising
relationship to art.
The central sculpture, for example, is made up of not one but two figures, a first
decentring. Second, this group is located in a conceived setting which Bernini
achieved in part by having the church wall built out so as to create a small,
claustrophobic area; ‘the Comaro Chapel expresses the idea o f confinement in its
extremest form.’87 The viewer is forced to look up at the central group and cannot
see the entire arrangement at one time. In fact, in a crowning irony the Chapel
‘cannot be photographed in its entirety,’88 effectively cutting off our frequently
photographically mediated illusion of a totality. (The drive to totalise, however, is
so strong that engravings have been produced showing all the Chapel’s features;
such images are regularly reproduced to accompany discussions o f the Chapel.)’89
The claustrophobic chapel, which for Polkinhom was unambiguously Bernini’s
intention, forces an encounter with the sculpture, which then refuses to be encountered by
exceeding the edges of the photographic frame with which a viewer attempts to contain it.
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Fig. 20: view of chapel recess - see ref. Fig. 1

Fig. 21: view of chapel recess - see ref. Fig. 1

Acknowledging that most of the contemporary attitudes towards the sculpture group
did follow the ‘official’ interpretation, Polkinhom comments that,
Those negative reactions which were entered (‘theatricality, sham piety,
sentimentalism, sexual hyperbole, and vulgar taste’) Peterson [sic] writes off to
viewers’ failure to take into account the chapel setting. He fails, however, to
examine the forces into which this setting casts the viewer.90
Polkinhorn finally connects the disturbing visuality of the chapel itself, inaccessible
through photography, to a proto-modernist destabilising of representation.
Was Bernini figuring forth an intuition of the radical unnameability of things,
poised on the brink of the abyss of the modem in which all names have been
stripped away, the process one of a free-floating, even hysterical delirium exactly
parallel to Teresa’s? ...[Bernini] may have been able more keenly to project the
dizzying changes which were soon to affect the nascent bourgeoisie’s final turning
away from feudal/aristocratic social forms. The artist, like a jiu jitsu master, uses
our own habitual response patterns against us, causing us to tumble into those
emptinesses in his work which correspond with the emptiness within us whose
correspondence in the social dimension, mutatis mutandis, is the vanishing of
subjectivity under classical industrial capitalism.91
Polkinhom proposes an analysis of the connection between the psyche and effect
upon subjectivity of the social structure, and of the artist’s role in drawing the viewer into
the signifying emptiness of the threat posed by ‘the modern’. It is clear that for Polkinhorn,
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the effect produced by the sculpture group is perceived as a simultaneous insight into, and
threat to, the structure o f subjectivity and visuality as they function within societal
structures.

The carnality of marble

The study to which Polkinhom refers, Robert Petersson’s The Art o f Ecstasy, makes
an inter-disciplinary comparative analysis of St. Teresa’s writings, Bernini’s Comaro
Chapel, and Richard Crashaw’s sixteenth century poetic tribute to Teresa. His theologically
careful commentary approaches the Teresa frankly:
O f the erotic quality so often commented on, fleeting signs are visible in the hands
and feet, in the contours of the mouth, chin and brow, and in the posing o f the body
beneath the robes. Unquestionably the figure of Teresa is erotic, but in no
exclusively physical sense. The facial expression is full of passion yet its spiritual
content distinguishes it very readily from, for instance, the pure earthly passion
showing in the face o f Costanza Buonarelli. Teresa seems to be breathing, her
mouth warm, moist, and a little opened as if releasing the silent moan mentioned in
the Vida... Without the overwhelming spiritual motive, Teresa would indeed be the
woman William James saw as carrying on ‘an endless amatory flirtation’ with
God.92
Petersson seems to contradict himself as he denies that the erotic quality o f the
Teresa is physical, while at the same time strongly reinforcing the physicality o f the
sculpture through a detailed ekphrasis; he describes her mouth as warm and moist - clearly
the sculpture itself is in fact cold and dry marble, but the power o f Bernini’s sculptural
language seduces many viewers into reading real human qualities into the representation.
Petersson chooses to read the Teresa alongside the remarkable sculpted portrait o f Costanza
Bonarelli, the wife o f one of Bernini’s assistants with whom he had had a passionate affair
(Fig. 22).
For Petersson it is the very face o f the Teresa sculpture whose ‘...spiritual content
distinguishes it readily...’ from the ‘earthly passion’ in the Costanza (Fig. 22). A master of
facial expression, Bernini conveys intensity largely in terms of the gaze and its
possession.93

Whereas

Costanza’s

eyes

gaze

confidently,

challengingly

and

passionately,Teresa’s pupils are hidden behind a half-lidded ‘absent gaze’; she has just
thrown her head back, possessing the moment where passion is at its height much as the
surging, forward force o f the Costanza possesses and claims her desire and that o f the
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Fig. 22: Bernini, ‘Bust of Costanza Bonarclli', c.
1635, Musco Nazionalc del Bargello, Florence

Fig. 23 - Detail of St. Teresa’s face, sec Fig. 1

viewer. Both women have been interpreted as in the midst of vocal expression: Petersson
and others describe Teresa’s ‘silent moan’, and Simon Schama asserts the Costanza bust to
be exceptional in terms of portraits of women, due to the fact o f what he sees as a portrayed
act of speech: ‘A virtue o f the sex was supposed to be their quietness, but Costanza is
shown in the act o f speech, enormous eyes not lowered but wide open, blazing.’94
A comparison of the two faces, rather like a viewing of Male’s supposedly
revelatory photographs, raises more questions than it answers. Simon Schama, importing
this time Bernini’s biographical history at the service of ‘meaning’, links the two in
precisely the opposite way from Petersson. In this reading it is precisely Bernini’s sexual
experience, in particular with Costanza Bonarelli, which informs his rendering of Teresa;
‘the intensity of Theresa’s ecstasy, the representation of the transport of the soul, in fact,
had everything to do with carnal knowledge, especially Bernini’s own.’95
It is an art historical debate, continuing to this day, which has become increasingly
untenable in its black and white construction of meaning. Not all scholars, however, feel
the need to reproduce the same debate ad infinitum, and some exploit the very tensions
which the debate has exposed.
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Mary Magdalene, one o f the most iconic and controversial figures o f the New
Testament, is situated at the heart o f the ambivalent visual identity between the sexual and
the sacred which these discussions of The Ecstasy o f St. Teresa (Fig. 1) have brought to
light. A saint characterised more by ‘myth and metaphor’ than by historical fact, she has
been represented not in one consistent guise but rather by multiple avatars in visual art and
popular culture across the centuries.96 To move now to the visuality o f the Magdalene,
through the tensions and paradoxes brought out throughout the history o f her
representation, the scene is set for wider debates about the nature o f the body, femininity,
subjectivity and visuality which will arise in subsequent chapters.

Mirror and concept

Mieke Bal exploits, enjoys, and actively encourages the tension produced in images
where a narrative or identificatory impetus to recognition is juxtaposed against a striking
and provocative visual ambiguity.
The narrative imported does not preclude other readings, visual storytelling and the
reading thereof are able to produce competing narratives that stand in tension with
the doxic story. I shall argue for that tension - for its existence and for its
productivity. I shall argue that both the iconographic and the visual-narrative modes
of reading need to be acknowledged, exploited, and maintained concurrently. But,
rather than advocating a dialectic solution, I shall argue for maintaining the tension,
a tension that is unresolvable, dynamic, that makes possible a reading attitude
wherein recognition is the primary, but never a stable nor reliable, tool.97
Bal comments, with relation to the iconography of the mirror in Western art, that all
‘meanings’ which have been assigned to the image o f a mirror over time (she already
enumerates 25 possibilities) are cultural constructs: ‘Iconography can only propose more or
less plausible choices among these possible meanings. What it cannot explain is the
mirror’s multivalence and the way such choices are encouraged if not imposed.’98 In other
words, Bal’s argument liberates the writing of art history so that it is no longer necessary to
be merely concerned with an identification o f meaning, but o f the ways in which meaning
operates.
To take Bal’s suggested multivalent sign o f the mirror further, an extended case
study of the figure o f Mary Magdalene in relation to the mirror, explored as an independent
concept, can demonstrate the connections between meaning, visuality and identity.99 The
concept o f the ‘mirror’ uses the literal mirror as a trope which, while anchored in visuality
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and itself creating networks of gaze, subject and object, is also at the heart o f culture
through psychoanalysis, metaphor, symbolism, and tradition. I use the term ‘concept’ in the
sense understood by Mieke Bal, who argues, ‘Concepts... offer miniature theories, and in
that guise, help in the analysis of objects, situations, states, and other theories’:
The shift in methodology I am arguing for here is founded on a particular
relationship between subject and object, one that is not predicated on a vertical and
binary opposition between the two. Instead, the model for this relationship is
interaction, as in ‘interactivity’... Concepts are not fixed. They travel - between
disciplines, between individual scholars, between historical periods, and between
geographically dispersed academic communities. Between disciplines, their
meaning, reach, and operational value differ. These processes o f differing need to
be assessed before, during, and after each ‘trip’.100
Taking the mirror as a concept in this sense helps to activate and set up encounters
between some striking visual interpretations of the figure o f Mary Magdalene. Emerging
the other side of its travels, I hope to show that the concept o f the mirror can also open up
avenues of exploration for the rest of this extended study.

M ary M agdalene and ‘tru th ’

The scene in the Gospel o f John (20:16) where Mary Magdalene recognises the
resurrected Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane is one o f the most poignant, and vividly
visually rendered, in the New Testament. An aspect of this scene is represented in a
sixteenth-century painting by Giovanni Savoldo, one version o f which hangs in the
National Gallery, London (Fig. 24). In the painting, the saint, her bowed head, body and
arm veiled behind a brightly reflective silver cloak, turns towards the viewer and gazes
directly out o f the picture frame. In front of the empty tomb, she is turning, about to see the
risen Christ. The Magdalene’s gaze is at once frank and mysterious, calm and intense; the
remarkable cloak fills the rest of the composition.
One of the most common characterisations o f the Magdalene, despite no such
mention appearing in the Gospels, is that o f the repentant prostitute.101 Erotic
interpretations o f Savoldo’s painting across the centuries naturally drew inspiration from
the potential for fantasised sensuality in this identification. Descriptions ranged from the
‘young, warm and impulsive woman’, to ‘a romantically veiled beauty’ to straightforward
readings of the painting as a courtesan portrait.102 It was not until the intervention o f Mary
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Pardo that the haunting figure and her extraordinary reflective cloak received deeper
consideration.

Fig. 24: Giovanni Girolamo Savoldo, ‘Mary Magdalene’, c. 1535-40, National Gallery, London

Pardo presents Savoldo’s Magdalene as a masterpiece of painterly artifice, intended
to showcase the talent of the artist for creating ironic invenzione, artistic sleight-of-hand.
She reveals how the light reflecting in the saint’s extraordinary garment is the reflection of
the risen Christ, whom Mary Magdalene turns to meet on Easter morning in the Garden of
Gethsemane. Although the Magdalene could be posited in some contexts as being
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privileged to see and speak bodily with Jesus, here, for Pardo, the Magdalene is nothing
more than a device, a screen upon which to project the artist’s inventiveness;
.. .it does not pretend to ‘contain’ truth, only to reflect it; its ostensible content is
wholly exterior to it. Yet the resultant ‘emptiness’ is also a kind o f limitless
potentiality (since it holds the viewer in thrall) and guarantees the painter’s essential
autonomy in spinning out his fiction.103
The figure of the Magdalene herself, for Pardo, is a cipher - a ‘code’ - enabling the
artist to endow his composition with meanings ranging from the theological to the
iconographic.
While recognising the importance o f Pardo’s work on this painting, I wish to take
issue with the view of the Magdalene as an empty mediator, void o f independent ‘truth’. In
investigating the notion of ‘Magdalene as mirror’ via a case study o f Savoldo’s Magdalene
but also a Magdalene by Caravaggio, I argue that, on the contrary, rather than being a
‘passive...projection screen’ a certain kind of early seventeenth-century Magdalene actively
appropriates the mirror.104 Somewhere in the play o f body and light, paint and canvas, the
painted body becomes the agent, the instigator o f the interaction between self and other. It
is therefore a ‘knowing’ Magdalene assuming both erotic bodilyness and sacredness who
engages and challenges the viewer’s gaze: the Magdalene o f the Gnostic gospels, the
knower o f ‘truth’ who said to the disciples, ‘What is hidden from you, I will proclaim to
you.’105
Mary Magdalene above all other saints transgressed the visual boundary between
sensuality and spirituality; and not only in the limited sense o f the depictions o f her seminaked penitence, in her guise as the repentant prostitute. In the fifteenth, sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, long before popular legend attributed a historical significance to their
relationship, the privilege of the Magdalene’s role was her sensual relationship with
Jesus.106 Carmen Robertson, referring to the iconography o f the ‘Noli me Tangere’ scene
from the Gospel o f John, notes that,
.. .the scene shifts from a wholly didactic and religious intent in the fourteenth and
early fifteenth centuries to an emphasis upon the physical relationship between
Christ and the Magdalene in the sixteenth century. Little in the sacred scripture
suggests the sexual interpretations that become commonplace in portrayals o f the
pair in fifteenth and sixteenth-century Italy.107
Robertson’s suggested sixteenth-century turning point is corroborated by the wealth
of Lamentations or Pietas from the period where the Magdalene’s touch is usually more
dramatic or imbued with desperate passion than that of the Virgin, or where she even
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replaces the Virgin as the primary site of interaction with Jesus’ body.

108

The Magdalene

enables the figuration of a dark sexuality which is, nevertheless, firmly contextualised in
the veneration of Jesus’ earthly body: of course, also
here a dead body, which itself carries additional
multiple connotations of body and spirit, death and
life. It is clear that the Renaissance Magdalene is the
agent of a deeply ambiguous and paradoxical
interaction with Jesus’ body, the most undecidable
body in the imagery o f Western art. A particularly
striking example can be found in a painting by
Giovanni Bellini which depicts Jesus’ anointing, the
site of touch between the Magdalene and Jesus, a
moment which receives particular emphasis as the
saint, flushed and in a state of extreme emotion,
sensuously rubs ointment into the wounds on Jesus’

Fig. 25: Giovanni Bellini, ‘Lament over
the dead Christ’, 1473 - 76, Vatican
Pinacotheca, Vatican City

hands. The painting evokes an almost disturbing emotional and erotic power.10f
This access to the paradoxical touch of Jesus, having given the saint a strange and evocative
status among other popular female saints popular, altered in the seventeenth century. The
principal powerful guise of the Magdalene shifted,
from the interaction with Jesus, to the moment in
which she is herself between the human and the
divine, where the boundaries of body and spirit,
self and other, are transgressed within her own
body - the experience of ecstasy.1l()Unlike other
ecstatics, like Teresa, Agnes, or Agatha, the
Magdalene was a gospel figure and not a mystic in
the traditionally understood sense. It is precisely
because of the Magdalene’s paradoxical status as
the site of the interaction between body and spirit in

Fig. 26: Titian, ‘Penitent Magdalene’,
1530-35, Palazzo Pitti, Florence

relation to the body of Jesus, that the interrogation of the saint’s own female gendered body
on similar tenns raises more specifically nuanced questions about this ultimate site of
undecidability between body and spirit.
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‘C aravaggesque’

In 1606 Caravaggio is known to have painted a Magdalene in Ecstasy. The formerly
best-known version, in the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Marseilles, is attributed to one of
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Caravaggio’s copyists, Ludovicus Finson. However, a more compelling version in a private
collection has recently been widely exhibited as a Caravaggio (Fig. 2 7 ).'" In this painting,
a visual rhetoric of ecstasy has been created which changes the visual status o f the body of
the saint. In previous Magdalenes, such as the seminal examples
by Donatello (Fig. 28) or Titian (Fig. 26), the body was either a
document of the saint’s self-denial for the sake of asceticism and
penitence, or a site of temptation and of the conflict between
fleshly and spiritual desire. In the Marseilles Magdalene,
however, the visual mode has shifted, and the movements, shapes
or spasms of the body become exterior codes, or indicators of a
profoundly interior experience. The power of this rhetoric is in the
multivalence of the body’s abandon; it invites readings on many
different levels and it produces many different meanings; as a
result, it both fascinates and disturbs viewers. The play of intense
emotions written on the surface o f the Magdalene’s body, like the
surface of a mirror, is activated and attributed meaning when it
becomes subject to the gaze. The origins of Mary Magdalene’s
ecstasy are left open to interpretation in Caravaggio’s vision of the
scene. The absence of visual attributes in the painting to justify

Fig. 28: Donatella,
‘Mary Magdalen’,
1453-5, Museo
dell’Opcra del Duomo,
Florence

her experience makes this one of the most ascetic images o f ecstasy of the seventeenth
century, and one where the viewer is obliged to realize the intensity of the experience from
the movement of her body alone. The blackness around her encloses her in privacy, and the
striking realism, in particular of her eyelids and slightly visible teeth, breaks the
conventions of the ideal - we could call these elements ‘Caravaggesque’. There is a strong
sense of intrusion, heightened by the shadows of the chiaroscuro from which the saint’s
skin emerges almost shockingly pale, but also by the sense that, through her half-open eyes,
the saint may or may not be aware of the viewer’s presence. We recall Aldous Huxley’s
response to the sculpture Ludovica Albertoni: ‘the spectator feels a shock of
embarrassment... one has the impression of having opened a bedroom door at the most
inopportune of moments’.112 In the paradoxical visual experience the image produces,
carnal yet spiritual, intimate yet distanced, performed yet bodily, it disrupts the subjectobject operation of the gaze - it must be re-framed in order to encompass these effects.
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Savoldo’s Magdalene was described as the ultimate in artistic artifice; seen in these
terms it would seem to have very little in common with the tactile bodilyness o f the
Caravaggio painting. I propose, however, that the term ‘Caravaggesque’, often understood
in a general sense to refer to the specific form of chiaroscuro and realism for which
Caravaggio is particularly known, could be expanded to encompass a specific quality
within visuality which is encapsulated both by the painting of the artist ‘Caravaggio’ and
by the figurative phenomenon of Mary Magdalene. I use the expression here, beyond ideas
of the specific artist and his oeuvre, in terms of a specific rhetoric o f paradoxical bodily
‘real’-performance, a quality of fictive bodily ‘truth’, found in representations o f the
ecstatic saints, which involves a body suspended between opposing states such as life and
death, and pleasure and pain.

‘Exteriorising’ identification

A viewer confronted with these two contrasting Magdalenes, in different ways
paradoxically situated at the cusp o f a Baroque visuality, encounters a complicated
mirroring network. A commentary referring to Bernini’s Ecstasy o f St. Teresa, completely
out o f the context o f traditional academic responses, may here provide a portrayal o f the
functioning o f visual memory; it inadvertently broaches a complex system o f mirror,
empathy and role model responses to the figure o f the ecstatic saint, which I have brought
to the foreground. Andrew Greeley, an American priest and sociologist who among other
causes champions erotic (rather than pornographic) art as the route to a healthy intramarital erotic life, offers the following fantasy scenario in a modest sexual advice article for
his parishioners:
Thus a woman who views Bernini’s St. Teresa and understands what the artist is
doing will surely recall her own orgasmic experiences and note with interest what
the metaphor implies. Moreover she may find herself in the beginnings o f sexual
arousal and yearn for another orgasmic experience. Whether her husband will be
sensitive enough to the artist’s designs to recognize the similarity between the
Saint’s expression and his memory o f his wife’s expression may be less certain,
because men are less perceptive in these matters than women. If he does, it is
possible that he too will feel the beginnings o f sexual arousal.113
The mise-en-scene inspired by the Teresa and fantasised by Greeley produces a
rather patronising idea o f sexual arousal couched in cliched terms; however, the
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mechanisms of viewing imagined in the extract provide
an interesting counterpoint to academic responses to the
sculpture, for the most part locked in unproductive
debate about the sexual suggestiveness of the pose.
Greeley not only explicitly imagines the ambiguous
sculpture arousing its viewers, but the way in which this
arousal is operated is seen as being specifically through
recognition. The wife in the scenario is assumed
visually to recognise an image which she could not
possibly have actually seen - that of her own pleasure.
Fig. 29 - see ref. Fig. 1

This mise-en-scene o f gaze and desire could be seen to

establish the ‘ “masculinisation” of the spectator position’ when the woman observes her
own pleasure from the viewpoint of a lover."4 For Laura Mulvey, Freud’s portrayal of
women’s oscillating identity between active and passive, and the conventions of
masculinity and femininity, influence the modes of identification operating in a woman’s
gaze upon a female protagonist - ultimately that ‘the female spectator’s fantasy of
masculinisation [is] at cross-purposes with itself, restless in its transvestite clothes’.1151 feel
however that Greeley’s fantasy scenario leaves the female spectator’s means of recognition
more tantalisingly complex.
Beyond Mulvey’s conclusion of a troubled and oscillating identity to account for
the logic of identification operating here, I look to Kaja Silverman, who like Bal brings the
metaphor o f the mirror into play. Drawing on Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage, Silverman
emphasises that the ego itself is a representation of a representation.116 Identity itself, in this
view, being constructed as both other and same, the mirror can work as a metaphor for the
construction of a self-image which is both visual and knowingly fictive. In this way, an
‘exteriorising’ identification (the ‘recognition’ of the fantasised self in the Teresa, for
instance), is accessible to a female viewer because of the monolithic nature of the
masculine ego, according to the Freudian model: she has greater freedom of identification
than her male counterpart, and can suspend her identification on the brink between the
passivity of the love object and the active nature of the gaze’s subject."7
Greeley reads the Teresa as a paradigm of the visual codification of women’s
pleasure, and assumes that women’s visualisation of their own sexual behaviour itself will
inevitably conform to the trope. At the same time, while attributing to Bernini the ‘design’
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to represent female pleasure (‘what the artist is doing’), Greeley perceives that the husband
will simply not make the connection. The implication o f Greeley’s scenario is that, for the
formation o f the visual discourse o f pleasure, the fantasy identification performed in the
‘mirror’ by the female viewer is paradoxically stronger than the man’s real visual
experience. A gaze upon the body o f the ecstatic saint does not function as a gaze into a
mirror at one’s own body in pleasure, but participates in the construction o f a complex play
of identification: an inner gaze at an interior experience, which can not have been
experienced visually except by a fictive, fantasised gaze from outside the self.

Excessive empathy, bodily ecstasy

The seventeenth-century Caravaggio Magdalene, like Bernini’s Teresa, also
transgressed contemporary limits of reflection and empathy. It appears to have been seen as
threatening even at the time o f its creation because o f its potential for excessive empathetic
fantasy. Here, it is to the asceticism of the image that the blame is attributed. Jean Habert
summarises the controversy surrounding the painting:
This revolutionary creation caused a considerable stir - it was the most copied o f all
Caravaggio’s paintings, in particular amongst the Northern artists working in Italy,
less inhibited than their counterparts. Among them, the Flemish painter Louis
Finson (Bruges before 1580 - Amsterdam 1617) saw himself as the primary copyist
o f the painting. However, the painting did not in fact enjoy any real posterity:
copies and subsequent adaptations no longer dared to portray the saint alone and
without attributes. Instead they conformed to the 1582 recommendations o f the
Bishop of Bologna, the cardinal Gabriele Paleotti (1522-1597), principal advocate
of the Counter-Reformation as far as iconography was concerned. He endorsed the
representation o f saints in ecstasy [...] with their attributes and lifted up by angels,
in order to clearly indicate the nature o f their mystical experience as being
inaccessible to ordinary mortals.118
Indeed, the ecstasy of the Magdalene as envisioned by Caravaggio was so intimate
and bodily - so ‘Caravaggesque’, as it were - as to be seen as being threatening to the
Catholic church in the context o f sixteenth-century religious politics. According to Bishop
Paleotti, therefore, it was the threat of excessive empathy which frightened artists away
from

making

straightforward

copies

o f the

painting

and

which

led

to

the

‘supematuralisation’ o f ecstasy. It was vital that religious experiences should be seen as
being unequivocally divinely inspired, and Caravaggio’s Magdalene, collapsed back on the
ground, is accessing a very intimate form o f the divine. In contrast, even the year before
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Caravaggio’s composition, Giovanni Lanfranco had painted a Magdalene in Ecstasy where
the saint is being physically carried up to heaven by angels for her daily spiritual
sustenance while a penitent in the desert, just as the Golden Legend relates:
...our Redeemer did show it openly, that he had ordained for her refection celestial,
and no bodily meats. And every day at every hour canonical she was lifted up in the
air of angels, and heard the glorious song of the heavenly companies with her
bodily ears. O f which she was fed and filled with right sweet meats, and then was
brought again by the angels unto her proper place, in such wise as she had no need
of corporal nourishing.114
The literality which runs through
both text and painting - although she is to
have ‘no bodily meats’ she hears the
angels’ song ‘with her bodily ears’ reveals perhaps the temptation in the
Baroque

to

emphasise

the

physical,

bodily nature of the Magdalene’s ecstasy
despite its apparent divine origin and
purely

i• •

‘ec-static’

Caravaggio,

conditions.

however,

innovates

120

by

conveying the ‘literal’ carrying up into
heaven through the force of a young
woman’s physical yearning.
The

threat

posed

by

the

Magdalene is that o f excessive empathy
with an emphatically corporeal body,
experiencing an ecstasy which is

Fig. 30: Giovanni Lanfranco, ‘Magdalene in
Ecstasy’, c. 1605, Galleria Nazionale di
Capodimontc, Naples

ambiguous in its physical and spiritual pleasure or pain, of mysterious and ineffable origin
and which may be too ‘real’ to be safely viewed. An autonomous pleasure, activated
visually, inevitably introduces questions of the concept of the mirror. The sight o f an
ecstatic body, suspended both present and absent, both physical and spiritual, sets in motion
a fantasised interplay of the gaze, where the viewer’s own body is itself the product o f the
gaze network. An infinity of mirrors, where the body is simultaneously both subject and
object of the gaze; gazing at another body, it constructs itself as seen. In this way, the
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body’s status as a subjective site of the gaze is paradoxically enabled by the body’s fictive
identification as an object of a fantasised gaze.
In the lore surrounding the Magdalene, on the moment of her conversion and
penitence she rejected worldly goods. Caravaggio took up this theme in his Conversion o f
the Magdalene in Detroit, where the saint touches, but does not look into, a dark convex
mirror while listening to the theological persuasion o f her companion Martha.1' 1

Fig. 31: Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio , ‘The Conversion of the
Magdalene’, c. 1597-8, The Detroit Institute of Arts

Mieke Bal puts this image in counterpoint with a slightly earlier Magdalene by
Caravaggio, in Rome (Fig. 33), in a chapter on the myth of Narcissus. In the Rome
Magdalene, the saint has abandoned worldly goods (she has let gold and pearl jewellery fall
to the ground beside her) and sits, her arms in her lap forming a frame continued by her
auburn hair and drooping head, in melancholy. For Bal, this frame forms a metaphorical
mirror where this Magdalene, having rejected the actual mirror, turns her melancholy in
towards herself. Unlike Caravaggio’s contemporary painting Narcissus (Fig. 32), whose
bodily ego becomes fragmented in his hopeless pursuit of his own image, this Magdalene
'is able to sustain the wholeness that the primary narcissism of the mirror experience
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extends to the subject...’12'
Bal explains, citing Kaja Silverman’s
The Threshold o f the Visible World, that when
the Magdalene becomes the mirror, she does
not enter the long-established binary of lack
versus plenitude

into which women

are

traditionally coerced to fit:

Fig. 32: Caravaggio, ‘Narcissus’, 1594-96,
Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica, Rome

...lack, so that the male subject’s
phallic attributes can be oppositionally
articulated; plenitude, so that she can
become adequate to his desire.’ This
sadistic, because impossible, model is
culturally embodied on the one hand
by Venus, and on the other by the
Virgin-Mother.121

Bal writes, however, that ‘the
price to pay for wholeness is the
absence of consciousness...’.1' 4 While
the Rome Magdalene remains ‘a
figure of transgression

and

con

version’ she nevertheless remains
unconscious, ‘she does not ‘know
h erself’, she remains passive; ‘[The
Magdalene] represents the passive
receptivity o f the mirror as a genderspecific projection screen for the
production of an illusory, exterior
wholeness.’125
This is reminiscent of Mary
Pardo’s characterisation of Savoldo’s
Magdalene as an empty device; ‘it
does not pretend to ‘contain’ truth,

Fig. 33: Caravaggio, ‘Penitent Magdalene’, c. 1594-7,
Galleria Doria Pamphilj, Rome

only to reflect it; its ostensible content is wholly exterior to it’.12(1 While 1 follow Bal’s
analysis, following Silverman, that the Magdalene’s bodily wholeness is fictive in the sense
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that she is no longer slave to the ‘lack versus plenitude’ model of femininity, 1 feel that it is
reductive to state that Caravaggio’s Rome Magdalene remains trapped within the unstable
equilibrium which her passivity provides in the face o f her rejection of the mirror, or that
she can only be a mirror within herself at the price of ‘knowing herself. This conclusion
reminded me of Lacan’s famous comment on Bernini’s Teresa; ‘It is clear that the essential
testimony o f the mystics is that they are experiencing it but know nothing about it.’1“7

Active passivity
It is on this question of knowing or not knowing the self, that the whole issue turns:
whether the experience of ecstasy, or indeed the bodily experience of touching and
recognising the resurrected Christ, can be an embodied, as well as bodily, experience. I
argue that when Caravaggio’s Magdalenes become mirrors, it is not a passive, unknowing
unconsciousness but rather an active one. This moment is captured by the artist’s
Conversion o f the Magdalene in Detroit - the dark mirror which the Magdalene is rejecting,
reflects nothing but a square window - its liquid blackness seeming to absorb all light. The
saint’s face is misleadingly passive: a poised
emptiness suspended between listening to
Martha’s argument and meditating on her
own sins, it takes the place of the empty
mirror. Her downcast eyes reflect both her
sister’s intellectual earnestness and the light
from the window being shed upon her own
Fig. 34 - see ref. Fig. 31

dissolute life.

To assume that apparent unconsciousness is passive, is to overlook the body of
imagery surrounding the figure of Mary Magdalene, and the extraordinary symbolic
allusions which enfold her image, in terms of her transgression of body and spirit as the one
who touches the risen Christ. It is her action of rejecting the physical mirror, enabling her to
transgress all that it represents in tenus of Narcissistic worldliness, which enables her to
internalise and absorb its power to destabilise the play o f focalisers in visuality.l2s The
‘Caravaggesque’ Magdalene gains wholeness at the price of the ‘real’. Instead the ‘real’
becomes an ‘air de vérité’,1 and the ‘Caravaggesque’ becomes a cipher at many levels,
signifying a performance of fictive bodilyness in which the Magdalene is complied.
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The unconsciousness o f both Magdalenes transgresses mere ‘sleep’ (Bal describes
Caravaggio’s Rome Magdalene as ‘sleeping’) to become, instead, an altered state where the
exterior appearance of the body becomes undecidable, controversial, and multivalent,
combining in one the visual discourses o f pain, death, pleasure, sleep, melancholy, ecstasy,
precisely because it is no longer attempting to signify a ‘real’ body, but ‘Caravaggesque’
suspension o f bodily reality. Instead the exterior unconsciousness is a metaphor for an
interior experience which is too intense to otherwise conceive of visually. This is also what
happens when the woman in Andrew Greeley’s fantasy looks into the mirror of Bernini’s
Teresa and sees her memory of pleasure, whereas the man may not recognise at all a
physical body he has surely seen. Pleasure is written onto the body o f the ecstatic saint and
also beyond that body in a fictive, symbolic layering.
Savoldo’s Magdalene was painted too early to interact with Caravaggio’s
Magdalenes in the discourse of ecstasy they set up. Nevertheless, the term ‘Caravaggesque’
traverses the before and after o f the Caravaggio ‘moment’ just as the visual discourse of
ecstasy, in the Foucauldian sense, is a network o f relations and connections.130 Savoldo
certainly combines these ‘Caravaggesque’ elements in his exploration o f Magdalene
visuality, in the great symbolic depth of the London painting. This Magdalene is a mirror but neither reflecting the viewer nor herself. Instead the viewer is implicated, via the
commanding gaze o f the saint, in a three-way interaction where the missing third party, the
resurrected Christ, is depicted as light - incomprehensible to us, unless it is mirrored,
reflected, and translated by the Magdalene.

‘Those who have not seen’

It is, in fact, back in the dense prose o f the Gospel o f John that the seeds o f the
Magdalene’s unique role lie. It is in verse 20 that the meeting between the saint and the
resurrected Jesus takes place, starting with the Magdalene’s failure to recognise him; ‘...she
turned round and saw Jesus standing there, but she did not know it was Jesus.’131 Jesus
himself, this time, then seems to feign ignorance; ‘Jesus said to her, “Woman, why are you
weeping? For whom are you looking?” Supposing him to be the gardener, she said to him,
“Sir, if you have carried him away, tell me where you have laid him, and I will take him
away.” ‘132
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Their meeting then proceeds by each verbally recognising the other; ‘Jesus said to
her, “Mary!” She turned and said to him in Hebrew, “Rabbouni!” (which means Teacher).
Jesus said to her, “Do not hold on to me, because I have not yet ascended to the Father.” 4133
This verbal recognition between them, preceded by a visual misrecognition, is then very
shortly followed by the scene of the doubting of St. Thomas, this time a tactile recognition
of a Jesus who is still very bodily in his state between death and life, as Jesus invites the
apostle to touch his wounds. Here, however, it is Jesus himself who then denigrates the
visual, saying to Thomas, ‘Have you believed because you have seen me? Blessed are those
who have not seen and yet have come to believe.’134
These repeated reflections, recognitions and misrecognitions surrounding the death
and resurrection of Jesus as depicted in the Gospel of John disrupt the whole mechanism of
vision. The Magdalene becomes a holder o f a knowing gaze through becoming the object
of a knowing gaze, which is itself enabled by her own recognising gaze. It is thanks to the
Magdalene’s recognition that the message of Jesus’ resurrection is passed on to the other
disciples; in the Gnostic gospels the Magdalene says to the disciples, ‘What is hidden from
you, I will proclaim to you.’135
The paradoxical simultaneity of gazes in the Garden of Gethsemane encapsulates
the meaning of the Magdalene. Rather than being an empty screen, guilelessly failing to
know Jesus, the ‘Caravaggesque’ Magdalene of Savoldo’s painting is an embodied site of
knowledge who, while turning about to meet Jesus’ gaze, on the brink of seeing him, meets
the

viewer’s

gaze

and

already

knows;

and

‘proclaims’ her understanding to the viewer of
Savoldo’s painting as that paradoxical, powerful
gaze smiles knowingly out of the picture frame.
‘Those who have not seen’.The ‘Caravaggesque’
Magdalene, whether the Magdalene of Savoldo (Fig.
35), with her reflective cloak, or the dark Magdalene
in the throes of ecstasy (Fig. 27), transgresses the
conventional opposition of the knowing artist and
submissive subject. Here the subject o f the painting
has gained an effect of agency: she is complied in the Fiction of her own painted space and
her paradoxical bodily existence. The position she assumes in the mythology of Jesus’
resurrection, while her own body in ecstasy interrogates the nature o f embodied experience,
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is the nucleus o f knowledge at the crux of a gaze network - an embodied knowledge which,
through the trope of the mirror, conveys through reflection the indescribable experience o f
the transgression o f body and spirit.
In the last paragraph o f ‘Through the Looking Glass’, Alice wonders who it was
who dreamed her adventures: herself or the Red King, since ‘He was part of my dream, o f
course-but then I was part o f his dream, too!’136 Magdalene through the looking glass
enables just such a bodily cross-subjectivity. Thanks to Savoldo and the ‘Caravaggesque’,
she, like Alice, can step between the two worlds; ‘And certainly the glass WAS beginning
to melt away, just like a bright silvery mist.’

11 7

The air of truth: the Marquis de Sade

I have set up Mary Magdalene in these arguments as a figure whose representation
has the potential to raise the suggestion of an embodied subjectivity in representation, and
who challenges and engages the viewer within a gaze network. This is not, however, to
endorse the position of analysts such as Lacan, conflating the historical person St. Teresa o f
Avila with the writings attributed to that person, or the visual representations of her, up to
the sculpture by Bernini. The equivocality which Vuamet eroticised and delighted in,
debases and obscures yet ironically exposes a woman whose identity, so bound up in the
visual myth surrounding it, stumbles between a representation o f a person and an abstract
symbol:
Saint Teresa, talking about herself, exhibiting herself in the book entitled My life,
Bernini exhibiting her, or even myself talking about them both; yet we are not
talking about the same thing. The real Teresa was the medium (le suppôt) o f a
multiple truth (somewhere between the saint, the woman, and the shameful
woman), the repetitions o f which, however laudable they may be, are not
necessarily any less ridiculous or parodying as a result.138
Vuamet like others before him claims to know the real Teresa behind the layers of
‘parodie’ representation. His claim to her simultaneously obscures her while erotically
fetishising that which detours away from any notion of subjecthood: ‘this equivocality... of
course makes us love her - of course, not with a very pure or a very honest love’.139
The Marquis de Sade writes about Bernini’s St. Teresa in his Voyage d ’Italie:
It is a masterpiece by Bernini. This piece is sublime because o f the air o f truth
which characterises it, but it is necessary to remind oneself deeply (se pénétrer),
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when seeing it, that it is a saint, because from the ecstatic appearance o f Teresa,
from the fire which embraces her features, it would be easy to be mistaken.140
A sense o f irony pervades Sade’s statement that ‘it would be easy to be mistaken’.
Sade specifically appreciates the ‘truth’ of the sculpture - truth equated with sublimity - it
is sublime because it has an air o f truth. Sade’s subtle analysis here evokes the struggle of
moral society to integrate sexuality and Christianity. His account o f an instinctive and
sublime revelation o f ‘truth’, combined with an ironised simultaneous repression o f another
‘easy’ interpretation to the canonical one, encapsulates some sense o f what is occurring
during the process o f viewing the sculpture. It conveys the sense that the sculpture is
evoking an elemental truth, layered with society’s givens about what the nature o f religion
should be and the individual’s act o f self-censorship according to what response is
appropriate. Sade, an anarchic thinker, saw religion and indeed civilisation as corrupt, and
used extreme forms of amoral sexuality in his writings as a means to shed light on the
hypocrisy o f society. Monks and bishops are portrayed as particularly sadistic and sexually
corrupt: sexual libertinage, and beyond that complete amorality and lack o f empathy
leading to extreme forms of cruelty and murder, is portrayed as the truth o f humanity. If
humans are not libertines (such as Justine, who wants to be pure but finds it increasingly
impossible) it is because of a falsely enforced morality, enforced by religion. Morality is
inherently meaningless: injustices keep happening to the just, proving that there is no real
justice: virtue is a meaningless and hopeless act.141 However, the ironic sympathy with
which Justine’s struggle is portrayed conveys a similar tone to that of the writer who gently
reminds the reader not to be mistaken - an acknowledgement of the cultural imperatives of
society viewed by an outsider.
Sade praises the ‘truth’ o f the Teresa where others have revelled in her ambiguity.
Sade, perhaps uniquely among commentators o f the Teresa, has pinpointed the moment
when the sublime, the nature of what for him has defined it as a masterpiece, is located in
the act of viewing, as an internal collision between instinct (visual recognition o f erotic
passion) and culture (acknowledgment o f Christian morality). Neither elevating nor
debasing Saint Teresa, Sade is one o f the few - because situated outside o f that discourse not to conflate image and the woman. The expression ‘air of truth’ attempts to account for
the fictive carnality, which I identified in Caravaggio’s Magdalene (Fig. 27), of a marble
sculpture which brings into tangible visuality an account o f an intangible vision - while
locating the sculpture’s ‘sublimity’ precisely in this paradoxical notion of truth.
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Histories of art

Throughout this chapter I have demonstrated various forms o f art history struggling
to come to terms with the nature of their subject matter. The question o f feminine figures
represented at the crux of discourses o f sexuality, corporeality and sacrality poses a
profound challenge to a tradition of art history which has confined the female body to
certain societally approved roles. In particular, the female body in visuality construed as a
sentient presence, a representation not o f an object or surface for male desire but of a site of
identity and knowledge, challenges many of the assumptions constructed within the history
of art and within visual culture as a whole - and in particular because this visual
construction is achieved by a profound ambiguity and putting-into-question o f literal and
traditional concepts of ‘meaning’.
David Freedberg chooses to reject academic forms of art history completely, and
discusses the ambiguous status o f the two sculptures by Bernini as being at the heart of the
issue: ‘...w e may have difficulty in distinguishing between erotic and spiritual love (and
everyone would agree how perfectly this is illustrated by a sculpture such as Bernini’s Saint
Teresa, or his BlessedLudovica Albertoni for that matter.)’142
Freedberg explicitly states that his work falls outside art history and indeed
uncompromisingly distances himself from it when he states,
My concern is with those responses that are subject to repression because they are
too embarrassing, too blatant, too rude, and too uncultured... these are the kinds of
response that form the subject of this book, not the intellectual constructions of
critic and scholar, or the literate sensitivity o f the generally cultured.143
He opens The Power o f Images, indeed, with the following proposed incongruity:
‘This book is not about the history o f art. It is about the relations between images and
people in history.’144
Freedberg’s description o f his work as ‘raids on neighbouring disciplines’
underlines the sense in which this work still maintains what Griselda Pollock described in
1988 as ‘a complete communication breakdown between art historians working still within
the normative discipline and those who are contesting the paradigm’. Rejecting traditional
art history wholesale merely perpetrates such division. Calling instead for a ‘paradigm
shift’ within art history, Pollock suggested ‘that we no longer think of a feminist art history
but a feminist intervention in the histories o f art’.145 Writing in 1971, Linda Nochlin was
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among the first to powerfully identify feminist theory as the element needed to destabilise
the status quo:
A feminist critique of the discipline is needed which can pierce cultural-ideological
limitations, to reveal biases and inadequacies not merely in regard to the question o f
women artists, but in the formulation of the crucial questions o f the discipline as a
whole. Thus the so-called woman question, far from being a peripheral sub-issue,
can become a catalyst, a potent intellectual instrument, probing the most basic and
‘natural’ assumptions, providing a paradigm for other kinds o f internal questioning,
and providing links with paradigms established by radical approaches in other
fields.146
It is no longer possible to consider feminist art histories as ‘adding women to art
history’.147 Instead feminist theories can fill the need in art history for a key element to
intervene to modify the terms of reference which have forced the discipline into deadlock.
Lynda Nead’s response to Sir Kenneth Clark’s book The Nude is but one example o f such
an intervention. The simple fact that, for Clark, a figure of the art historical establishment, a
‘nude’ was automatically understood to be a female nude, says much about the discipline’s
attitude towards the female body in representation; as Nead remarks, ‘It is in the process of
dropping the gender prefix - the moment when the female nude becomes simply ‘the nude’
- that the male identity of artist and connoisseur, creator and consumer of the female body,
is fully installed’.148 Nead’s 1992 book The Female Nude is a seminal example o f how
feminist intervention into and deconstruction of some o f the most potent of traditions of
western art can open up and deepen understanding o f the relationships between visual
culture, sexuality and identity.
The dichotomy I have brought to light, throughout the analysis o f Bernini’s Teresa
and Ludovica and through suggestions o f a ‘Caravaggesque’ Magdalene, reinforces the
same discourse. If the female body in representation is suggested as embodied, powerful,
multiple, evocative, or disturbing, it must be reduced to either a carnal object o f lust, or its
alternative, fetishistic annihilation in bodiless, uncorrupted chastity. The work o f reinstating
the status of the female body in visuality as a profound site of meaning is a major concern
of this thesis, and what must be developed alongside this project is a questioning and
revelation o f practices and attitudes within the discipline which reinforce harmful,
stereotypical, or even violent attitudes towards the female body.
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The Warburgian Magdalene and the Pathosformel

The subject of an art historical debate about the
possibility of multiple and contradictory meanings in art for
centuries, in her assigned cultural roles as part-prostitute, partholy woman, Mary Magdalene may also have herself
participated in the construction of an alternative form of art
history. Sir Joshua Reynolds, writing around the same time as
Sade, was perhaps the first to acknowledge the curious paradox
hidden

in the

origins

of the

Magdalene’s modes

representation in the Italian Renaissance:

of

sketch, British Museum, Print
Room

There is a figure of a Bacchante leaning backward, her head thrown quite behind
her, which seems to be a favourite invention, as it is so frequently repeated in
bassorelievos, cameos, and intaglios; it is intended to express an enthusiastic frantic
kind o f joy. This figure Baccio Bandinelli, in a drawing that 1 have of that Master of
the Descent from the Cross, has adopted (and he knew very well what was worth
borrowing) for one of the Maries, to express frantic agony of grief. It is curious to
observe, and it is certainly true, that the extremes of contrary passions are with little
variation expressed by the same action.144
Reynolds also experimented with such a figure in his own notes (Fig. 36). His
observation, tracing this metaphor through the fifteenth century in the work of Bandinelli,
is echoed centuries later in the work of cultural historian Aby Warburg. Warburg saw the
Magdalene as a crucial example of a ‘survival’ of an antique form whose meaning is
dramatically shifted in its Renaissance incarnation - the pagan symbol of wild lust,
intoxication and violence, become a sign of mourning and Christian love.150 Georges DidiHuberman theorises Warburg’s work in terms of the Freudian concept of the symptom:
W hen W arburg rests his eyes on a pathetic Mary M agdelene [sic] by Niccolo
dell’Arca (Fig. 37), Donatello, or Bertoldo di G iovanni, it becom es clear that
gestural ‘expression’ is only symbolic in that it is first symptomatic. Here,
the gestural formula ‘expresses’ solely to crystallize a m om ent o f intensity for
the female saint, which appears, above all, as a veritable rupture in the
sym bolic order o f evangelical history. It is the moment o f a contretem ps in
which the unbridled desire o f Antique m aenads is repeated in Mary
M agdelene’s [sic] body. It is the gesture o f a counter-m ovem ent which recalls,
in Mary M agdelene’s [sic] body, a paganism that is duly ignored by the entire
symbolic content - the sacrifice o f the incarnate W ord. Therefore, it seems to
be a question o f something like a sym ptom .151
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Didi-Hubennan is referring here to the
Warburgian concept of Pathosformel, a visual
form which carries with it strong emotion
through time and culture.

For Didi-Hubennan,

it is structured in the Freudian tenns of the return
of a repressed event or emotion, in the form o f a
symptom.

This

incongruities

would

also

account

for

of simultaneous

meaning:

for

instance here, pagan wild ecstatic desire and
Christian love, mourning and sacrifice. The force
of desire of the maenads must find outlets for
expression, even when disrupting traditional
modes. Rather than metamorphosing into another
Fig. 37: Niccolò dell’Arca, ‘The Lamentation
of Christ’, detail of St. Mary Magdalene, c.
1480, Santa Maria della Vita, Bologna

form, and replacing traditional notions of artistic
influence, Warburg introduced concepts of

‘survival’ or ‘afterlife’ of certain types of gestures or details, counter to the traditional
structure of art history since outside of linear or sequential structures o f meaning.
Warburg’s concept of survival assumed a temporal model for art history radically
different from any employed at the time. He thereby introduced the problem of
memory into the longue durée of the history of motifs and images: a problem that
(as Warburg himself observed) transcends turning points in historiography and
boundaries between cultures.131
Didi-Huberman’s understanding of the concept of time in the work of Aby Warburg
contradicts previous interpretations such as those by Gombrich and Panofsky. As Johnnie
Gratton summarises,
...[Didi-Huberman] finds fault with the distinction drawn by Benjamin Buchloh
between the models of time implied in the Atlas and those promoted by avantgardist thought. For Buchloh, the Atlas sets up ‘a model of historical memory and
continuity o f experience’ quite opposed to the models of modernity, understood as
‘providing instantaneous presence, shock, and perceptual rupture’. For DidiHuberman, this opposition stems from a dubious postmodernist credo inspired by
Jean Baudrillard. Not only does it over-schematize the very history of modem
avant-garde movements, it also fails to grasp the meaning given to the concept of
memory by Warburg, as well as by certain of his contemporaries such as Freud and
Walter Benjamin. Once we get beyond these misunderstandings, claims DidiHuberman, we can begin to appreciate the Mnemosyne Atlas as constituting in its
own way, and in its own right, an ‘avant-garde object’. And this, not because it
breaks with the past (this is clearly not the case), but because it breaks with a
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certain way of ‘thinking the past’: ‘La rupture warburgienne consiste précisément à
avoir pensé le temps lui-même comme un montage d’éléments hétérogènes : telle est
la leçon anthropologique des “formations de survivance”, à quoi répond si bien, sur
le plan métapsychologique, celle des “formations de symptôme” 4.154 ...Thus,
according to his French advocate, Warburg’s returning pathos formulae must be
assessed as bearers of temporal disorientation, and not as elements explicable
within an evolutionary or evolutionist model of time, nor indeed as elements
functional within an art-historical periodizing project. In short, these resurgent
formulae ‘anachronize’ and ‘complexify’ history itself.155
Scholars since Warburg have taken up the Pathosformel concept, but not always in
the temporal sense of heterogeneous rupture understood by Didi-Huberman. Avigdor Posèq
uses the concept to argue that Caravaggio’s Magdalene (Fig. 27), derives from an antique
relief representing the abduction of the Leucippides.lv’ Stating that Caravaggio was looking
for an antique model in order to avoid the trend of sexualised Magdalenes which were very
popular in the Renaissance, Posèq characterises the painting as a ‘spiritually ravished
Magdalene, modelled on a mythological victim of rape’.1' 7 Associating the Magdalene's,
posture with a depiction of a mythological sexual assault, Posèq grounds any subsequent
analysis of the painting throughout the article, through references to these iconographie
precedents. He cites Warburg’s concept of the Pathosformel and goes on to state that
Caravaggio’s innovation in using this particular antique model was to influence artists such
as Bernini in their depictions of religious ecstasy.
Problematically, the corollary of Posèq’s method is the assumption that religious
ecstasy is straightforwardly visually analogous to an
act of sexual violence: in this reading, the viewer is
assumed to readily frame the ecstatic female body
not merely as passive but as violated, and to deduce
the woman’s pleasure in that assault. Where some art
historians interpreted Bernini’s Teresa as orgasmic,
Posèq’s purely connoisseurial article blithely adds a
darker tone, and removes all possible agency from
the depicted woman who is ‘assaulted’ by her
experience o f vision or rapture. Posèq frames it so
that Caravaggio inaugurates a history of imagery
propagating that distortion. It is an attempt to ‘solve’
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a profoundly ambiguous painting which instead inscribes it into one of the darkest
manipulations of patriarchal visual culture.
Rather than opening up the painting’s sombre feel, and ambiguous sense of death
mingling with the impression o f sensual abandon to any further analysis, Poseq rejects any
gestural influence from antique sculptures of Niobids (such as Fig. 39), an interpretation
put forward by Marini, in favour of a precise formal relation: ‘the upright postures of these
statues offer no comparison to the “Magdalene” 1.15S Marini also suggested the Vatican
‘Sleeping Ariadne’ (Fig. 40) as a model.159 Poseq discounts this, although acknowledging a
similar ‘effect’.

Fig. 39: Unknown Artist (Greek),
‘Wounded Niobid’, c. 440 BC, Palazzo
Massimo alle Terme (Museo Nazionalc
Romano), Rome

I wish to bring to the forefront here what is at stake with this traditional form of
connoisseurial art history, which seeks an identification of the sources as an end in itself.
Poseq concludes that the original combination of a classical source with a contemporary
gestural language, which he has traced in the clasped hands, is at the source of the
compelling power of the painting.160 This is to undermine the many levels upon which the
painting operates, as well as to the meaning of Warburg’s concept of the Pathosformel. A
Pathosformel is a survival of emotion within form: Giorgio Agamben defines it as ‘an
indissoluble intertwining of an emotional charge and an iconographic formula in which it is
impossible to distinguish between form and content.’161
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What Poseq’s article brings to light, whatever his conclusions, is that an attempt to
trace the Magdalene’s emotional content purely in terms o f form results in a reductive
analysis, all its content being reduced to a single meaning. Rather than concluding that the
Magdalene’s meaning is that o f rape, the Pathosformel permits uncertainty, openendedness. The painting is linked to multiply contradictory references, from a dying
Niobid, to a calmly sleeping Ariadne, to a victim o f rape. Indeed, even within these
identifications, further ambiguity and multiplicity can be found. The Niobid (Fig. 39), as
with Michelangelo’s Dying Slave (Fig. 5), is a disturbing figure o f neither death nor life,
neither pleasure nor pain, but participating in dialogues of both - the uprightness which
caused Poseq to discount this figure testifying to a struggle between life and death (she is in
fact pulling an arrow out from her back), reinforcing the impression o f an indefinable but
intense state. The statue of Ariadne was misidentified as a Cleopatra beginning with its
discovery in the sixteenth century, and was only correctly identified in the mid nineteenthcentury; thus the narrative associated with the Egyptian queen, and the discourses of
sexuality, power, and death in which that figure participates, come visually into play.162
Abigail Rischin points out that even ‘in Ariadne’s narrative, the image o f repose evokes a
dynamic sequence of events. Ariadne’s slumber on the island o f Naxos constitutes a
transitional moment in her narrative, marking her abandonment by one lover and rescue by
another.’163
Other scholars bypass darker meanings. For John Gash, the Magdalene is
unproblematically sensually erotic: ‘Caravaggio showed himself acutely aware o f this
physical dimension, of the mystical union as something passionately experienced rather
than symbolically appropriate.’164 Gash then issues the caveat that Caravaggio’s art should
not be considered to be participating in the Renaissance wave o f ‘penitential pin-up’
representations of the Magdalene: ‘...while [Caravaggio] deliberately, and influentially,
expressed the parallel between mystical surrender and erotic love, implied by the
Magdalen’s posture and her bared left shoulder, he did not pruriently and inappropriately
emphasise her sexuality by uncovering her breasts.’165 Poseq, on the other hand, takes it for
granted that breasts are, in fact, represented: ‘...leaving a part of her bosom bare’.166 What
is clear is that the artist has departed from the somewhat fleshy and voluptuous norm for
Magdalene depictions: a corporeal voyeurism is not involved here, although an intellectual
one may be.
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Fig. 41: Caravaggio, ‘St John the Baptist’, 1603-04, Galleria
Nazionalc d’Arte Antica, Rome

Fig. 42: Caravaggio, ‘St. John the
Baptist’, c. 1604, Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art, Kansas City

For Mieke Bal, the physiology of the figure and the lack of full breasts could be less
attributed to modesty than to a darkly erotic pre-masculine bodilyness.167 The emphasis on
the neck and shoulder of the Magdalene, as well as the composition, colouring and ascetic
quality of the work recalls some of Caravaggio’s images of young boys as St. John the
Baptist (such as Fig. 41 and Fig. 42), painted at the same period in the artist’s career.16*
Anterior by a couple of years to the Magdalene, these renderings of darkly preoccupied
young men, their eyes hidden in shadow, are difficult to interpret; part philosophical
reflection, part arrogant moodiness, part angry resentment. They suggest that Caravaggio
was establishing a schema for the depiction of troubled or profound thought, which was to
culminate in the pared down mental intensity of the Magdalene.
Poseq uses the work o f Warburg in the style of classic connoisseurship, to isolate
and identify the past source which will ‘explain’ the painting. Discounting the Niobids on
purely formal grounds, for instance, does not do justice to Pathosformel as a concept in the
sense understood by Bal, of a ‘miniature theory’. It can provide a model, not only for
images which physically resemble each other but for images which seem to comprise many
different discursive positions: pain; death; pleasure; violation; sleep; fainting; but where the
power of something incredibly intense and indefinable, the essence o f what ‘ecstasy’ seems
to be, possesses the protagonist. Across these representations, seeming unconsciousness
collides with intense mental presence: the problem of how to frame such a visual archive
remains.
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Aby Warburg wrote in his journal,
Sometimes it looks to me as if, in my role as psycho-historian, I tried to diagnose
the schizophrenia o f Western civilization from its images in an autobiographical
reflex. The ecstatic ‘Nympha’ (maniac) on the one side and the mourning river-god
(depressive) on the other.*69
Warburg’s perception o f his Pathosformel enables not merely the transmission o f formal
characteristics across chronological time. On the contrary, the upsurge o f energy contained
within the Pathosformel is rather a site of emotional intensity than a calm succession of
classical gestures. Within concepts such as the Pathosformel reside a revolutionary form o f
work with images, contrary to how this work has sometimes been interpreted and used, as
Margaret Iversen argues,
My claim is that Warburg’s approach anticipates in many ways feminist critiques of
science and phallogocentric logic. Although the polarities associated with that logic
- mind/body, reason/sense experience, logos/pathos and so on - structure his work,
they tend to lose any strict hierarchical ordering and become dynamic, dialectical
polarities. In sharp contrast, the project o f his illustrious ‘follower’ Erwin Panofsky
seems to have been to re-instate the original fixity o f these oppositions. The same
can be said of his biographer Ernst Gombrich, formerly director o f the Warburg
Institute in London. In their hands Warburg is deproblematized, becalmed, and his
complex and conflicted theory of art turned into an unambiguous affirmation of
Enlightenment ideals.170
Like Didi-Huberman, Iversen argued for a reinterpretation o f Warburg’s work, but
unlike Didi-Huberman she sites this reinterpretation as profoundly useful for a feminist
methodology which seeks to undermine binary thought structures. Warburg defined these
new concepts of how meaning and art function together as the ‘iconology of intervals’ (eine
Ikonologie des Zwischenraumes); in other words, ‘not objects but the tensions, analogies,
contrasts, or contradictions among them.’171 Agamben notes that ‘we will be truly faithful
to Warburg’s teaching if we learn to see the contemplative gaze of the god in the nymph’s
dancing gesture’.172 Margaret Iversen’s remark about the logic o f polarities dynamised in
Warburg’s work can form an introduction to the rest o f this thesis. In the artworks under
discussion here, as this discourse of ecstasy begins to be framed, it is only by making fluid
the structures for the production o f meaning, and being concerned by the ‘intervals’
between images and meanings, that an approach can be created which opens up the scope
o f art historical study. Working gradually towards the idea o f the representation o f bodily
thought and an embodied female subjectivity through the representation o f ecstasy, a focus
on the interval enables both an internalising and an activation o f the binary divisions which
have immobilised analysis o f images o f ecstasy. To finish with an inspiration from
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Warburg’s most fascinating project, the Mnemosyne Atlas, I shall propose in the following
chapters a montage o f images, from different contexts, periods, and media, positioned with
and against each other, so that the question is not to identify meaning as such, but to
establish a space to enable dynamic interactions and encounters to take place.
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Fig. 43: Aby Warburg, Mnemosyne Atlas, pi. 5
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Chapter Two: the female body and fetishistic modes of viewing

To frame the set of visual interactions and juxtapositions I will be proposing in this
section, I begin by setting them alongside the work o f Mieke Bal. An act of ‘framing’, in
the terms of the concept developed by Bal, encourages ‘an analytical interpretation that
avoids paraphrasis, projection, and paradigmatic confinement, and that opens up a practice
of cultural analysis that endorses its function as cultural mediation.’1

Interacting images: Mieke Bal and a methodology of framing

In Travelling Concepts, Mieke Bal presents ‘framing’ in terms o f her larger project
o f ‘considering] the life o f objects in their present tense’ ox ‘foregrounding... the slippery
•y

but crucial ‘now-time’ o f art objects’ (Bal’s italics). Traditional analysis in terms of
‘context’ has often had as its sole aim to ascertain the artist’s visual, cultural and political
environment and influences in order to ‘explain’ the art object. Analysed in terms o f the
frames and framing acting upon it, on the other hand, the ‘image’ is instead itself a
participant, for which the term ‘history’ does not have the limited meaning of
reconstruction and explanation. History can instead be seen as encompassing the time
which passes between the image and its reception, and the way in which the image and the
gaze function within the frame o f memory. This larger project o f Bal’s becomes clearer
through an engagement with some of her slightly earlier writings.
In Quoting Caravaggio Bal focused on the question o f the relationship of
contemporary art to Baroque art, shifting in her methodology between two distinct modes
of vocabulary. The relationship is at all times seen as fundamentally active. Contemporary
art ‘intervenes’, ‘engages with’, ‘entangles’ with the Baroque: it ‘reworks’, ‘recasts’, even
‘appropriates’ or more violently ‘obliterates’ its seventeenth century counterparts.3
Bal suggests the complex notion o f ‘shared time’, looking at how art from each
period plays out ‘concerns that are both of today and o f then.’4 By developing this idea in
the Foucauldian terms o f discourse analysis, Bal permits an understanding o f this
apparently straightforward concept which sets out the relationship between the Baroque and
contemporary visual preoccupations, while avoiding framing art history in terms o f
influence and response, source and derivation: ‘Such features as the fold... constitute not
only baroque motifs but also visual “discourses” 4.5 A Foucauldian reading discounts
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notions o f continuity and reconstructing the past, in favour of the analysis o f discourses, as
Cousins and Hussain summarise:
Historical investigation is no longer part o f the great work o f reconstruction, it is a
question o f posing certain questions which exercise the human sciences, o f posing
them to historical evidence...
and they define historical evidence in terms of ‘events’; ‘the criterion and form o f their
status as events is derived not from ‘the past’ but from the form o f analysis which groups
them together.’6
These

transhistorical

visual

discourses,

framed initially by the

analyst’s

participation, are centred around the overarching theoretical model Bal names quotation.
Bal situates quotation between iconography and intertextuality. Iconography has
traditionally tended to see contemporary images as being essentially dictated to by the
meanings o f certain elements as they had been set in place by older images. In Louise
Bourgeois’ Spider Bal names this approach ‘the narrative of anteriority’, which she says
leads to the attitude that,
.. .a visual work is thus considered an illustration o f the narrative that precedes it
and to which it is subordinated, its success being measured in terms o f the degree to
which it matches the story. ... [Such an analysis] uses the prior text o f images as a
measuring stick, (emphasis in the text)7
This was until the contribution o f Michael Baxandall, who, in a sense, reversed this process
by arguing that newer artists ‘intervene’ actively in the meaning-laden material they are
inevitably presented with from the past, thereby problematising the whole issue o f
historical reconstruction. Intertextuality, for its part, operates through the interchange o f
signs. A sign, even when borrowed, is seen as coming with textual ‘baggage’ - Bal
describes this as ‘visual textuality’ - which the new artist necessarily deals with in one way
or another, whether it is through outright rejection or acceptance, or via making ironic,
fragmenting, reversing, or variously altering the meanings which have accrued to the sign.
In Quoting Caravaggio Bal takes the next step to combine both practices of
iconography and intertextuality when she argues that ‘quotation’ allows for a two-way
process, a dialogue, between past and present images;
.. .this study o f what Freud would call Nachträglichkeit attempts to trace the process
of meaning-production over time (in both directions: present/past and past/present)
as an open, dynamic process, rather than to map the results o f that process.8
Bal had addressed the problem o f iconography and intertextuality eight years
previously in Reading Rembrandt where she lays out the case for the importance o f being
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aware o f ‘pre-text’ and ‘co-texts’- what other related texts formed the background o f a
particular text, and with which others must it now work in conjunction. If an interpretation
or an analysis does not take the pre- and co-texts into account, characters and events are
stripped o f their critical or satirical power. This view o f the role o f later texts is taken up
again in Quoting Caravaggio when Bal comments that she sees contemporary art as a form
of cultural philosophy, ‘critically engaging’ with what came before.9
In Louise Bourgeois ’ Spider Bal explicitly calls the work o f art a ‘theoretical object’
(Bal, 2001:34): ‘Far from being influenced by her visual and artistic environment, the artist
‘discusses’ that environment.’ (Bal, 2001:46). Such an analysis restores the role of
chronologically later images from the impression that they merely imitate or passively refer
to, say, Baroque motifs. It redresses the balance of seeing an artwork such as Caravaggio’s
Magdalene as the original or source, an attitude which might otherwise have initially been
instigated by framing the two images together.
Although Bal concludes that ‘Meaning is fundamentally unstable’, (Bal, 1991:214)
and criticises many aspects of the iconographical approach, nevertheless, she advocates a
form o f iconography as a way o f ‘reading’ images as texts - hence the title Reading
Rembrandt. For Bal here, iconography is an example o f a positive uniting o f verbal and
visual modes of discourse, as it grants visual art ‘the status o f a semiotic system, if not a
language’ (Bal, 1991:215). In Quoting Caravaggio Bal had mentioned the concept o f
‘visual textuality’ as used in intertextuality to refer to the textual baggage accompanying a
sign when it is cited. In a move which was partly instigated in the passage from Reading
Rembrandt, Bal maintains that visual textuality should be seen as a form of discourse, when
the new artist reconstitutes something new from the textual debris associated to the sign for example, ‘Re-using a pose taken from an earlier self-portrait, Rembrandt inserts the
discourse o f self-portraiture into his Bellona from 1633.’ (Bal, 1999a:9)
The potential insertion o f multiple discourses into each artwork results, in Quoting
Caravaggio, in interdiscursivity. Interestingly, Bal sees this from a Bakhtinian standpoint
not only in terms o f thematic subject matter (as would a typical iconographic approach) but
also in terms o f form, colour, texture, chiaroscuro, perspective; each element itself
embodying a ‘discursive position’.10 As each art object can comprise many different
discursive positions, thus, ambiguity and plural meaning legitimately occur within this
framework o f quotation which Bal has established. The artist’s or photographer’s role is to
set in motion the production o f meaning by interfering in some way with the network of
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signs associated with the new image he or she is producing; the image is then free to
perform its status as discursive event with all the potential to frame and be framed that that
entails.
In this chapter I juxtapose images ranging from antique sculpture, Renaissance
painting, late French Impressionism, twentieth century sculpture, eighteen century then
High Baroque sculpture, to contemporary installation art, photography and performance art
in an a-chronological framing. Through the space manoeuvred by the Warburgian interval
read through the methodologies outlined above, I shall investigate the representation o f the
female body in Western culture in terms o f the opposition between the body and the idea of
a depicted subjectivity; an opposition upon which a fetishising gaze depends, but which it
also produces.

T he Knidian Venus

Poseq refers to ‘...the expressiveness of the Magdalene, which haunted Caravaggio
copyists...’11 This allusion to the ghostly nature o f the relationship between images and
their precedents anticipates a recent study by French art historian Georges Didi-Huberman
where he uses the metaphor o f ghosts - in French, ‘revenants’ or ‘those who return’ - to
illustrate Aby Warburg’s concept o f surviving forms or Nachleben.12
While antique sculptures of Venus do not perhaps immediately suggest themselves
as candidates for a passionate Warburgian Pathosformel, I want to argue the contrary. I
start with Venus not from a chronological motivation but to trace a haunting; Venus as a
body which haunts all representations o f the female body, and which acts as a powerful
nucleus, surrounded by the discourses o f desire of the whole genealogy o f Western art.
Venus Pudica is a term generally used to refer to the posture developed in copies and
variants o f the Knidian Venus, a famous ancient Greek statue by Praxiteles, known today
only in Roman copies such as Fig. 44 and Fig. 45. 13 The term pudica, deriving from the
Latin pudenda meaning both shame and genitalia, ultimately leads back in its duality of
meaning to the Greek aidos and aidoios ,14 It is translated in French as pudeur, although the
English language reconstitutes a slightly different paradoxical double meaning: modesty
and shame.
Nanette Solomon describes the paradigmatic multiplicity established by Praxiteles
in the development o f this posture, while for her, the posture is unambiguously a response
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to sexual threat:
The rest of her body language, such as the slight
crouch of her body, the turn of her head to one side
and the way she pulls her free leg in to press her legs
together firmly, weight a narrative over iconic
reading... The most telling gesture, however, is that
of the right hand before the pubis. The gesture
constructs a sexual narrative of protective fear that is
conveyed by her body language as a whole. As she
leaves her bath, the goddess hears someone coming
and in modesty and fear urgently protects herself.
Praxiteles has created a goddess vulnerable in
exhibition, whose primary definition is as one who
does not wish to be seen. In fact, being seen is here
undeniably connected with being violated. Praxiteles
has installed in us much more than the controlling
male gaze. He has transformed the viewer into a
voyeur, a veritable Peeping Tom. We yearn to see
that which is withheld. The viewer’s shameful desire
to see matches the sculpture’s ‘modest’ desire to not
be seen.15
The interpretation of the hand gesture of the Knidian Venus

£è

Fig. 44: ‘Venus’, Roman copy
o f ‘Knidian Venus’ by
Praxiteles, 4th century BC,
Ludovisi Collection (arms and
drapery restored 16th century)

has occupied art history for centuries. Solomon states that,
despite her interpretation of the sculpture as providing men with a ‘common “natural” and
“essentially manly” site of mastery’, ‘the issue of whether she... points to herself as to her
powers of fertility, or whether she is, in fact, covering herself before the eyes of an intruder,
can never be resolved.’16 Andrew Stewart agrees that ‘one cannot tell whether she is taking
the garment off or putting it on’.17 Other art historians have identified
other forms of simultaneous contradiction. Nanette Solomon draws
attention to the analysis by Wiltrud Neumer-Pfau which looks at the
Knidian Venus for ‘evidence of either nonchalance (relaxation) or
adrenalized vigilance (tension).’ Solomon declares herself to be in
agreement with ‘her conclusion that, though both exist, the latter
seems to dominate.’18 Andrew Stewart concludes that it was the
contradictions and complexities of the very personality of the goddess
Venus in legend which ‘in essence challenged the sculptor... to
Fig. 45: ‘Colonna
Venus’, Roman
copy of sculpture by
Praxiteles, Museo
Pio Clcmentino,
Vatican Museums

represent the unrepresentable’.111
Stewart goes further, however, and proposes a final paradox in
the Knidian Venus: an alternative interpretation of the discourses of
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power and sexuality in operation. He summarises:
Against Bernoulli’s opinion that the Knidia et al. explore the theme o f female
embarrassment before the male gaze, Havelock argues that they manifest the power
of female sexuality and "symbolize the mythical generosity and humanity o f
womankind" (p. 144). In my view, both contentions are true (though I would phrase
hers differently), and this contradiction underwrites the entire genre. In a patriarchal
society where all looking is predicated as male, a sovereign female subjectivity, or
some semblance o f it, can only be constructed by placating the gaze - the public
eye - and subverting the individual, libidinous glance. The Praxitelean strategies of
averting Aphrodite’s head yet making her smile, shielding her body (but none too
efficiently), and actually omitting her vulva (which Havelock, amazingly, ignores),
are aimed precisely at bridging this dichotomy.20
Starting in this extract with the tension between public and private gaze, Stewart’s
argument is based on the perception, also noted by Sue Blundell, that the goddess is
reacting to an intruder coming in to her left, leaving the position o f the viewer/voyeur
directly in front of the statue unobserved and unhindered.

However, Stewart adds another

level o f interpretation to this scenario in order to argue for the sexual autonomy o f the
Venus.
And because Praxiteles... omits the goddess’s genitals and so conceals/seals the
ultimate concavity, at the statue’s center we find an enigma. So Praxiteles was the
first Western sculptor to get beyond the supposition that the (male) spectator
necessarily plays active subject to the female body’s passive object, which is simply
taken over and possessed by his desire... Using Aphrodite to demonstrate the
awesome power o f female sexuality, he demonstrates that a simple phallocentric
paradigm ordered around the notion o f female lack is both inadequate and
psychologically untenable. Instead, he folds her supposed lack into the (male)
spectator’s. She avoids/voids his ‘cocksure’ phallocularcentrism by affecting to
ignore it for another’s; and since he cannot completely possess her, his ocular
gropings turn into physical frustration. The all-powerful goddess offers him no
closure, no safe haven for his desire. Instead, she makes him but one member o f a
putative love triangle, holding him in her grip like putty, able at her whim either to
turn, smile, and bestow unimaginable bliss on either him or his rival, or avenge
their trespass with devastating effect. So, paradoxically, a bodily display that for
two centuries had been unthinkable in monumental sculpture outside acts of
violence against women... still shocks us, yet no longer merely reconfirms female
subservience but actively suggests its opposite. It turns passivity and receptiveness
into a source o f power and choice.22
In this fantasised ‘threesome’, Stewart claims to locate female sexual power in the
ability not only to bestow or withdraw sexual pleasure from a desiring male, but also in the
potential to wound or punish that male. Sharing this perception, Kenneth Lapatin describes
the Knidian Venus as ‘sexually more aggressive than later variants such as the Capitoline
Venus’ (Fig. 48).23 Stewart points out that in the legend relating to the goddess, ‘even if she
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initiated the encounter, for a man to see her naked
normally brought lifelong impotence, and if she did not
initiate it, the result was instant and terrible retribution.'24
The Venus is participating in a more and more complex
sexual scenario in order to gain her supposed sexual
autonomy in Stewart’s eyes; she is placed into the role of
the woman who refuses, punishes and titillates the
desiring viewer, who masochistically takes pleasure in
the manipulation.
Nanette Solomon’s critique of the Venus is based
on its participation in dominant visual ideologies of
female passivity. She cites the example of a very early
sculptural response to Praxiteles’ sculpture, Fig. 46, which
selectively picks up on the vulnerability and fear, and
subsequent titillation, inherent in the original. Solomon’s
analysis does not fall into the trap of

Fig. 46: ‘Aphrodite', bronze, c.
150-100 BCE, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York

Stewart’s, to fantasise the real woman’s response to a sexual scenario. Instead, she speaks
of the sculptor manipulating his audience by making them desire the genital area, by hiding
it from view: ‘Praxiteles makes her pubis the most desirable thing to see/have; the unjaded
viewer cannot not think about her pubis while standing before her.’' 5 She goes on to
describe Praxiteles’ ‘brilliant ambiguity’ in the achievement of this paradoxical gesture,
both concealing and revealing the female body.26 Solomon’s main point, however, is an
ideological one: that despite the brilliance which endows the Venus with such a compelling
presence that the effects are still felt in art thousands of years later, the sculpture is ‘a
successful form of culturally produced ideological artifice. It is taken from the Greeks and
Romans for the work it does in defining the female nude as essentially sexual and, on that
account, in a state of perpetual fear and vulnerability.’
Another significant aspect to note about Andrew Stewart’s argument about the
Knidian Venus is that it locates the power of female sexuality in the closedness of the
vagina. Pointing out that the details of the Venus’s genital anatomy behind her shielding
hand are not represented, merely smoothed out to nothingness where one might expect to
find labia, Stewart locates in this fact a tantalising and erotically frustrating challenge to the
male voyeur. With his gaze, the masculine desiring viewer partakes of her whole body in
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terms o f alternate concavity and convexity, framed in terms of fullness and emptiness. Here
Stewart refers to the general curve of her body:
...the concavity it creates is but a void waiting to be filled: here it suggests that
Aphrodite has registered the impact o f my desiring glance, and is surreptitiously
beckoning me in.... hint[ing] that [her body] is undulating in reaction to my ocular
caresses.21
The somewhat disturbing mise-en-scène here, exacerbated by the account in the first
person, is echoed in the way Stewart insistently frames the statue’s body in terms o f ‘open’
and ‘closed’.
Her ‘closed’ right side with its vertical limbs, convex curves, and taut contours
anchors her body in space and repels the eye, while her left side’s flexed limbs,
concave curves, and broken contours beckon it in - even as she draws her cloak
forward to cover herself.29
Simultaneously refusing and welcoming her admirer’s attentions, the idea o f the
woman refusing the desiring male gaze, without the desire to titillate further, does not seem
to occur to Stewart. The Venus is consistently constructed as sexually provocative, the
subjectivity with which this argument endows her remaining at the service o f masculine
desire alone.
What is more concerning about Stewart’s argument is that the desire o f the male
viewer is heightened by the fact that the depicted woman has no visible sexual organs: the
front visible aspect of her genitals, shielded by the hand, are not modelled in marble, indeed
the area is smoothed to nothingness, or sealed. Despite the eroticism Stewart locates in the
sculpture’s ‘openness’ and ‘beckoning’, and that he sees her as a ‘void waiting to be filled’,
ultimately in his words, the ‘awesome power o f female sexuality’ resides in the fact that,
‘because Praxiteles... omits the goddess’s genitals and so conceals/seals the ultimate
concavity, at the statue’s center we find an enigma.’30

Impenetrable beauty, internal horror: fetishism and the female nude

Georges Didi-Huberman cites Botticelli’s ‘Birth o f Venus’ as being a cold and
impassive nude, associating the desirability o f the sculpture precisely with her closedness:
‘sealed, as impenetrable as she is beautiful.’31 In The Female Nude, a book not cited by
Didi-Huberman in his book Ouvrir Vénus, about ‘nudity, dream and cruelty’, Lynda Nead
offered a feminist reading o f the iconic ‘sealed, impenetrable’ nude.32 She demonstrates
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how the idealisation of the nude female body in Western art
arose precisely because of its construction as impenetrable.
The surface of the nude body acts as a barrier between
inside and outside. Any transgression o f the margins of the
body, perhaps first indicated by Mary Douglas in her
seminal book Purity and Danger, is seen as profoundly
threatening.
The threat represented by the interior of in particular the
female body has, in Laura Mulvey’s words, ‘haunted
representations

of femininity

through

the

ages,

not

consistently manifest, but persisting as an intermittent
strand of patriarchal mythology and misogyny.'34 Nowhere
is the inside of the female body construed as more
disturbing than in the misogynistic texts of the early Church
fathers. There we find a recurring theme of the horrific
nature of the female body, and in particular a strong and
strangely angry revulsion at the thought of the treacherously
beautiful exterior, a semblance of purity, hiding the horrors
Fig. 47: Sandro Botticelli, ‘The
Birth of Venus’ (detail), c. 1485,
Callcria degli Uffizi, Florence

dissembled under the skin. 1 cite here only St. John
Chrysostom:

The whole of her body is nothing less than phlegm, blood, bile, rheum and the fluid
of digested food ... If you consider what is stored up behind those lovely eyes, the
angle of the nose, the mouth and the cheeks you will agree that the wellproportioned body is only a whitened sepulchre.36
Similar texts can be traced up to late medieval times.36 The female body constructed
in that discourse precisely in terms of the horror of the inside is also mentioned by Freud,
where he anatomises the fear o f castration, informing in turn the mechanism of fetishism.
As Laura Mulvey summarises, ‘Masculine desire is caught in an oscillation between erotic
obsession with the female body and fear of the castration that it signifies. It is, of course,
the fear of castration, and subsequent disavowal of the woman’s body as castrated, that
Freud saw as the cause of male fetishism.’37 If erotic desire of women is not enabled by the
resolved Oedipus complex, then the defence mechanism of fetishism comes into play,
where the object of desire is displaced, away from the woman’s body or genitals, onto an
object or item of clothing for example. In misogynistic early Christian writings neither
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mechanism seems to operate in a context where women are not valued as objects of desire,
and this deeply-felt fear is dramatically unveiled in these texts.
A Freudian psychoanalytical approach forms the theoretical basis for the book
Ouvrir Vénus?* Referring to Kenneth Clark’s famous separation o f ‘nude’ and ‘naked’,
Didi-Huberman argues that this separation or distancing, and associated idealisation, of the
female nude in art history is a form o f obsessional neurosis which operates a defence
mechanism against the sexual desirability o f these nudes, and in particular against a desire
tinged by the fear o f a nudity which is by definition threatening, according to the author,
because nudity suggests and leads towards the horror o f the body’s insides and internal
organs.39 He bases his argument around a dense text o f Freud’s from 1926, ‘Inhibitions,
Symptoms, and Anxiety’, which focuses on forms of defence, o f which Didi-Huberman
uses isolation40 He is interested in isolation because o f how the touch taboo functions.
Because the act of touching incorporates simultaneously the possibility o f physical
aggression and of erotic pleasure, it contains the paradoxical ‘oscillation’ between erotic
desire and fear, which, as mentioned by Mulvey, characterises the visual economy o f the
female nude in art. Touching could be equally a caress or an attack, just as opening (the
larger concern o f Didi-Huberman’s book) could equally be a liberation or a wound.
Referring to both Aby Warburg and Walter Benjamin, Didi-Huberman argues that images
of nudes are a ‘halted dialectic’, or '‘dialectique à l ’arrêt’, a status quo o f disparate and
balanced tensions: nudity is fundamentally ‘impure’.41
Although intended to track the operation of the ‘isolation’ defence mechanism and
to thereby explain the unnameable threat the sealed nudes conveys, Didi-Huberman’s
analysis opens for me quite another can o f worms about the operation o f fetishism in art
history. In his model, interior and exterior are stringently kept separate. He writes, ‘Organic
images would thus be... double sided’.42 What is more, the interior is invariably
characterised in terms o f violence and horror - ‘To open a body is surely to disfigure it, to
destroy all its harmony’43 just as all nudity is seen as mortally dangerous - he writes, ‘it is
impossible to isolate or to be unaware o f the mortal unease which is created by any nudity
of the flesh,’44 but the nature o f the universality o f this danger is not further investigated.
The threat posed by the unified, sealed nudity of a female body for Didi-Huberman,
is perhaps that as defined by Freud; the threat of castration. Didi-Huberman’s text
reinforces rather than breaks down the binary split between inside and outside, which itself
operates the fetishism defence, and defends the male child against the horror o f the primal
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scene, but which, at the same time, problematises depictions o f the female body throughout
the whole o f society as well as in art history. For Lynda Nead, fetishism creates ‘an
aesthetic that has structured the representation of the female body in western art since
antiquity...,45 and she argues that as a result,
...one of the principal goals of the female nude [in art] has been the containment and
regulation o f the female sexual body. The forms, conventions and poses o f art have
worked metaphorically to shore up the female body - to seal orifices and to prevent
marginal matter from transgressing the boundary dividing the inside o f the body
and the outside, the self from the space o f the other.46
Many of the central concerns o f Nead’s seminal 1992 book The Female Nude, from
which this extract is taken, arise out of Julia Kristeva’s Powers o f Horror,47 the English
translation o f which appeared ten years earlier. In it, Kristeva develops the concept o f the
‘abject’, primarily a psychoanalytical concept, but a concept which also has consequences
in a semiotic sense for the functioning of power systems in society. Kelly Oliver defines the
abject as follows:
[Kristeva] maintains that the abject corresponds to the attempt to clearly delineate
borders. In order to delineate borders, a line must be drawn between the inside and
the outside, between the clean and proper self and the abject other. That which
threatens identity must be jettisoned from the borders and placed outside. In this
sense, identity is constituted through a process of abjection.48
Lynda Nead returns to this idea to explain why the female nudes in art history are
perfect, sealed, idealised;
What seems to be at stake... is the production o f a rational, coherent subject. In
other words, the notion of unified form is integrally bound up with the perception of
self, and the construction o f individual identity.49

Venus and absence

In her work on the Knidian Venus, Nanette Solomon remarks that when the
narrative force o f ambiguity in the original sculpture is not present, as in the later
interpretations o f the work such as the Capitoline Venus, Fig. 48, the result is an insidious
passivity which is then transmitted, in the generalisation o f the posture, to become a visual
attribute o f women in general.
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Aside from covering their pubis and breasts, these figures
express neither pride in the source of their fertility nor
same for their exposed sexual organs. In fact, a peculiar
feeling of vacuousness characterizes the representation of
women in these works. This form of dissimulation results
in the disenfranchised gesture/pose which can then only be
understood as some sort of deep and enduring attribute of
women in general rather than a momentary reaction to a
specific situation.50
She also returns to this argument in reference this time to
Botticelli’s Venus (Fig. 47):
The... images share a vacuous, unknowing look. They
gesture as if in a trance or through some agency outside
their own volition. Again, the gesture is divorced from a
narrative reading of a particular figure or moment and thus
free to work as an essentialist definition of woman in
general through this all-telling attribute.21
The female nude in art is constructed here as a shell, a
hollow surface. The female ‘protagonist’ of the painting is
projected as mentally absent, although her body is present to be
looked at. The idea of the female body being an empty shell or

Fig. 48: ‘Capitoline
Venus’, Antonine copy of
late Hellenistic sculpture,
Palazzo Nuovo,
Capitoline Museums,
Rome

case, a passive surface, brings us back to the concept of
modesty/shame or pudeur. An action which is pudique hides the
skin, but when the skin itself is just a surface, pudeur and
impudeur become irrelevant. Georges Didi-Huberman finds
himself troubled by the psychological distance of Botticelli’s
Venus - feeling that erotic interaction is barred by her mental
absence, he finds the pleasure o f looking to be prevented and
diverted by the very nudity which he feels should be at its core.
He writes, ‘Her form of pensive solitude distances her from us as
from her own sexual existence.’52

Fig. 49 - Detail of Venus,
see ref. Fig. 47

It is Venus’s mental absence, therefore, which for Didi- Huberman disables any
relation of scopic pleasure between her and the viewer. He assumes that it is the viewer’s
right to be offered the sight of the nude as an erotic pleasure, and like Andrew Stewart
commenting on the Knidian Venus, assumes that if a female nude is attributed subjectivity
it is in order to participate in an erotic gaze network, and to respond to a desiring gaze.
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Pudeur and intersubjectivity

Through her use of the work of Jacques Lacan, José Morel Cinq-Mars has shown
how it is in fact pudeur which creates an intersubjective relationship. She notes that pudeur
‘transforms the relationship between the viewed and the viewer: from an objectifying
relationship it becomes one o f intersubjectivity.’53
Psychoanalyst

and

neurologist

Boris

Cyrulnik

understands this instinctively in his comment on
Renoir’s La Dormeuse (Fig. 50):
As long as she does not open her eyes, I can
look at her to my heart’s content. Asleep,
unconscious, she does not know that she is
being observed: I do not feel any unease. But if,
by misfortune, she should open her eyes, her
gaze meeting mine will make me understand
instantly that, in her world, 1 am a voyeur. Then
I would feel ashamed.54
For

Cyrulnik,

the

crucial

factor

of

intersubjectivity is whether the eyes are open or closed.
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Fig. 50: Pierrc-Augustc Renoir,
‘La Dormeuse’, 1897,
Sammlung Oskar Reinhart,
Winterthur, Switzerland

This is the site of the invisible line between attributing awareness to the depicted body, and
negating that body’s subjectivity completely, as he does when looking at the body quite
freely. It is only when he imagines her knowing she is observed, that the relation between
them changes. Indeed for Cyrulnik it is perhaps paradoxically only in this moment of
intersubjectivity that voyeurism can exist. He continues,
The sentiment of shame can only arise in a psyche capable o f conceiving of another
person’s mental realm. Outside of this ability, emotions are expressed without
inhibition, spontaneously, with neither pudeur nor impudeur.55
It is not only left up to the psyche o f the observer to be capable of representing the
mental world of another person or not. Renoir’s erotic nude will not open her eyes, because
she is a body with its interior denied - her easy nakedness is just a surface to gaze upon, her
inattention to the viewer’s gaze carefully poised by the artist on the threshold of awakening,
in order to produce precisely the form of titillating potentiality which fascinates Cyrulnik he might get caught. What is disturbing about Cyrulnik’s observations, those of yet another
male academic responding to an image of a nude female, is that he feels quite confident and
feels no ‘unease’ in visually consuming the depicted body of an unconscious, non
consenting woman. The fantasy o f the voyeur depends on the woman’s awareness of being
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objectified. Responses to visual representations o f women, ubiquitous through not only art
but in parallel discourses such as advertising, cinema, and television, structure the scopic
relationship between the sexes in all areas of culture.
Mary Garrard focuses on the partly-opened eyes of Artemisia Gentileschi’s
Cleopatra (Fig. 126) to suggest a depiction o f subjectivity.56 Griselda Pollock develops this
idea:
At first glance, the eyes appear closed as if death has already overtaken the queen.
Closer examination reveals them to be still a little open, and this detail dramatically
alters the whole image. A somnolent probably just dead body is one in which the
subject is temporarily - or permanently - absent. The unconsciousness o f sleep or
recent death makes the image read as a body - the body o f woman can be
contemplated when thus dead or asleep ...A ll these signs compound that almost
overlooked but crucial detail, namely her continuing consciousness which firmly
locates a subjective presence inside the body. The body becomes not merely its site
but its articulation. Veiled by the drooping eyelids, yet once encountered, that
momentary sign of consciousness polices any purely scopic relation to the body,
making the body a site of being.57
Pollock’s observation confirms what Boris Cyrulnik experienced with regard to
Renoir’s Dormeuse - that the viewer can take his fill o f looking at an unconscious body,
but the mental presence of the viewed other can interfere to prevent this. Through the signs
that Pollock cites, rather than a horrific, abject physical interior, a mental interior is
intimated which in itself sets in motion, for a certain kind o f desiring viewer such as
Cyrulnik, notions of shame and voyeurism.58 This ultimate work o f layering in portrayals o f
human subjects allows a space for pudeur and impudeur to operate. These concepts
themselves, in turn impart agency to the body which was previously the mere object o f a
gaze.

A process of opening

Didi-Huberman sees the history o f Western art as a separation o f desire from
judgement, a process o f self-denial which leads to theorising philosophy and meaning
around the nude as a defence against its erotic potential:
To finally separate the nude from its own nudity, it was easy to amuse oneself by
dressing it up in a third layer o f clothing: ...a garment of ideas... A way o f insisting,
once more, that the nude should not be viewed directly, frontally offered, but rather
from an angle, by a detour. In fact, it is a question o f placing a screen: that the
nude’s symbolism could take precedence over the phenomenology o f its nudity.59
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Didi-Huberman concludes that the emphasis on philosophical interpretation and layers of
meaning has the result that ‘we have made the nude itself into the clothing, the garment, the
holding-site [tenant-lieu] o f something else: garment of... ideal beauty, o f mythological
stories...’.60 This rejection of the physical erotic properties of nudity is what leads DidiHuberman to his argument based on Freud’s isolation, as mentioned above.
If nudity is a garment, then what does Didi-Huberman mean by the ‘something else’
which it clothes? In Ouvrir Vénus he goes on to deconstruct the image o f the sealed nude
body by studying the fine line between pudor and horror in darkly Bataillean terms.
Georges Bataille viewed nudity not as a state but as a process, a slippage towards a horrific
‘opening’ o f the chaotic interior of the body. He saw scopic erotic pleasure as being centred
in the increasingly intense desire to defile and corrupt, the more perfectly beautiful the nude
body was considered to be.61 Didi-Huberman follows this trace to its most extreme
conclusions in the imagery o f Georges Bataille and the Marquis de Sade: describing his
procedure almost in terms of a compulsion: ‘Everything commands us to follow this logic
all the way to the end of this process of opening which the image o f nudity calls upon itself,
stirs up against itself.’62
The literal violation, with indescribable horror, of the very deepest parts o f the
female body is for Didi-Huberman the disturbing but inevitable conclusion o f a process
which began with the frustration caused by the sealed, closed off nudity o f Botticelli’s
Venus.
Elizabeth Alvilda Petroff traces a similar structure in medieval writings on women,
in her study of violent misogynistic fabliaux. She writes,
A beautiful woman, one who creates desire, must be unmasked... the presence of
unmasking patterns... indicates a deep structure of mistrust o f female ambiguity in
medieval and Renaissance culture.63
Didi-Huberman’s study does not start at the beginning o f the trajectory - to
extrapolate in the other direction, he disregards the layers which cover the nude body:
generally described in art as drapery.

Inside-out: drapery and subjectivity

José Morel Cinq-Mars’s interpretation of the role o f the veil in Quand la pudeur
prend corps both supports and challenges Didi-Huberman’s frustration with the nude in
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terms of an eroticism based on interaction. Referring to the nascent pudeur of a child, she
explains that once aware o f an adult logic of desire,
...the child can no longer exhibit him or herself innocently: the sexualisation of the
gaze will have transformed the act of showing the body into a display for the gaze,
in that what is seen will always be different from that which is shown: there will
always be, from now on, a ‘beyond’ and a ‘lack’ compared with that which the eye
will see.64
Cinq-Mars argues that this complex relationship between the reception of the gaze onto the
body and the bodily perception of self, which for Sartre can only result in complete
objectification of the one being gazed at, is mediated by the action of pudeur. ‘Because it
summons desire, pudeur effectively transforms the relationship between the viewed and the
viewer: from an objectifying relationship it becomes one of intersubjectivity.’65 Here, far
from falling away from a passive, empty body, through pudeur, fabric itself becomes the
site of agency of the viewed subject. Like Aby Warburg’s concept of the ‘bewegte
Beiwerke’, often translated as ‘moving accessories’, the drama and movement of fabric
itself acts as a site o f memory, containing a travelling subjectivity. The siting of subjectivity
in fabric is suggested by the virtuoso example of sculpted fabric in Bernini’s Teresa (Fig.
1). The remarkable folds of Teresa's robe paradoxically both cover all her skin except for
her face, hands and feet, and also exaggeratedly display a fantasised body, the dark crevices
of deeply incised marble evoking the intimate surfaces of the female body.
In one convincing argument to try to
explain the work, Giovanni Careri attributes to
the extraordinary folds of the Ludovica an
independent

signifying

power.

Calling

the

sculpted folds a ‘surface for the inscription of
pathos’,

Careri

continues,

‘...Bernini

has

created, on top of / beyond Ludovica’s body, a
“performing” body (or a body on display),
composed of a “real body” and an “imaginary
body” in the throes of spiritual passion.’66
While the folds, in their excess, therefore
signify

and

over-signify

the

female

sex,

Ludovica's drapery also paradoxically negates

Fig. 51 - sec ref. Fig. 1
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the

physical

body.

The

interior

experience o f the saint’s encounter
with her God, undecidedly oscillating
between the deeply sacred and the
deeply

erotic,

exteriorised
ecstasy

of

in

is

dramatically

an

extraordinary

marble,

beyond,

‘au-

dessus’, any possible ‘real’ body.

Fie. 52 —see ref. Fig. 3

In the chapter entitled ‘Beckoning Bernini’ from Louise Bourgeois’ Spider, Mieke
Bal sees the Teresa sculpture group very much in terms of fire, that the Teresa's, body is a
burning flame. This metaphor permeates her text and also colours the particular
characterisation of the sculpture which sparked off my inquiry in this paper. Bal writes that
‘...her body’s inside cannot be distinguished from its outside...’, also that,
...the ecstasy is due to, or rather consists of, literal ec-stasy: the propagation of the
fire of love from inside out, so that Teresa's skin, that outer limit of the body,
partakes of it; hence, her body’s limits are themselves no longer limits...Her whole
body becomes a flame: each part of it, of its cover, its surface but beneath which
nothing else remains, becomes a flame; fire comes to overrule previous shapes.67
In a sense, Bal is saying that Teresa is already inside-out, or that such a concept has
no relevance for a sculpture consumed with flame, inside which nothing remains. When Bal
moves on to discuss one o f Louise Bourgeois’ sculptures, the Homage to Bernini from
1967, she writes that ‘...this work turns Bernini’s painterly surfaces inside-out.’68
I wish to further problematise and question the consequences of this almost throwaway
phrase of Bal’s, so suggestive and problematic for not only the nature of sculpture, but also
about the nature of body and spirit, the experience of the sacred, and of the body, sexuality,
and femininity. Bourgeois and Bernini are here thrown together into a conceptual space
formed by the specific physicality of their sculpture, but which also pulls together debates
and discourses of visuality in general; an indescribable, sacred space, where their encounter
across the centuries has the potential to interrogate and realign visual discourses of the
female body throughout Western art history.
Bal presents the Teresa sculpture as Bernini’s masterpiece of layering. Her
conception o f the interior of the sculpture as a ‘surface but beneath which nothing else
remains’ - is, however, problematic. What troubles me about this metaphor is the void at its
centre. When this body is inside out, for Bal it is demystified; the saint’s experience is
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known completely because nothing else remains. In fact, it
seems to me that Bernini attempts to represent Teresa of
Avila’s entirely ‘interior’ experienceof ecstasy but, in doing
so, negates and transfigures her actual body so that only a
M l ;1 -

fetishistically excessive ‘outside’ remains. It is visualised and
v¡

at the same time neutralised.
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Fabric tantalises because it incites in the viewer the
desire to reveal, the longing to see what is hidden, to
.

‘Homage to Bernini’, 1967,
Cheim & Read, New York

penetrate, yet it refuses to allow visual access. The existence
Qf a ‘covering’, even one which is depicted in painting or

sculpture and therefore can hide no ‘real’ body in any real sense, provokes an irresistible
desire to penetrate into the fantasised interior, turning the body into a site ot fantasy.
Philippe Comar shows how for Rousseau, cloth had the role of unleashing the
viewer’s imagination. Rousseau imagines a statue completely veiled in a thick cloth: ‘The
imagination of its worshippers painted it for them according to their characters and their
passions, and each one... only placed under that mysterious veil the idol of their heart.’69
Comar paradoxically describes these viewers as ‘blinded by that which they do not
see’.70 The visual power of what is not seen is much more erotic than that which is seen:
just as Andrew Stewart found the obstructed genitals of the Knidian Venus an erotically
fascinating mystery. In typically paradoxical phrasing, Lacan says:
It is through the existence of clothing that the object materialises. Even when the
real object is there, it is necessary to imagine that it might not be there, and that it is
always possible that one thinks that it is there, precisely where it is not.71

C orradini and sculptural drapery

In Corradini’s famous sculpture ‘Modesty’ (Fig. 54, also sometimes called
‘Chastity’), the fictive marble fabric, conceived so thinly as to cling to every dip and curve
of the body of the female allegory represented, operates a disturbingly deathly eroticism.
The fabric provides here a ‘detour’ of marble, like that which Didi-Huberman bemoaned in
the stark emptiness of the philosophised Venus of Botticelli. Here, however, the detour is an
ironic construction, exposing the hypocrisy of the ‘modest’ nude as seen by such analysts
as Andrew Stewart: here a supposed figure of modesty exuberantly displays her body from
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underneath its transparent covering. As Mira Schor drily comments in another context, ‘a
wet T-shirt clinging to breasts is the same old thing, whether you call it draperie mouillée
or

tits

and

ass’.72

Beside

the

erotic

connotations, however, there is a great sense
of oppression in this sculpture. The marble
weight of the drapery drags down upon the
body and arms, and stretches back from the
forward thrust of the breasts like sticky
strands of heavy plaster. Fabric seems to pour
across the figure’s face, rendered unbreathing
and unseeing. Both the illusion o f bodily
flesh, and the reality of the materiality of
marble,

are

simultaneously

negated

and

reinforced by this fictive ‘layer’ which acts as
a paradoxical invitation and rebuttal of the
gaze. The body is both accessible and
inaccessible.
The sculpture does indeed reference
death - the chapel was commissioned by
Raimondo de Sangro to commemorate his
lug. 54: Antonio Corradim, ‘Modesty (or
Chastity) , 1749-52, Santa Maria della Pietà dei
Sangro, Naples

|ate mother, who had died aged twenty when
he was an infant. In its combination of both

incitement to and refusal of touch, perhaps something of the corporeal tragedy of an
infant’s bodily mourning of the mother remains.73
Below the sculpture, a marble relief represents the Noli me Tangere scene from the
gospel of John: the scene where Mary Magdalene recognises the resurrected Christ in the
garden, and he tells her not to touch (or hold on to) him. The evocation of the Magdalene in
this context reinforces the impression that the structure of the chapel is based on discourses
of bodilyness, presence, and absence. The resurrected Christ’s injunction to the Magdalene,
suggesting that their tactile relationship cannot continue as before, has been interpreted
throughout the history of art in terms of the power of the longing for touch. As I argued in
Chapter One, the Magdalene in the history o f Western art is uniquely positioned to
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encapsulate

discourses

of

bodily

and

spiritual forms of touch, starting in her
identification with the physical body of
Christ, and continuing in her own ecstasy,
the paradoxically physical nature of which
was a form of continuation o f the bodily
spirituality

and

spiritual

bodilyness

concentrated in her visual representation.
Here

the

Magdalene

is

symbolically

positioned in the role o f the viewer, longing
to touch but forbidden to access a body
which is, nevertheless, gloriously displayed
just before her. With gender roles reversed,
the body of the figure o f Modesty becomes a
Fig. 55 - Detail, sec ref. Fig. 54

signifier of a Christ-like defiance and
possession

of death,

while

simultaneously

symbolising the repression of sexual desire.
Other sculptures by Corradini display
similarly

problematic

relationships

between

drapery and the female body. The Donna Velata,
in the Louvre (Fig. 56), is another example.
Frequently

assumed

personification

of

unseeing

face

is

element.

The

to

Faith,
a

garment

represent
this

particularly
here

a

sculpture’s
unsettling

appears

more

contrived than that of Modesty, with bows and
ties manipulating its interaction with the fictive
body carved beneath. Here, however, unlike the
monolithic and majestic Modesty, the figure is
humbler, calm, serene and static beneath her
marble covering. One breast and arm remain
bare, passively positioned at her side. With the

Fig. 56: Antonio Corradini, ‘Donna Velata
(Veiled Woman)*, mid 18,h century, Louvre,
Paris
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other, draped arm in an ambiguous gesture,she raises a section o f fabric, seemingly in that
movement displacing and bunching the fabric between her legs.
An example of the continuation o f elements of baroque visuality well into the
eighteenth century, this form of draped figure was popular at this time. The specific excess
of drapery in this case particularly recalls Bernini’s Ludovica (Fig. 57), carved two
centuries previously. For Mieke Bal, the folds of the garment coming up in-between
Ludovica’s legs, by physically raising her body, site her at the heart o f a bodily discourse of
ecstasy where it is the body which engages fully and literally with the spiritual experience.

Fig. 57 - see ref. Fig. 3

But that extended fold ends just where it becomes a bit too iconic o f the slit it is
allegedly covering. This fold is absorbed, elevated... in a series of short but firmly
erect folds that pull the holy woman up, body and soul.... Ludovica, whose marble
body bending backwards resists a too-easy consummation, insists on her body’s
bodilyness. To the extent her head resists elevation, it proclaims that her body, qua
body - sexed female - be accepted in the transfonnation. Like Christ himself, she
will ascend whole, in the aufgeheben materiality of flesh beyond corruption.74
Unlike Ludovica’s spasmic gesture of pressing her hand to her breast, suggesting
intense and sudden physical emotion, the action of the Donna Valuta's hand calmly yet
forcefully tugs the material - so forcefully, indeed, that it seems to begin to cut into the
flesh of her left thigh - yet ineffectually, giving a strange sense o f movement in stasis.
Unlike the fabric in the Ludovica, which is itself the agent of bodily movement and which
Bal depicts as one with the body, the pulled fabric in the Donna Velata even seems to
hinder the forward step of the left leg. It is a gesture which neither reveals nor covers. What
it achieves is a sense of the inexorable weight and wetness of the marble drapery. The
interactions of these parts of fabrics, unlike that of Bernini’s Ludovica or Teresa, draw
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attention to the separation between body and fabric, the
woman depicted trapped beneath her coverings - yet
there is no struggle for escape. Her blind gaze is neither
unconscious nor ecstatic but a rather horrifying sense of
passive, powerless yet monolithic presence.
Where

Bal

sees the body indexed

in the

Ludovica’s drapery folds, she contrasts both Ludovico
and Teresa with Bernini’s earlier Daphne and Apollo
(Fig. 59), where the sculpture depicts the nymph in the
early stages of being transformed into a tree to escape
from being raped by Apollo, in accordance with the story
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses:
Daphne, taken from a pagan story transformed by
this Christian sculptor, was still subject to a
division between inner body and outer layer, so
that her transformation confined her to the
fragmentation to which a subject remains
condemned when exteriority and interiority are
divided.75

Fig. 59 - see ref. Fig. 9

Fig. 58: detail, see ref. Fig. 56

Fig. 60: Detail, see ref. Fig. 9

Here yet another form of sculptural veiling is in play. The tree bark growing up
Daphne’s body is a layer, a surface, shielding her body and between her legs just in time, as
Apollo surges forward from behind to grip her body. The sculpted marble seems to grow
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and cover the soft skin which the sculptor so dramatically contrasts with the rough bark.
Here layers remain separate; Daphne’s body is not so much transformed as veiled, hidden
forever. As such she remains a fragmented subject, her body unable to resolve its paradox
of partial transformation.
For Bal, the Daphne, Teresa and Ludovica formed three stages o f Bernini’s
exploration o f layering. In terms o f phallic visuality, Corradini’s Donna Velata represents,
not a further step along that trajectory but a regression. The hyperbolic layering evokes an
oppressive eroticism reinforcing conceptions o f the female body as a sealed yet
penetratable entity, where the phallic viewing pleasure consists in being tantalised by the
possibility o f opening. The face, that most expressive o f bodily elements where emotion
and subjectivity can be read, is even itself veiled - once all orifices sealed, no sense o f
identity need trouble the fetishistic fantasy of femininity.

The Fold: architecturality and surface

An interesting element o f Powers o f Horror is the way Kristeva visualises abjection
in architectural terms, with the body’s limits described as a ‘fortified castle’.76 St. Teresa of
Avila entitled one of her most important works The Interior Castle', Teresa was another
theorist who was also a figurative architect.77
In Louise Bourgeois’ Spider Mieke Bal posits a theoretical framework of
architecture as a rich metaphor for body and art, critical theory and psychoanalysis. As a
figurative as well as literal space, architecture is an obvious site of articulation of inside and
outside. Art historians o f the Baroque such as Wôlfflin and Jean Rousset have specifically
characterised Baroque architecture in terms of the scission between the lavish style o f the
façade and the serenity o f the interior. In The Fold, Deleuze sees this as quintessential^
Leibnizian in terms of the theory o f the ‘monad’; ‘The monad is the independence of the
interior, an interior without exterior. But its correlative is the independence o f the façade,
an exterior without interior.’78 For Deleuze, the ideal Baroque architecture is a ‘pure’
interior, ‘un pur dedans’, not even hinting at an exterior; for example, an interior with
external light sources disguised.79 An example o f this can be found in the Comaro chapel
housing Bernini’s Teresa, where the golden rays above the sculpture conceal a source o f
light which seems supernatural (Fig. 61).
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There is a marked insistence on purity in Deleuze’s text, and on the fact that there
should be no confusion between inside and outside, reminding us of the discourse of DidiHuberman. Referring to Bernini’s sculptures, Deleuze discusses the relationship between
clothes and skin as being ‘publicised, extended, and enlarged’ in the Baroque/0 The
scission itself is being privileged, as is indeed later the very space between clothes and skin,
a euphoria of surfaces, which for
Deleuze

is

embodied

by

the

elements, fire for Teresa, and earth
for Ludovica. Mieke Bal makes a
similar

characterisation

in

quotation we saw earlier;

the
‘Her

whole body becomes a flame: each
part of it, of its cover, its surface
but beneath which nothing else
remains, becomes a flame; fire
comes

to

overrule

previous

shapes.’81
Ironically, in a chapel which
is

a

masterpiece

architecture,

of

Teresa

interior
is

a

masterpiece o f exterior surface:
there
Fig. 61 - view of chapel recess, see ref. Fig. 1

is

no

interior

because

everything is exterior - body and

spirit alike are represented in the play of light and shade on marble. Fire, embodying
surface for Deleuze, is body for Bal - but a burnt body, negated in a dancing flame which,
since it consumes and moves and overrules shapes, traps the gaze in innumerable surfaces.
Teresa is transgressive and liberating in many ways, but surprisingly Bal’s reading, which
on first sight appeared enabling seems to also reinforce and remain integral to a fetishistic
visual economy, where excess of surface denies and represses an interior, enabling the
reality of the body to be completely subsumed to the all-consuming fire. For Perniola,
‘Saint Theresa’s body disappears in the drapery of her tunic’ - her body is ‘engulfed’ and
‘transformed into fabric’.82
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This characterisation o f being ‘engulfed’ perhaps becomes suggestive o f Kristeva’s
characterisation of the function of religious rituals to defend against the abject; ‘...to ward
off the subject’s fear o f his very own identity sinking irretrievably into the mother.’83 There
is also a certain element o f the fear o f castration inherent in the idea of being engulfed in
this substance which evokes aspects o f the female anatomy which are occulted in a
fetishistic structure. Not coincidentally portrayed forever poised just before receiving once
again the penetration of the angel’s golden dart, the saint could be seen to be becoming a
cipher of a masculine psychosis where sexuality and desire are either diverted or abjected
via the mechanism of excessive surface.

D onna Velata and the hair of the Magdalene

I return once more at this point to Corradini’s Donna Velata (Fig. 56). A recent
visual response to this sculpture is enlightening concerning the role o f the representation of
fabric and layering, which in this sculpture reaches disturbing hyperbole. In an exhibition in
2007 at the Louvre in Paris, entitled ‘Contrepoint', contemporary artists were invited to
dialogue or ‘counterpoint’ with works from the collection. Didier Trenet composed a work
in dialogue with the Donna Velata entitled ‘Douche Douche’ (Fig. 62), consisting o f copper
tubing, fragments of marble and petanque balls. Seemingly poured from a bucket
suspended above the head of the sculpture, the copper tubing flows down undulating
around the sculpture’s closely veiled body. The balls and other fragments hover
threateningly and heavily around the zone created. The network of metal strands repeats the
ambiguity o f matter already at work in the sculpture: part liquid shower, part rigid metal
trap, the sculpture remains passive at the centre of a maelstrom.84
The interaction between the copper tubing and the sculpture is profoundly dual. Is it
a prison for the sculpture, oppressively pouring upon the marble, or does it on the contrary
protect the viewer from the sculpture within? Choosing to doubly veil a veiled sculpture,
the artist remarks,
Here, for the Louvre, I prefer the idea of revelation... it is another way to attract
attention to this work. There is therefore this desire to attract the gaze... And all that
is centred upon the concept of the gaze, of touch... and of touching the gaze...85
In the artist’s own words, therefore, it is not a question o f concealment but of revelation,
and revelation articulated via the interaction between visuality and tactility.
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Fig. 62: Didier Trenct, ‘Douche Douche’, 2007, ‘Contrepoint III', Musée du Louvre, Paris

Ironically, however, nowhere does Trenet’s installation physically interact with the
sculpture. The copper twists and distorts in order to avoid colliding with the marble. The
balls and marble pieces whirl around the space of the sculpture without disturbing its
reverie.
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Trenet also specifies an image the
copper tubes evoke in his mind: ‘I also
conceive of the undulations of the tubes as
hair... evoking that of Mary Magdalene for
example. But here, hidden...’x<’ As in
Corradini’s

Modesty,

this

contextualisation, albeit made centuries
later, effects a disguised invocation of the
figure of Mary Magdalene.
The

iconography

of

Mary

Magdalene has long been associated with
her long, loose hair. Loose hair was an
erotic cipher in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance, when it was also a moral
indicator; adult women with loose hair
signified moral laxity.

In depictions of

the Magdalene it may also have signified
Fig. 63 - see ref. Fig.
28

her common association with the ‘sinner’
Fig. 64: Sandro Botticelli,
‘Holy Trinity’ (detail),
1465-7, Courtauld
Institute, London

who wiped Jesus’ feet with her hair (Luke
7:37). In the medieval Golden Legend

account, certainly partly due to a conflation with the penitent St. Mary of Egypt but which
informed representations of the saint for centuries to follow, her body was entirely covered
by her hair. In the early Italian Renaissance, Donatello (Fig. 63) and Botticelli (Fig. 64)
notably drew inspiration from this image, but it was Titian almost a hundred years later
who transformed the attribute into an erotically teasing veil (Fig. 65), strategically parted to
reveal the breasts.
By reframing the Donna Velata in the hair of the Magdalene, Trenet does not
attempt to physically veil the veiled body from sight. Instead the liquid strands of copper
hair function to manipulate the gaze even further. Both drawing attention to the sculpture,
and frustrating the eye’s easy access, the structure invites a penetrative, phallic viewing
structure where the ‘hairs’ must be parted and dodged in order to see the woman beneath.
Once this barrier breached, the viewer is yet again taken on a detour across the folds and
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hangings of marble fabric which comprise
the sculpture itself.
Trenet remarks, however, that the
balls and marble pieces suggest lapidation a threat of violence otherwise unspoken.ss It
is interesting that the weapons which would
wound the female body here represented are
kept at a safe distance by the cage-like
structure, thereby protecting the body within
it. Trenet’s fascination with the Donna
Velata

(he

confesses

to

a

perennial

attraction towards the sculpture) is based, as

Fig. 65 - see ref. Fig. 26

we have seen, on the tensions between
looking and touching. Just as Didi-Huberman concluded in Ouvrir Vénus, the desire to
touch intersects with the desire to penetrate and wound. The cage of copper, then, both
protects the sculpture within from the potentially lethal balls and shards, but also, like a
fetish, protects the viewer from consummating the wounding which the presence o f the
weapons forces into conscious possibility. The copper cage is compulsively replaying the
prohibition which the sculpture’s wet cloth realises.
Griselda Pollock draws attention to the threatening associations of women’s hair in
a Freudian perspective:
Head hair, moreover, in an image of a woman is, as we know, a displaced sign of
secondary sexual hair which incites in the little boy, so we are told, a narcissistic
terror sufficient to incite a fetishising fantasy o f the Gorgon’s wreath of phallic
snakes. Freud’s study of hysteria revealed the easy path of displacement from the
actual erotic zones to less charged locations that inherit oblique evocations of what
must not be imagined and certainly never seen.
The suggestion that the glances at the sculpture which are afforded through the parted
copper ‘hair’ may be indexical of a disturbing female sexuality and of fetishistic visuality
certainly supports a theory that would describe Trenet’s work as having identified the
threateningly sexual nature of the viewer’s interaction with the Donna Velata. A critical
commentary on the nature o f phallic and fetishistic viewing can be developed by the very
art which also reinforces that viewing system. Trenet’s intervention upon Corradini’s
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sculpture is functioning as a critical reading of that sculpture while itself being a critical
object.

Forms of fetishistic visuality: Anish Kapoor

It is clear that Corradini’s sculptures function in a very different way from
Bernini’s. Both are however participating in a form of visuality which operates in terms of
inside and outside. Whether the female body and its coverings are built up in paradoxical
layers, compelling the gaze to participate in discourses of penetration, or whether it is
turned inside-out, voided, the bodily nature of femininity is being constructed in a similar
way, which precludes a fully empathetic sexual visual response to the female body while
perpetuating centuries of objectification within visual culture.
In the same way, the ruched, creased, folded marble of the fully-clothed Teresa can
be said to be analogous to the sealed, perfect, smooth female nudes which Lynda Nead
deconstructs. Smoothness or folds, the difference here is irrelevant as both can operate
similarly - the insistence on surface operates a visual detour enabling the interior of the
body to be negated. The discourse of interior and exterior is not only put to work, however,
by literal representations of female bodies. A parallel with several works by British artist

Fig. 66: Anish Kapoor, ‘Turning the World
Inside-Out’, 1995, Barbara Gladstone Gallery,
New York

Fig. 67: Anish Kapoor, ‘Turning the World
Upside-Down #4’, 1998, Barbara Gladstone
Gallery, New York

Anish Kapoor from the last two decades can help provide another critical commentary to
shed light on the way in which the Teresa's folds uphold a fetishistic visual economy.
In Baroque art, as Bal notes in Quoting Caravaggio, the first awareness of point of
view seems to be articulated.90 That is, the gaze can now be situated outside of the self; it
becomes non-monolithic and multiple. This means that the subject is put in danger: its
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position is no longer certain, as it can be inherent in the object. In a very ‘Baroque’ visual
tradition, Kapoor’s Inside-out (Fig. 66) and Upside-down (Fig. 67) from 1995 and 1998
respectively, the supremely reflective surface not only diverts and disallows the gaze upon
it but in turns sucks self, Other, and gaze into the indeterminate space of its ‘interior’.91 It is
a mirror which is simultaneously deeply self-absorbed, as an excess of reflection is an

Fig. 68: Anish Kapoor, ‘Turing the World Inside Out (detail)'

excess of the self-image, but also deeply self-alienating. Unlike the mirror in Lacan’s
theory of the mirror stage, where the image of seductive unity allows a ‘se lf, albeit an
illusory one, to be conceived of, the mirror in the work of Kapoor operates in a different
way. The curved, impossible surface refuses, controls and possesses the false self-image
until it is put in doubt. Viewers of the 2004 sculpture Cloud Gate (Fig. 69), designed for
Chicago’s Millennium Park, feel compelled to search for their own image in the
bewildering swoops and curves.92 This all-surface is both fascinatingly beautiful, and
profoundly threatening, profoundly implicating the subject’s gaze while threatening its very
coherence by suggesting that both subject and gaze are being sucked inside an interior
which cannot be known or imagined, the sense of surface is so overwhelming. It is a
metaphor both for the primal scene and for the mechanism of fetishism, which destabilises
the subject/object relationship.
I am arguing that the tradition of the depiction of the female nude is a form o f art
which I suggest is sited in a fundamentally phallic aesthetic. Bernini’s Teresa and the
mirrored sculptures by Anish Kapoor, are but two examples, from vastly different contexts,
of the way in which this discourse can be present throughout Western visual culture. Such
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images, by articulating the particular
threat posed to the masculine psyche by
the abject through the transgression of
boundaries, uphold a psychosis within
visual culture which attempts to close off
boundaries of the body, and reinforce
fetishism: a neurotic mode of sexuality,
displaying a gendered and gendering
Fig. 69: Anish Kapoor, ‘Cloud Gate’, 2004-5,
Chicago Millennium Park.

horror of a projection onto the wounded
and wounding woman.

Cindy Sherm an and the discourse of fctishistic viewing

It is not only the work of male artists which is concerned by a problematic
participation in discourses of fetishistic viewing. The series sometimes referred to as
‘Disasters’ by the American photographer Cindy Sherman includes very difficult images
involving blood, vomit, suggestions of human excrement of different types, where the eye
cannot fix on one point; disturbing and upsetting pictures which are tremendously
provocative in their absolute refusal of the type of cliched, masquerading female body
which Sherman plays with in her earlier photographs. In ‘Untitled #167’ (Fig. 70), a nose,

Fig. 70: Cindy Sherman, ‘Untitled #167’, 1986. Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
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lips, teeth and bloodstained fingers protrude from the soil amid other detritus. A white,
horrifying part-reflection in a compact mirror indexes the intrusion o f a disturbingly present
yet absent witness (and a manipulation of the expectation to find a self-portrait o f the artist,
as was Sherman’s custom until shortly after this point in her career.) In ‘Untitled #173’ a
pile of soil laid with bloodstained clumps o f hair, mould and flies, sharp wooden skewers, a
rotting potato, shocks with the inclusion o f the artist’s body, eyes staring blankly, along the
top of the frame, giving an overpowering impression of death. ‘Untitled #175’ induces
literal feelings o f nausea; crushed cream cakes, sun lotion, biscuits and sandwiches lie
oozing, trampled on the sand while at the right hand side a semi-liquid mass suggesting
vomit spreads across a white towel. In the lens of a pair o f sunglasses, a deeply horrific
disembodied screaming face - that of the artist - is reflected, petrified in the horror of
vision.
Laura Mulvey draws on this series o f photographs as examples o f work which
destroys the structures of fetishism. For Mulvey, in these photographs ‘the topography of
exterior/interior is exhausted’.93 She suggests that,
although both sexes are subject to abjection, it is women who can explore and
analyse the phenomenon with greater equanimity, as it is the female body that has
come, not exclusively but predominantly, to represent the shudder aroused by
liquidity and decay.94
Through Sherman’s citation and distortion of the visuality o f the feminine, Mulvey
identifies in Sherman’s work an articulation o f
the failure of the fetish, which she traces through images o f the feminine... The
wordlessness and despair in her work represents the wordlessness and despair that
ensues when a fetishistic structure, the means of erasing history and memory,
collapses, leaving a void in its wake.95
Mulvey argues that Sherman’s work accesses the ‘abject’, in the Kristevan sense, via the
suggestion o f a pre-language state where meaning itself is taken to the extreme, then
reassigned to dramatise the predicament o f the feminine in culture.
She uses iconography, connotation, or the sliding o f the signifier, in a trajectory that
ends by stripping away all accrued meaning to the limit o f bodily matter. However,
even this bedrock—the vomit and the blood for instance—returns to cultural
significance: that is, to the difficulty of the body, and above all the female body,
while it is subjected to the icons and narratives o f fetishism.96
I feel, however, that while these photographs oppose fetishism in one sense, they are
also working within its economy, reinforcing the same associations between ‘horror’ and
femininity. Rather than removing or exhausting questions o f exterior/interior, they are, on
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the contrary, pigeonholing femininity into an excess o f interior. Although the boundaries of
the body are transgressed, they are still operating; we are merely on the other side. These
works are, therefore, still functioning within the same psychoanalytic/sexual model.
Mulvey foresees this form o f accusation but interprets Sherman’s position as deliberate
participation in such discourses in order to undermine them.
In refusing the word/image juxtaposition, so prevalent in the art of the seventies and
eighties, Sherman may draw the accusation that she is, herself, stuck in the
topographic double bind of the fetish and its collapse. Although she may be thus
unable to inscribe the means of decipherment into the work itself, her use of
Untitled to describe her works turns inability into refusal.97
Mulvey argues that the spectator can perform an ‘oscillation’ between enjoying the
image on an initial level, and perceiving the irony o f its setup. ‘The viewer looks,
recognizes a style, doubts, does a double take, then recognizes that the style is a citation,
and meanings shift and change their reference like shifting perceptions o f perspective from
an optical illusion.’98 Rosalind Krauss expresses it similarly: that Sherman’s work invites
the viewer ‘to look under the hood, even as she is also showing us the tremendous pull to
buy into the myth’.99 In the case of the ‘Disaster’ images, the viewer’s response will be
different: still an ‘oscillation effect’, but ‘this time between reverence and revulsion.’100
Mulvey’s argument is that Sherman’s work reveals the operation o f the fetish: ‘Cindy
Sherman traces the abyss or morass that overwhelms the defetishized body, deprived of the
fetish’s semiotic, reduced to being ‘unspeakable’ and devoid of significance.’101
J. Fiona Ragheb and Elizabeth T. Smith have both argued that Sherman’s gradual
removal o f her own self-portrait from her work, in evidence around this period, is as a
negative response to feminist theory’s appropriation o f her work. Michelle Meagher notes:
What for Mulvey and Krauss was a sophisticated move documenting the artist’s
engagement in feminist discourse is for Ragheb and Smith a sign o f her desire to
distance herself from feminist discourse. What is important to note is the insistence
upon justifying Sherman’s artistic decision to take herself out o f the picture and, as
already noted, the justification is often made through the retelling o f encounters
between the work and feminist theory.102
Attempting to identify Cindy Sherman’s real political agenda is a wild goose chase
here, as Michelle Meagher shows. Meagher summarises the position o f ‘Sherman Studies’
in the twenty-first century as ‘a struggle between analyses that claim the work re-represents
and challenges the codes o f femininity and those that claim the work reiterates and
reinscribes those codes’.103 Where I feel that her earlier photographs such as the ‘Untitled
Film Stills’ and more particularly the ‘Centerfolds’ do participate in an ironic defetishising
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of visual discourses of the body, and I will demonstrate this in my final chapter, her
experiments with the abject ultimately seem to me to remain inscribed within a discourse
which constructs the female body as one-dimensional.

O rlan and the emptiness of the object

The work o f French performance artist Orlan specifically engages with notions of
the interior and exterior of the body. In her most notorious artistic statement she performs
what she describes as ‘carnal art’, having herself filmed undergoing plastic surgery. The
original aim of her initial operations was to undermine classic ideals of beauty by herself
embodying a composite version o f beauty, as seen in Fig. 71: ‘not to combine multiple
elements of beauty in the hope of becoming the ultimate ideal woman, but rather to
deconstruct the very notion that such a thing could actually exist.’1114 A much more potent
consequence of her public surgery performances, however, is the reflection on bodily limits
and the nature of skin, surface and identity, with which her public surgical interventions
inevitably engage the viewer.

Fig. 71: O rlan, Presentation of composite face project,
‘The Reincarnation of St. O rlan ’, 1990
Parveen Adams’ ‘Operation Orlan’ remains the seminal text analysing Orlan’s
surgery art in terms of inside and outside. Adams reads in Orlan's work a profound
exploration of the emptiness of the object. Following the same trace as Georges DidiHuberman would take up, to different effect, three years later in Ouvrir Vénus, Adams
argues that the eighteenth-century medical wax models of nude Venuses (Fig. 72), whose
skin then different layers of internal organs could be removed one by one, merely permit
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the woman’s body to be conceived of as a series of
layers to be penetrated right down to the centre. She
writes, ‘...without its lid, it is agape with its organs
exposed. This figure permits, indeed invites our sexual
predatoriness as the response to its passivity.’105 For
Adams, Orlan’s work escapes from this trap:
By contrast, Orlan is not unveiled or stripped
bare. There is no signifying interior to be
discovered. Rather, the detachment of her face,
a manoeuvre which reveals it as pure
exteriority, is one which casts a doubt on
representation,
which
insists
on
its
emptiness.106
...There is, suddenly, no inside and no outside.
There is an emptying out of the object. It is the
moment, a horrifying moment, of the birth of a
new space which ruins habitable space.107

Fig. 72: Clemente Susini, Reclinili»
temale figure ("Medicai Vcnus”), late
18th century, La Specola, University of
Florence

Adams notes that the camera does not show
what is actually underneath the skin of the face.
Instead, it is the gap created when the face is lifted up
which is at the centre of the image (Fig. 73 and Fig.
74). It is a space belonging to neither inside nor
outside, what Adam describes as ‘the emptying out of
Fig. 73: O rlan, ‘O m nipresence’,
1993, plate from Adams, p. 155

the space of the object.’

This is for Adams an

‘unfillable gap’ which it is the concern o f Orlan’s
work to generate: a gap which destabilises gender
difference by eradicating the idea of an ideal,
complete body.
Michelle Hirschhorn puts forward a related
argument. She sees in Orlan’s work an evocation of
the horrific maternal body as developed in particular

Fig. 74: O rlan, ‘O m nipresence’,

in the work of Barbara Creed. Creed writes,

1993, plate from Adams, p. 157

‘Confronted by the sight of the monstrous, the

viewing subject is put into crisis - boundaries, designed to keep the abject at bay, threaten
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to disintegrate, collapse.’104 Hirschhom
likens the wounds and cuts made on the
face of Orlan during the operation to
symbols of threatening, gaping and
perhaps castrating female genitalia (Fig.
75). She sees Orlan as courageously
embodying a feminist discourse o f the
body

which

would

destabilise

monolithic subject and object positions.

Fig. 75: Orlan, ‘Omnipresence’, 1993

A tension seems to arise, in these analyses, between vision and the lack of vision.
For Adams, the key to the significance of Orlan’s action was the ultimately unseeable ‘gap’
beneath the face. This concept of the ‘emptiness of the object’ for Adams opened up the
space of representation. For Hirschhom, it is precisely the extreme visibility inherent in the
operations which performs the ultimate political statement in the work: Orlan herself, active
while operated upon, is seen as demanding inescapable viewing in which the whole body
participates.
The image of ‘horror’ ... puts the viewing subject’s sense of unified self into crisis,
when the imagery becomes too threatening or horrific to watch... [Orlan’s] active
role... and defiant gaze literally demand an alternative method of viewing, which
automatically usurps the safe distance between self and other which is required in
order to ‘look away’. The body itself becomes the organ of sight, and thus disperses
the impact over its entirety. Her work therefore challenges us to find a way in which
we can ‘look’ long enough to gain a greater understanding of the precariously
complex psychic constructions which constitute the very foundations of our
identity.1"4
Adams also speaks of the whole body responding to the work, in her case in the form o f a
physical sensation of intrusion when watching the video of Orlan’s surgery: ‘1 am invaded
by the experience of the body, heavy with its density.’111
Other photographs from the seventh operation, entitled Omnipresence, differ from
those illustrated by Adams, and indeed do not hesitate to show more ‘internal’ details (Fig.
76 and Fig. 77). They may be seen to put in doubt her conclusion based on the ultimate
unseeability of the ‘gap’. Orlan, after all, may merely be participating in a penetrative
model of the female body, where flesh is removable; the body is submissive, enterable.
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Fig. 76: Orlan, ‘Omnipresence’, 1993

As Mulvey does for Sherman, Adams seeks to defend Orlan’s work against
interpretations which would suggest that her work merely reinforces phallic and fetishistic
viewing systems. She writes that while Orlan’s work undermines the illusion of the
complete, sealed body of femininity,
[it] doesn’t deny it, rather it shows the copresence of the phallic and the castrated
that the ‘real’ world... insists are exclusive of each other. This belongs not to
psychosis but to an artistic labour.112
Theresa Senft questions the possibility of Orlan’s work providing a ‘techno-feminist
model’, contextualising it within the politics of feminism and art, and arguing that despite
Orlan’s insistence that her work is not about shock, the shock effect does indeed end up
being a form of manipulation.
The avant-garde has long championed what they called the ‘explicit body’, citing it
as a source of immanence and transcendence... The fact is, however, that [it] isn’t
enough for a feminist artist to shock in her explicit body work; to have tbe desired
political effects, [Orlan] discovered, her body must produce the right kinds of
shock.112
For Senft, the problem is twofold. On the one hand, she critiques Orlan’s simplistic
conception of the process of vision as related to her performance, in the context of Donna
Haraway’s notion of the female cyborg. For Senft, Orlan is concerned only with her
personal transformation reinstating a ‘traditionally’ avant-garde notion of an extreme
‘shocking’ body."4 She accuses Orlan’s work of narcissism, in its obliviousness to the
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wider ramifications of her body modification and its participation in discourses o f the
female body in relation to technology, which result in Orlan inscribing herself in the very
discourses o f femininity which her work proclaimed to undermine.
Orlan proposes that when we watch her performances, we do so dialectically; we
ought to "do what you probably do when you watch the news on television". When
Donna Haraway watches the news, she sees... an international network o f cyborgs,
linked by technologies that both pleasure and discipline their lives. Orlan, it seems,
sees only herself. Less than fifteen years after Haraway wrote ‘A Cyborg
Manifesto’, Orlan has achieved fame for displaying her body, not as the cyborg of
the nightly news, but rather as the cyborg who becomes a goddess, thereby missing
Haraway’s political point completely.115
A decade after Orlan’s surgery-performances, and with the alteration in our image
culture provided by the accessibility and universality of the internet, the banality o f ‘shock’
footage of surgery and photography o f the mutilated body is increasing. Orlan’s excess of
visibility may merely be playing into the hands o f the fetishising structure where the body
is either hypertrophically veiled, or catastrophically laid open to the gaze. Senft instead
argues for an alternative politics o f visibility, following the work of Peggy Phelan who has
argued for ‘an active vanishing, a deliberate and conscious refusal to take the payoff o f
visibility.’116 In this response to a society inexorably producing a fetishistically visualised
female body, Senft concludes her article with a call to be ‘woman’, rather than goddess or
cyborg.

Proposing an alternative

Whichever analysis o f Orlan’s work is accepted, neither agenda seems ultimately
satisfactory. On the one hand, feminist art which aims to draw attention to the status quo of
phallic visuality may fall into the trap of merely reproducing its language. Such battles
from within lay themselves open to being interpreted at face value. Michelle Meagher
demonstrates as much when she cites the lascivious responses o f Cindy Sherman’s early
male critics to the Untitled Film Stills,117
On the other hand, despite the appeal of a position such as that of Phelan, which
could extricate the female body from complex tropes o f visual femininity, a vanishing and
refusal o f visibility leaves unspoken for those artworks which may achieve an alternative to
this fetishistic structure of viewing.

Ill

The agenda now laid out, therefore, consists o f identifying those articulations of
subjectivity operating within visual culture, but which find ways of travelling beyond the
duality of interior and exterior to signify a corporeality which permits an embodied
feminine subjectivity to have a place in visuality.
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C hapter Three

It may be possible for art to engage with the structures o f phallocentric and
fetishistic viewing which form the history o f the female body in representation on their own
terms, from within their language. Although the previous chapter closed on art and
performance which ultimately, in my view, failed to undermine the phallocentric structure
o f viewing, they may open up spaces for other facets o f visuality from different periods in
history to emerge on different terms, as dissonant statements: in their encounter performing
a valorisation of the paradox o f simultaneity which has engaged the female body in
representation for centuries, and challenging preconceptions about a visuality structured
around binary opposition. Beginning by tracking a pathos formula from the antique which
defines a certain element o f the ‘Caravaggesque’ visuality which I have been developing, I
shall continue in this chapter to propose a visual discourse whereby an embodied
subjectivity can begin to be articulated via the paradoxes o f a contradictory body which
destabilises traditional tropes o f femininity. Through encounters between inside and
outside, performance and submission, pleasure and pain, the physical and the spiritual, I
shall move gradually to a position from which such dualism can ultimately become
redundant in visual events which rethink the nature of the body itself.

The hands of the M agdalene

Massive, potent even in her stillness, the Penitent Magdalene portrayed by
Artemisia Gentileschi in the 1620s provides a contrast with the meek sweetness o f many
contemporary representations of the saint. She is depicted sitting in a carved wooden chair,
one hand resting between her legs. Her right elbow rests on the arm of the chair and her
right hand, bent acutely at the wrist, supports her head which rests heavily upon it. The
Magalene’s rippling auburn hair twines around the fingers o f her right hand and the white
and gold fabric o f her dress falls from her shoulder.1 Referring to this painting Mary
Garrard writes, ‘The verticality o f Mary’s body, as well as the vitality of the drapery folds
over the legs, implies potential action, energy in reserve, while the upper body is fully
submissive to the spirit.’2 For Garrard, the painting incorporates both activity and passivity,
vitality and submission; the body encompasses multiple dynamics o f movement and
emotion. More than a century o f eroticising depictions o f the saint preceded this painting:
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Guido

Reni,

Gentileschi’s

contemporary, was particularly wellknown for painting sensuous semi
nude

Penitent

Magdalenes}

In

Artemisia Gentileschi’s version of the
popular subject, however, the saint
does not fit the pattern of the passive,
graceful,

erotically

reclining

nude.

This woman hunches forward in her
chair, her limbs and head heavy, yet
she is not submissively unconscious or
abandoned in sleep - her body seems
paradoxically charged with passion.
Gentileschi

permeates

the

Magdalene (Fig. 78) with associations
Fig. 78: Artemisia Gentileschi, ‘Magdalene’, c. 1625-6,
Cathedral, Sala del Tesoro, Seville, Spain

of creative melancholy. Mary Garrard
traces references to Michelangelo in

the iconography of the Magdalene’s pose:
from the etching by Leon Davent which shows
the

young

Michelangelo

in

a

pose

of

melancholy (Fig. 79), to Michelangelo’s own
sculpture Night (Fig. 80). Garrard suggests that
Gentileschi took inspiration both from the
associations

with

Michelangelo’s

creative

melancholy and the spiritual interpretation of
the posture in the feminine, originally evident
in an engraving representing a vision of St.
Helena by Marcantonio Raimondi (Fig. 81)
and subsequently taken up in a painting by
Paolo Veronese (Fig. 82). While the head

Fig. 79: Léon Davent, ‘Michelangelo at the age
of twenty-three’, mid-16th century, British
Museum, London
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resting on the cheek was a common signifier of
the melancholic visionary, the specific and
unusual angle of the bent hand upon which the
Magdalene’s head rests may derive from the
Michelangelo etching while the position o f the
other hand, falling between the knees, does
suggest St. Helena.

Fig. 81: Marcantonio Raimondi, ‘Saint Helena’,
early 16th century. Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York

Fig. 80: Michelangelo Buonarotti, ‘Night’,
1519-33, Tomb of Giuliano dc’Medici; Medici

Fig. 82: Paolo Veronese, ‘Saint Helena’, 1560-65,
National Gallery, London

The emotion and intensity of Gentileschi’s Magdalene certainly owes something to
that of Caravaggio, painted around sixteen years previously (Fig. 27). Not only is the figure
of the saint in both images imbued w'ith an ambiguous force, but several elements in the
paintings play a similar function.
In the version of Gentileschi’s Magdalene in Mexico City (Fig. 83), which may or
may not be a copy by the artist, the swathe of drapery (which was added later to the Seville
version by another hand) is not present, and the artist’s original intention before this
censorship intervened can be seen (Fig. 85).4 As Mary Garrard puts it, Gentileschi paints
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the ‘wrinkle of a solid natural underarm.’5 In the Caravaggio work, the crease o f the
Magdalene’s neck meeting her shoulder as her head faUs back (rather than forward and to
the side, in the Gentileschi Magdalene) is similarly movingly natural (Fig. 86). Signifying
more than a mere effect o f bodily realism, these bodily folds, as well as the visible teeth
and partly opened eyes o f both figures, participate in a dialogue of limits. Here, rather than
presenting the viewer with a sealed, immaculate female body, inviting (in Didi-Huberman’s
reading) an inevitable and catastrophic penetration, these bodies present the viewer with
fabric, layers, folds, flesh, orifices, all of which suggest a movement towards an interior but
which, crucially, also evoke mental presence.6 The combination o f elements leads to
disagreement even within individual works. Keith Christiansen goes as far as to say that
‘her eyes, slightly open, suggest a wakeful state’ while elsewhere citing the original
inventory o f the painting in the 1630s as a ‘Magdalene seated in a chair sleeping on her
arm’.7
It is clear that such discrepancy requires investigation. We have seen how Griselda
Pollock argues that partly open eyes suggesting a mental presence within an apparently
abandoned body, thus potentially disabling a voyeuristic gaze upon that body: ‘Veiled by
the drooping eyelids, yet once encountered, that momentary sign o f consciousness polices
any purely scopic relation to the body, making the body a site o f being.’8 Robert
Rosenblum locates a specific challenge for a male viewer in the very doubt:
...the ambiguity of her eyes, that seem to be closed but that a close look reveals that
she is awake. ...A nude who could be asleep or awake is especially formidable for a
male viewer.9
Didi-Huberman’s analysis o f Botticelli’s Birth o f Venus and Andrew Stewart’s
response to the antique Knidian Venus, cited earlier, however appear to respond specifically
to the sense o f consciousness evoked in such depictions. For them, the sense o f subjective
presence in depictions o f the female nude is what enables eroticism: to express it crudely,
the sense of presence in a body otherwise coded absent or passive is read as a form o f
‘playing hard to get’ which tantalises and arouses the desiring gaze. Despite the possibility
of reading a ‘wakeful state’ into Gentileschi’s Magdalene (Fig. 78), R. Ward Bissell sees it
as ‘vulnerable’, ‘provocative’, ‘tantalising’, and ‘enticing due to the slipping of the gown at
her shoulder, which, he says ‘might continue [its] fall.’10 Rosenblum’s ‘formidable’ does
not necessarily preclude erotic fascination. Pollock recognises that,
As much as we may seek and even find signs o f difference, we may have to
concede that they work all the better to make Cleopatra the object o f a fantasising
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and sexualising gaze - for some men where the collision o f eroticism and death
forms part o f a violent, or at least ambivalent, sexuality. Could we, however, begin
to trace the point at which conflicting interests were negotiated to create an image
that simultaneously could be read in conformity - though creatively adventurous in
its way o f doing this - with dominant masculine taste while also insinuating into
that official space the presence o f competing feminine meanings depending on the
interests or gender of the viewer?11
Whether the eyes are read as open or closed, awake or asleep, and what the nature
of the erotic response may be, depends on a particular viewing agenda. What is particularly
significant, in Pollock’s view, is a work o f art which enables many different agendas to
coexist.
Layering o f drapery and nude female bodies need not always conform to DidiHuberman’s ‘inevitable process o f opening’. The half-fallen fabric on the shoulders o f both
Gentileschi’s and Caravaggio’s Magdalenes (Fig. 78 and Fig. 27) both invites and refuses a
gaze upon the body’s surface. Through the pudeur of being half-covered, the object regains
the agency to refuse that that gaze be imposed.
From the gently fallen fabric to the natural crease of skin, to the interior world
hinted at from underneath the eyelids swollen with tears - it is a question here of multiple
interacting surfaces; a psychic topography which leads the gaze towards the ultimate
interior of the human subject but without an inevitable horror o f emptiness or risk of
abjection. Here the body is not sealed, the interaction between inside and outside is fluid.
The body, therefore, does not fall so easily into a fetishistic structure. The tears falling from
the saint’s eyes, in themselves, stand for the difference. The gap between interior and
exterior is ultimately bridged in the very moment o f tears, the body’s clearest outward
signifier of intense emotion. Tears both belong to the realm o f the abject, by means o f a
physical leakage and trace on the exterior surface, but have a special status: non-polluting,
they also play a pivotal role as tropes of meaning both in their association with penitence
and in the special status given them by the Magdalene. The tears o f the Magdalene,
according to Elizabeth Davis, ‘are to be understood as the most perfect confession:
according to the “literature o f tears” tradition that sprang up throughout Europe during the
Counter Reformation after the Council of Trent, Mary’s tears are the external sign o f her
inner state.’12
Julia Kristeva has argued that milk and tears are both ‘metaphors of non-language,
o f a “semiotic” that does not coincide with linguistic communication.’13 In the biblical
associations o f Mary Magdalene, tears play just this role when the ‘sinner’, frequently
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associated with the Magdalene’s identity, washes Jesus’ feet with her tears, which become
a potent nonverbal sign of love and faith:
She stood behind him at his feet, weeping, and began to bathe his feet with her tears
and to dry them with her hair. Then she continued kissing his feet and anointing
them with the ointment. ...[Jesus said] “Therefore, I tell you, her sins, which were
many, have been forgiven; hence she has shown great love. But the one to whom
little is forgiven, loves little.” Then he said to her, “Your sins are forgiven... Your
faith has saved you; go in peace.” (Luke, 7:39, 48-51)
In this physical interaction with Jesus, which Davis encourages should be read as
active rather than submissive on the woman/Magdalene’s part, tears both literally
outwardly express innermost feelings, and, along with the hair (transgressing an associated
with seduction or loose morals), serve as a tool to emphasise that the Magdalene, identified
by association in the biblical text, wields the body metaphorically. Her attention to and
interaction with Christ is a profoundly physical one where the body alone can articulate
meaning.14 This emphasis sets the scene for a Magdalene whose transgression of
boundaries (as she also breaks social boundaries in this scene by entering the house of the
Pharisee unbidden) is situated in the signs of the speaking body.

ig. 83: (a copy after?) Artemisia Gentileschi,
‘Magdalene’, c. 1621-2, Museo Soumaya, Mexico City

Fig. 84 - see ref. Fig. 27
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Fig. 85: Artemisia Gentileschi, ‘Magdalene (detail)’,
Mexico City

Fig. 86: detail, see ref. Fig. 27

Intertwined fingers

As well as the shifts, folds and layers produced by the fabric, shoulder, mouth and
eyes in these paintings, there is another interaction and series of folds in operation in the
Caravaggio work: the position o f the Magdalene’s hands with her fingers intertwined. Such
an intimate articulation of inside and outside combined with self-reflexivity is a striking
feature of the painting, and often goes uncommented.1'^ Caravaggio’s choice here may have
more significance than mere naturalism.
In Avigdor Poseq’s 1991 article about the posture of the Caravaggio Magdalene, he
attributes the position of the body and head to antique sources. On the position of the
hands, noting that interlinked fingers
are rare in antique sculpture (which
preferred asymmetrical postures to
express profound emotion), Poseq
cites various examples o f earlier
‘lamentation’

scenes,

where

the

Magdalene has a gesture o f clasped
fingers,

including

a

scene

by

Correggio (Fig. 87). He summarises,
Fig. 87: Correggio, ‘Deposition from the Cross’, 1525,
Galleria Nazionale, Palma

‘This attitude of the hands is a
conventional gesture of inner

turbulence and awe, sometimes also of grief...’ and concludes that, since there is no
compelling artistic precedent for Caravaggio’s specific usage of this gesture that it must
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derive from ‘non-artistic reality’.1'’ Poseq goes on to argue that it is part of a centuries-old
Neapolitan gestural language meaning ‘an intense spiritual affliction' known as mestizia,
based on the work of nineteenth-century archaeologist Andrea de Jorio. He concludes that
the particularly powerful impact of this Magdalene ‘results from an invigoration of an
antique ‘Pathosformel’ by elements drawn directly from life’, but that artists who clearly
drew influence from the work in their representations of ecstasy (such as Bernini) chose not
to reproduce the hands, perhaps signifying that they ‘may have seemed lacking the
conventional “decorum”4.17
There are other Magdalenes with clasped fingers, however, which may have taken
inspiration from Caravaggio in their use of the pose.ls Guercino (Fig. 88) reproduces the
gesture in the classic context of an impassioned grief and repentance, and Nuvolone (Fig.
89) and Guido Reni (Fig. 91) provide a sentimentalised interpretation of the Caravaggio
painting, with the saint represented in a form of ecstatic reverie. Where the Reni uses the
hands as an attribute of prayer or grief, the position of the anus of the Magdalene in Fig.
89, however, with the hands pushed downwards and away from the body, seems to refer
specifically to the motif as used by Caravaggio, shortly before its use for the Magdalene.

Fig. 88: Guercino, ‘Magdalene and two angels
(detail)’, 1622, Pinacotheca, Vatican

Fig. 90: Georges de La Tour, ‘Magdalene’,
1625-50, Wrightsman Collection, New York
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Fig. 89: Carlo Francesco Nuvolone, ‘Magdalene’,
mid seventeenth century

Indeed, Caravaggio had used the motif of the interlaced fingers several years prior
to the Magdalene, in the painting the Taking o f Christ (Fig. 92), representing the moment
of Judas’ betrayal. The relationship between these two paintings is o f vital importance for
the discourse of an embodied subjectivity.
Sergio Benedetti describes the figure of Christ: ‘His hands, so prominently placed at
the bottom of the picture’s central axis, are clasped in a gesture of faith.’ 1*An article in the
Daily Telegraph, reporting on the recent controversy surrounding the attribution of the
various versions of this work, defines the hand gesture as ‘indicating a partnership in the
creation of a saviour through betrayal’.20 Here the authors seem to be suggesting that the
joined hands symbolise two connected concepts: that of Judas’ betrayal, and that of the
destiny of Christ to die on the cross, which became fixed in that moment.
Giovan Pietro Bellori’s seventeenth century description of the scene was as follows:
‘Judas has his hand on the Master’s shoulder, after the kiss; at the same time a soldier in
full armour reaches out his ironclad arm and hand toward the breast o f the Lord, who stands
still, patient and meek, with his hands intertwined before him .’21 Conspiracy theorist Jeff
Nisbet gives an alternative reading of the hand position o f Christ:
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In fact, Caravaggio’s rather bored-looking Christ, one eyebrow raised, appears to be
doing little more than cracking his knuckles. To the far-right Caravaggio, in one of
several self-portraits, holds up a lantern in true Luciferian fashion as though
suggesting that this pivotal Biblical event may have been meticulously planned by
the main participant - an idea that has found wider acceptance in the last 40 years
than it had back in Caravaggio’s day.22
Nisbet’s fascination with Christ’s incongruous hand position leads him to suspect
that through the strangeness and detachment of the figure, Caravaggio was hinting at an
awareness and planning on the part o f Christ which would suggest, in an idea which has
been gaining in popularity in the last fifty years, that Christ was complied in the planning
of his own crucifixion in order to fulfil the messianic prophecies of the Old Testament.23
What is relevant here, however, is that Nisbet’s perception identifies the hand gesture

Fig. 92: Caravaggio, ‘Taking of Christ’, c. 1598-1603, National Gallery oflreland, Dublin

above all as a sign of consciousness within the figure of Christ: a metonymic sign of
control, self-possession. Christ observes his own hands, his forehead creased in
concentration. He is distanced from the action, out of the time-frame of the picture, isolated
from the maelstrom surrounding him as well as from the otherwise forceful movement of
figures from right to left. The drama is intensified by the figure of John leaving the scene
on the left, his billowing cloak enclosing the faces of Christ and Judas, his posture
iconically referencing the maenad figure also associated with the Magdalene. Christ’s
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stillness and absorption is markedly contrasted, and indeed, the only figure who likewise
seems separated, frozen in time, is the one who cranes his head above the crowd to see and literally shed light on - the main focus of the suspended moment, the kiss between
Judas and Christ: Caravaggio himself.24

Demosthenes and the visuality of paradoxical absorption

Kristina Fiore prefers to simply describe the hands as ‘a simple token of self
control, which Caravaggio develops into a grand gesture derived from antiquity’.25 Fiore
identifies the antique sculpture o f Demosthenes (Fig. 93) as a possible source while
mentioning the hands as signifying grief for Andrea de Jorio, a source common to Poseq’s
essay on the Magdalene (Fig. 27).26 However, the allusion to antiquity in this case is more
significant than merely lending ‘grandeur’ to a contemporary
gesture. The statue of Demosthenes, rather than remaining
merely a formal footnote, may be at the heart of the meaning
of both the Taking o f Christ and the Magdalene, and may
allow a way to describe the visual juxtaposition at work in
this particularly striking motif o f Caravaggio’s.
Paul Zanker draws attention to the paradoxical and
difficult posture of the philosopher in the ancient statue:
Demosthenes seems to be entirely absorbed in
himself. His hands are clasped before him, the head
turned to the side, and the gaze directed downward.
Despite what looks at first like a quiet pose, the orator
is actually shown in a state of extreme mental tension.
The brows are almost painfully drawn together, and
the position of the arms and legs is not at all relaxed.
Everything about the statue is severe and angular, at
times even ugly.27

rig. vj : uemosmenes , 4
century. Roman copy of an
original by Polycuctus, 280/79
B.C. Former (correct)
restoration. NY Carlsbcrg
Glyptotek, Copenhagen

Demosthenes was an Athenian orator and statesman who opposed the Macedonian military
aggression towards Athens. Paul Zanker points out that, even though ‘the clasped hands are
supposed to be a gesture of mourning, to suggest that the failed statesman laments the loss
of freedom, a warning to future generations’, the inscription below the statue belies an
interpretation of failure; indeed it implicitly praises Demosthenes for realising the danger,
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only regretting that he was not listened to by the Athenian government.28 So a traditional
interpretation does not strictly fit the hand gesture.
What is more significant is Demosthenes’ reputation. He was famous as an orator
for his ‘emotional speaking style’. Demetrius o f Phaleron recorded that, ‘the masses
delighted in his lively presentation, while the better class o f people found his gestures
vulgar and affected.’29 For an orator famous for a vigorous gestural speaking style to be
represented in a specifically downplayed and absorbed posture lends weight o f meaning to
the juxtaposition. Zanker notes,
The statue revives these old accusations o f theatrical gestures but refutes them and
at the same time praises Demosthenes for his passionate commitment. That is, it
asserts, in spite o f the extreme effort and concentration o f the great patriotic
speeches, the speaker never lost his self-control. He grasps his hands firmly before
him to show that he has mastered his emotions. Though extremely tense, he does
not move his arms, and the mantle remains properly draped. But he is no actor, like
his rival Aeschines, who would assume a rehearsed and artificial pose. Rather than
showing himself off, he is concerned only with the matter at hand.
Zanker continues by analysing the facial expression o f Demosthenes. Very much
like Caravaggio’s Christ (Fig. 92), and to a lesser extent the Magdalene (Fig. 86), the
orator’s forehead is creased not in mourning but in concentration. Referring to the overall
effect o f the posture Zanker concludes, ‘we are witnessing here a new paradigm for
expressing intellectual activity’.31
Intellectual activity here is visually located in a specifically bodily juxtaposition of
opposing forces. Contained within the self-reflexivity o f the hands, the intertwined fingers
simultaneously casual and intense, there is a suggestion that an embodied, thinking and
feeling individual is being depicted at a moment of intense crisis or emotion. The feeling is
conveyed that this figure knows more, whether it is more than the other characters depicted,
or simply more than a potential viewer o f the work. As a Pathosformel carrying this
intensity within it, Caravaggio could then take this form forward and allow the emotion
within it to travel through his depiction o f the Magdalene.
The fingers of Caravaggio’s Magdalene (Fig. 95) lack the spasm o f ecstasy or pain
which inspires Ludovico’s gesture of pressing her breast, or Guido Reni’s Magdalene (Fig.
91) in her passionate prayer. The fingers are content to rest between each other. Following
the line both o f the swathe of cloth and o f the tress o f hair, the fingers provide another
articulation of a multi-layered body where the interaction between inside and outside is not
a violation but an exploration, inaccessible for a voyeur’s gaze. Poseq’s analysis o f the
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painting missed the incongruous relaxation of
the posture, which made Nisbet take notice of
the

Taking

o f Christ

(Fig.

92).

Mary

Magdalene’s ecstasy can encompass both
abandonment and emotional spasm: it can
cover both the melancholic and the ecstatic
sides of Warburg’s proposed schizophrenic
dichotomy of visuality.
In Chapter One, via the metaphor of
the mirror and the deconstruction of gaze
networks

around

the

depictions

of

the

Magdalene, 1 suggested a space where the
depicted body could become an ironic, since
Fig. 94 - see ref. Fig. 27

fictive, embodied site o f knowledge. In the
second chapter, I described how the established structure of the fetishising gaze reduced the
representation of the female body to a shell of inside and outside, only existing to be
penetrated and annihilated, and that certain representations of ecstasy such as Bernini’s
Teresa and Ludovica participate in this phallocentric visuality by reinforcing a notion of the
female body based on this very construct.
By proposing examples of articulations of the ‘Caravaggesque’ body expressed in
these terms, and moving outside of the oeuvre of ‘Caravaggio’ to very disparate genres and
contexts of visuality, in the rest of this chapter I can now shift this argument deeper within
the signs, movements, and details of the depicted body, to show how the ‘Caravaggesque’
body may be able to articulate subjectivity by mastering and internalising, juxtaposing and
merging, its own contradictions.

A ppropriating the chair: hysteria and contradiction

Gentileschi’s use o f a formal, high backed chair in the composition of the
Magdalene (Fig. 78) may owe something to the tradition of Raphael’s iconic 1512 portrait
of Pope Julius II (Fig. 96), specifically in her use of the chair to reinforce the mental
authority of its apparently physically subdued occupant. Here, however, the portrait is
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Fig. 95: Caravaggio, ‘Magdalene (detail of hands)’, Croce collection
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adapted from a reinforcement o f patriarchal authority to an
evocation of a potency which is gendered female.
In the photograph in Fig. 97, another woman in
another century uses another chair as a creative device. Here,
however, the chair does not reinforce power but destabilises
it. Only the twisting, contrapposto body of the young woman
keeps the overbalancing chair upright. Perhaps seductively or
coquettishly, she gazes provocatively at the camera. The
process of looking, however, starts to make the balance seem

Fjg 96. Raphac[ (Raffaci|0

precarious, the posture uncomfortable, the right hand oddly

Sanz‘°), Portrau °f Jul|us II’,

clenched. The caption explains: the girl’s posture is due to a

London

paralysis and rigidity of the right side of her body
as a result of a hysterical attack. She is Augustine,
the most famous of the patients of doctor Charcot,
whose mysterious gestures and poses during
‘attacks’ were showcased by the nineteenth
century French physician in the publication
L ’Iconographie
Salpêtrière:

Photographique

de

la

This extraordinary photographic

document charts

the

often

violent physical

episodes undergone by the ‘hysterics’ at Paris’s
Salpêtrière hospital in the late nineteenth century.
Augustine was the inmate o f the Salpêtrière
whose attacks were the most consistent, varied
and abundant, and was therefore photographed so
frequently as to become the archetypal hysterical
body, at the core of nineteenth century visuality

Fig. 97: Régnard, photograph of
Augustine, 1875-80, Iconographie
Photographique de la Salpétrière, vol. Il

of the female body.
In 1908, Freud used the term ‘contradictory simultaneity’ to describe the behaviour
of the Salpêtrière’s inmates.33 The nineteenth century was a moment in visual culture which
brought into play specific dynamics o f repression, power and sexuality.34 The female body
in visual representation, both as creative and created, as artist and as artwork, engages with
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and embodies contradictory simultaneity in the nineteenth century ‘moment’, but also
forms a visual trace across seemingly disparate centuries and contexts.
Although hysteria as a condition has ancient origins, it reached a zenith at the heart
of the work of Freud, and hence at the foundation o f psychoanalysis.

Subsequent feminist

research in particular tends to widen and deepen its origins. Martha Noel Edmunds’ and
Elaine Showalter’s work shows how the traditional understanding o f hysteria can be
reinterpreted as an enactment o f the suffering of the oppressed position o f women within
society.36 Elisabeth Bronfen emphasises the way in which the hysteric body treads the fine
line between ‘true being’ and ‘appearance’ in the sense in which the disorder imitates other
diseases and conditions of the cultural context within which it is operating.37
Juliet Mitchell explains how contradiction is inherently part o f manifestations of
hysterical symptoms since it is part of the fabric of the unconscious itself, as seen by
Freudian scholars. She writes, “What would be contradictory ideas in conscious life can
coexist simultaneously in unconscious processes: there is no ‘no’; nothing can be negated;
one object/idea can stand in for many others or be displaced along a seemingly (but not
actually) endless series o f other manifestations.”38
Sigrid Schade notes,
In his search for a psychology o f human experience, Warburg came to recognise the
stereotyping o f memory images in gesture language in the history o f art as the
linguistic matter o f a body language.39
As Schade asserts, Aby Warburg’s work on gesture had strong parallels with the
work o f Dr. Charcot. Since a key definition of hysteria is that mental processes are
translated into bodily symptoms, it is inevitably negotiated in visual terms. The meanings
and associations which accrue to the dramatic poses and gestures o f the patients are freefloating. Indeed, some of the ambiguous labels Charcot gave to the postures performed by
the hysterics testify to the difficulty faced by doctors attempting to classify them into
representations o f different states or emotions. The captions include ‘threat’, ‘appeal’,
‘amorous supplication’, ‘eroticism’, ‘ecstasy’, ‘mockery’, ‘cry’, and ‘crucifixion’: a roll
call o f nineteenth century stereotypes for female ‘excessive’ behaviour. Charcot believed
that these postures, which he called the attitudes passionnelles, were delusionary
manifestations o f the passions or emotions hidden in the patient’s psychic life. A
Warburgian approach structured around the pathos form ula and the interdiscursivity o f the
Mnemosyne Atlas provides a structure to think through the relationships between the
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visualities at play here, whether mystic, hysteric, or artistic. There is no need to reductively
‘diagnose’, or equate one state or network of visuality to another, since thinking the images
through a Warburgian visual analysis permits all such images to be considered as
interventions in visual culture which have the potential to bear traces of whatever specific
‘bewegte Beiwerke’ carry any given meaning and emotion.
The advent of photography gave the nineteenth century doctors of hysteria the
illusion of being able to visually contain and document this mysterious condition: curing or
treating the inmates of the hospital became secondary to the photographic project. The
drive to organise and classify the images - reminiscent also of Warburg’s great library
project - is an attempt to regulate hysteria itself, and thereby visually control an unruly
female body.40

The physical and the spiritual body

We have already seen the simultaneous contradiction at work in baroque images of
religious ecstasy. Moshe Barasch wonders that Bernini’s Teresa can incorporate a
potentially ‘blasphemous use o f the erotic climax as an image of unio mystica.'4' It is
interesting that Barasch’s identification of the
specific meaning of the expressions of the two
women (‘erotic climax’ and ‘unio mystica’
could be labels of Charcot’s Iconographie) turns
on the contradictory simultaneity of activity or
climax, with passivity.
In Bernini’s St. Teresa but also in the
later sculpture Ludovica Albertoni (Fig. 3),
‘contradictory simultaneity’ is manifest in the
simultaneous tension and abandon, force and
helplessness of the marble bodies, with their
astonishing billowing drapery. Giovanni Careri
writes:
Fie. 98 - sec ref. Fie. 1
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Ludovica’s body writhes with the convulsions produced upon her ‘real’ body by the
spiritual experience she is undergoing, yet at the same time she has assumed the
pose of her ‘imaginary’ body’s sensual self-surrender to the divine lover.42
The spiritual body’s pleasure is imprinted upon the physical body’s pain, as
Ludovica is reputedly depicted by Bernini as dying in ecstasy. Careri’s problematic use of
the word ‘real’ is interesting. His analysis o f the sculpture inadvertently sets up a dynamic
of real and imaginary, layer upon layer o f body and reality which pile up around the
imagined woman at its centre, rather like the folds of Ludovica’s robe engulf the marble
body which the gaze has fantasised into existence beneath the marble fabric.
In effect the ‘real’ Ludovica is not one but multiple: depicted in her ecstatic state
she has become a complex entity o f many bodies, many layers. The sculpture in its
ambiguity encourages multiplicity o f meaning while confounding and confusing attempts
to pin it down, but at the same time, in the uncompromising paradox it makes o f her body,
condemns Ludovica to constant ecstasy, static, yet oscillating in the border space between
bodies, both frozen and liquid.

Photography, truth and nature

The solidity o f sculpted marble suspends Ludovica’s body in three-dimensional
materiality. In the nineteenth century, however, photography was the ‘new’ visual medium:
the photographic image purported to represent the truth, and Charcot credited it with
complete authority:
Behold the truth... It would be truly fantastic if I could create ailments as my whim
or fancy dictate. But, truth to tell, in this I am nothing more than a photographer; I
inscribe what I see...43
H. W. Diamond, the first photographer o f madness in Surrey in 1856, wrote that
‘the photographer needs in many cases no aid from any language o f his own, but prefers
rather to listen, with the picture before him, to the silent but telling language o f Nature’.44
The Salpêtrière photographer Albert Londe uses a visual rather than linguistic metaphor:
‘the photographic plate is the scientist’s true retina’.45
Looking back from a twentieth century standpoint, Mady Schutzman traces the
insidious connections between hysteria itself and the nature o f the photograph in her book
The Real Thing, noting how the hysteric’s body, like the photograph, is a ‘living paradox’:
‘Its oscillation between convulsive freezing and fluid recycling, between inclusion and
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exclusion, links woman to photography: she lives the symbolic dying and rebirthing that
distinguishes the photographic message.’46
As well as referring to the deadly power of the photograph, Schutzman’s connection
between photography and the hysterical body refers to a specifically temporal phenomenon
which the two have in common - the ‘frozen’ nature of the photographic image and of the
body of the hysteric in its rigid posture - and which result in a distorted relation to reality.47
In The Threshold o f the Visible World Kaja Silverman deconstructs the photograph
and the fiction o f its ‘realism’. Part of her argument refers to a 1988 film by Harun Farocki.
The voice-over in Farocki’s film stresses the temporal nature of the photograph, which,
‘...captures the moment and thus crops away past and future’. Silverman concludes that
‘photography intervenes in a real in which it paradoxically cannot participate, a real which
it can, in fact, only work to derealise. It is, consequently, precisely an antirealist
representational system.’48
Photography therefore came to form the visual structure through which hysteria was
negotiated, its own distortions and paradoxes mirroring those o f the condition itself. Carol
Armstrong remarks:
Each convulsion o f the hysterical body, face, limb, and/or entire frame made a
tableau, a kind o f living sculpture, in which the subject was simultaneously
hypercontracted and cataleptic, ultramobile and immobilized: a photograph before it
was photographed, in short.”49
The paradoxical temporality of the photographs of the hysterics, poised frozen in
the midst of drama, logically indicates film. The photographs masquerade as film stills.

Cindy Sherman’s film stills

Cindy Sherman’s famous series of photographs from the late nineteen seventies also
masquerade as film stills. Each o f the seventy images in the series from Sherman’s early
career is simply called Untitled Film Still, with a number. The photographs are celebrated
by some as a visual debate on the place o f the individual within culture and civilisation, but
feminist critics in particular see her work particularly as a debate on the nature of
femininity and its relation to masquerade and the gaze.50 Each tableau represents Sherman
herself in the guise o f an actress, performing in a film o f which every cinematic detail,
lighting, set, costume, culturally marks the period (1950s or 60s), as well as the woman
herself; she is carefully ‘framed’ in each shot.
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One of Sherman’s masterstrokes in several photographs o f this series, although this
is not necessarily the emphasis in the majority, is the sense that despite the temporary stasis
or peace o f the character, the image is imbued with what has been, and what will be. These
images are not films but specifically film stills: the poses and expressions o f the women are
heavy with their own Active past and future. Mary Garrard finds a similar quality in
Artemisia Gentileschi’s Magdalene (Fig. 78):
Her red and swollen eyes imply that she has been grieving, but they now are partly
open, with a fixed stare. The image o f a figure in transition, opening eyes swollen
from crying, is a master stroke.51
Sherman’s twentieth century photographs occurred within a context where artists
and their critics might be expected to be beginning to be aware o f mechanisms o f the gaze
and the gendered politics o f viewing. Gentileschi’s painting, three hundred years prior,
nonetheless invokes similar dynamics. The anticipation o f passion is contained within the
still figure o f the saint, poised between pain and pleasure: emotions and tensions
progressively dawn as the gradual process o f viewing unfolds. This subtle temporality is
achieved within the deceptive stillness o f this single painting and the way it manipulates the
gaze.52
Many of Cindy Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills work in a similar way. In Still #10
(Fig. 99), for instance, a black-haired woman in the kitchen, wearing black boots, a
miniskirt and a coat across her shoulders, reaches down towards a paper shopping bag
which has fallen and spilled its contents on the ground. There is a studied air o f the 1960s, a
domestic scene filled with tension which might spill over into an argument. Like all the
photographs in the series the woman’s facial expression is masterfully indefinite, poised
between anger, scorn and apathy. Then we realise that she is not only picking up the
shopping which has fallen on the ground but she is holding a box o f eggs - and obviously
they must be broken.
It is a small but sharp human detail which relies on identification to function.
Looking back at the woman’s gaze, new expectations and responses begin to crowd in: the
viewer provides the rest o f the ‘film’.53 This temporal manipulation establishes an authorial
manipulative presence, as it makes the viewing process conscious.
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Fig. 99: Cindy Sherman, 1970s, ‘Untitled Film Still #10’, Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art, New
York

A liv ing w ork of art: contradiction and perform ance

Hysteria is seen as a profoundly mimetic disorder, with symptoms compulsively
adapting to and referencing the immediate environment. The fact that the hysterics’
postures froze rigidly for minutes at a time perhaps suggests that they were conforming to
the desires of the doctors in terms of nineteenth century photography’s slow shutter speeds.
Augustine’s symptoms continued to ‘appear’, to the satisfaction of Charcot and his
colleagues, and the requirements of their photographic technique. The doctors nevertheless
played increasingly directive roles with respect to their ‘masterpieces’, provoking certain
postures and grimaces which had already occurred in private during spontaneous attacks,
for the purposes of photography or public lectures. They would often do this by hypnosis,
but also by shocking the hysterics with bright lights or noises, literally creating the
symptom the patient had supposedly been admitted to cure. They would also physically
manipulate the bodies of the hysterics during an attack. The Iconographie relates:
[Augustine]... fell asleep again. Her head is pressed against the back of a chair, then
the muscles of her back, thighs and legs are rubbed, and her feet are placed on a
second chair: the rigid body remains in this position for a rather long time... it is
possible to place a weight of 40 kilograms on the stomach without causing the body
to bend... [Augustine]... is put to sleep by surprise... The body can be positioned in
an arc.54
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Fig. 100: Régnard, photograph of Augustine,
Iconographie de la Salpêtrière, vol. Ill
Fig. 101: Régnard, photograph of
Augustine, Iconographie de la
Salpêtrière, vol. III

Didi-Hubennan expresses it, ‘...a hysteric can be a living work of art, and I will
continue to speak of Augustine as a masterpiece, the masterpiece and ‘thing’ of her
physicians.’55
The ecstatic bodies of the medieval Christian mystics were exploited in the same
way. In an essay entitled ‘Dominae or Dominatae?’ Dyan Elliott recounts how the
confessor of Frances of Rome, John Mattiotti, would physically demonstrate Frances’s
ecstatic state to onlookers:
John told her spiritual daughter Rita ‘to torture her harshly’. Rita used all the force
she could muster in an effort to separate Frances’s hands, which were habitually
joined when she was in this state... In another instance, John caused several of the
sisters to poke her in the face, which still elicited no response.56
Elliott gives yet more examples: ‘Skeptics stabbed the enrapt Christine of Stommeln
with scissors, while Charles of Anjou poured molten lead over the feet of the immobilized
Douceline of Marseilles.’57
Elisabeth of Spaalbeek was a medieval mystic, whose life, like many others of her
kind, was closely supervised by male intermediaries. Elisabeth’s cousin, the abbot of SintTruiden, as well as stage-managing her public ecstasies and mystical experiences,
encouraged audience participation. Elisabeth liked to gaze at a painting representing Christ.
The text of her Life relates:
And in the intervals of those ecstasies, her fingers hold the picture so tightly that if
anyone shakes; moves, or pulls it, as though to take it away by force, it cannot be
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separated from her, but her whole body is moved with the movement o f the
picture.58
The text continues to describe how Elisabeth stands rigidly in the form o f a cross,
and ‘if at any time the little finger o f her right hand is touched, the fingers o f her other hand
and her whole body move in just the same way.’59 The abbot must have invited those
witnessing her ecstasies to physically test her. Elizabeth Spearing concludes, ‘he is
presenting a performance that he has helped create’.60
The performance o f these paradoxical bodies is suspended between active and
passive. These women’s bodies at once subject to the male intermediary between them and
the audience, and to the mysterious force, whether divine or psychological, which was
avowed to be at the root o f this spectacular behaviour.
The bodies may have been subject to different external forces, but the performance
itself remained utterly autonomous. The implied passivity o f the descriptions above masks
what is in fact a highly ambiguous performance o f pain and pleasure. The Life o f Elisabeth
of Spaalbeek recounts how Elisabeth hit and wounded her own body, stabbing her eyes
with her fingers and pulling her own hair, and concludes:
... in a new and unheard of manner she enacts in herself both the part o f the
suffering Christ and the part o f the tormenting enemy, she represents the person of
our Lord while she suffers, and o f the enemy while she pulls, drags, strikes, or
threatens.61
Freud’s phrase ‘contradictory simultaneity’ originated in his description of a
hysteric who seems to be adopting precisely this two-gendered position:
...in a case I observed, ...the patient holds her gown against her body with one hand
(as the woman) and tries to tear it off with the other (as the man). This contradictory
simultaneity is ...extremely well suited to veiling the unconscious phantasy that is at
work.62
In Georges Didi-Huberman’s book Invention o f Hysteria we find the same theme
recurring in his description of Augustine’s sexually provocative behaviour during her
attacks, referring to the rape which may have triggered her condition.
...in this repetition o f the rape, Augustine did not only play her ‘own’ role, which
would have been pain or mere ‘passivity’. She merged her own suffering with the
aggressive act, she would also play the assaulting body, and her fear was overtaken
by a kind o f intense satisfaction - an autoerotic satisfaction. ...This merging is ...a
veritable feat o f theatricality: two bodies in one. (my emphasis)63
Just as the visual representations of these ecstatic and hysteric bodies encapsulate a
multiple temporality, the dichotomy of active and passive being played out in the context of
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the public performance is echoed within the body itself. The medieval female mystics acted
within and undermined the restrictive tropes o f the body, as Laurie Finke points out: ‘the
discourse o f the female mystic was constructed out o f disciplines designed to regulate the
female body, and it is, paradoxically, through these disciplines that the mystic consolidated
her power... [and] fashioned... the means o f transcending [her] own secondariness.’64
In these dual bodily performances o f violation, the pain o f the violated body is
equated to the pleasure of the violator. Some theorists argue that each cancels the other out;
rather than two bodies existing in one, nothing remains. A hysteric is unable to represent
his or her own body, which results in emptiness, leading to obsessive multiple
identification. Mady Schutzman characterizes the hysterical choice as ‘no-body or all
body’, and her thesis rests on the way in which today’s advertising imagery forces a
continuation of hysteria up to the present day. Advertising encourages tropes o f feminine
masquerade which women can subvert by means o f a generalized hysteria, voluntarily
assuming the multiple tropes. Here Cindy Sherman’s multiple ‘characters’ in her film stills
are held up as an exemplar o f a transgressive one-up-man-ship with respect to the hysterical
advertising industry.
Schutzman’s argument is compelling but it is worth remembering, as Catherine
Clément points out in her debate with Hélène Cixous, that hysteria is the predicament of
women in society.65 Taking hysteria as a mode of response to patriarchy involves assuming
and adopting an identity of psychical suffering and problematically negotiated femininity.
There is perhaps a more immediate visual imperative, in a world where the female body is
first visually negotiated for many young people through pornography, to draw attention
instead to the way in which, in practice, a simultaneous contradictory performance o f
pleasure and pain is interpreted in the patriarchal gaze framework.
Didi-Huberman articulates the strange fascination o f hysteria precisely in terms of
its contradictory simultaneity o f pleasure and pain:
...a physician finds it impossible not to observe, as an artist, the luxurious pain o f a
body in the throes o f its symptoms. Nor can I myself escape this paradox of
atrocity, for I am nearly compelled to consider hysteria... as a chapter in the history
of art. 6
Carol Armstrong, in her review o f Didi-Huberman’s book, pinpoints what DidiHuberman himself has realised in this extract when she remarks upon:
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...the very same prurient enchantment that seems to have infected Charcot and his
prepsychoanalytic brethren, and that passes itself on to any like-minded reader of
Invention of Hysteria. (I myself fell prey to it.)67
The undecidable

female body between

pleasure and pain amasses around it opposing
interpretations

and

motivations.

The

sexual

fascination provoked by the compelling figure of
the young Augustine and persuasively constructed
into mythological status by Didi-Huberman is
mirrored by responses to Artemisia Gentileschi’s
Magdalene (Fig. 78).
R.

Ward

‘vulnerable’,

Bissell

‘provocative’,

sees

the

saint

‘tantalising’,

as
and

‘enticing due to the slipping o f the gown at her
shoulder, which, he says ‘might continue [its]
fall.’ Mary Garrard, however, reads the saint not

Fig. 102 - see ref. Fig. 78

as provocative but as abused:
I would argue that this slipped chemise and partially exposed breast indeed refer to
the Magdalen’s erotic past, yet not as sinner but as sexually abused woman. She has
clearly not arranged herself to titillate: rather, her dishevelled appearance is one of
those trace elements - a pure Peircian index - that points to what has come before.
It is a vestige of her rough sexual handling by men, a signifier of her consequent
abject, debased state.69
Avigdor Poseq concludes in his 1991 essay on Caravaggio’s Magdalene (Fig. 27)
that the painting represents a ‘spiritually ravished Magdalene, modelled on a mythological
victim of rape’, specifically on antique figures such as Ariadne and Niobe.7"
Problematically, here, a raped body is not, as it was for Garrard, an abused and abjected
body. Indeed from the standpoint of traditional art historical concerns of provenance and
influence, rape develops a noble quality, admired as part of the iconographic heritage of
antique art. Debasement and elevation are simultaneous, just as the folds of Ludovica's
garment weigh down and uplift her at once tensed and abandoned body.71
A body at once provocative and abused is perhaps the archetypal body of hysteria:
simultaneously containing the Magdalene’s past and future, her desire and her suffering,
but also both her true self and the fictional identity, the redeemed prostitute, with which her
undecidable body has been mise-en-scene in popular culture.
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Elisabeth, Augustine: performance artists?

Bodies depicted in an intermediary state between pleasure and pain challenge and
disconcert a gaze which is determined to know and categorise the experience. In the same
way, Cindy Sherman’s most iconic Film Stills are those where the bodies are suspended in
time and in meaning; not only pleasure and pain,
seductive or violated, but even life and death
hang in the balance (Fig. 103). The temporal play
within the image as a fictive ‘film still’ implicates
the viewer’s own desire and imposes his or her
participation, whether the individual finds that
implication or identification to be uncomfortable
or liberating.
Where Schutzman saw the body o f the
hysteric as an ironic critique of society, a
paradoxical mode of discourse which today’s
women

wield

as

critical

power

through

complicity with the fictive performance, some
Fig. 103: Cindy Sherman, ‘Untitled Film
Still #6’

theorists ascribe similar significance to the

Christian mystics. Elizabeth Spearing seems to indicate a similar idea when she describes
Elisabeth of Spaalbeek’s ecstatic bodily performance as ‘performance art’:
Elizabeth has gained this power and control, and is drawing pilgrims from far and
wide, through performance. She lives a daily routine of performance art, which is at
the same time religious ritual. She is actor, dancer, gymnast, and priest... [she] is
circumventing the problem of women being forbidden to take on the priestly role:
the watchers are both audience and congregation.7'
The relationship between the hysterics and their doctors in the Salpêtrière was also a
complex one. Didi-Huberman depicts Augustine as a ‘masterpiece’ and ‘thing’, the victim
of the manipulation of the doctors.77 Elisabeth Bronfen traces a more subtle degree of give
and take, constructing the relationship more in ternis of a power game:
If, to a degree, Charcot used his patients as mediums for his nosological phantasy,
manipulating them into offering a perfect representation of the phases and stigmata
of hysteria to prove the accuracy of his nosological graphs, the hysterics also
manipulated their interpellator, making him part of their performances, the medium
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for discovering ever new transformations for hysteric symptoms... analyst and
patient come to instruinentalize each other and mutually support the implicated
mise-en-scène of desire.74
Elizabeth Spearing is also concerned to issue a caveat even as she describes the
‘performance art’ of the young mystic Elisabeth of Spaalbeek. Whatever the potential
power and influence of the young woman upon her watchers may have been, her life
remained disturbingly public, her body in its various ecstasies constantly visually available:
...the text seems pervaded by a sense of unease. There is tension between private
reclusion and public spectacle, clean and unclean, body and spirit, energy and
weakness. This is partly the effect of the performance; men are watching women,
watching some moments which should be intimate. ...There is a central tension
between the sacred and the profane.7^
There is a tragic irony in Elisabeth’s partial victory, just like the irony and tragedy
of the images 1 started with. Gentileschi’s Magdalene (Fig. 78), while on the one hand a
mentally powerful woman who luxuriates in her role as the symbol of melancholic
creativity, is simultaneously caught in her own mythology and iconography as the erotic
penitent whose past sexual life, in the popular myth o f the Magdalene, dogs the strong
identity with which the artist endows her. Augustine in the photograph from the
Iconographie Photographique de la Salpêtrière (Fig. 97) undermines the very purpose of
the photographic archive. Taunting the doctors, her body is detached from iconographie
categorisation, defying the camera’s relentlessness. All the
while, nevertheless, she is paradoxically a captive of
Charcot’s systemising gaze.
Cindy Sherman wrote the following commentary
about her Untitled Film Stills:
I suppose unconsciously, or semiconsciously at best,
I was wrestling with some sort of turmoil of my own
about understanding women... They were women
struggling with something but I didn’t know what... 1
wasn’t working with a raised ‘awareness’, but I
definitely felt that the characters were questioning
something - perhaps being forced into a certain role.
Fie. 104 - see ref. Fig. 97
At the same time, those roles are in a film: the
women aren’t being lifelike, they’re acting. There are so many levels of artifice. 1
liked that whole jumble of ambiguity.7f’
The uncertainty of Sherman’s self-presentation as both artist and actress reflects the
uncertainty of bodies which are at once one and multiple. Women forced into a certain role,
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from Elisabeth o f Spaalbeek to Augustine, may struggle and question that role:
simultaneous pleasure and pain may be part o f the condition of what it is to be a woman in
society, and perhaps what hysteric and ecstatic bodies do is to visually figure that struggle.
In that sense, their position is suspended between victory and defeat.

Subjectivity beyond a dualist body structure

As in most documented experiences o f religious ecstasy, the body is perceived as
being acted upon by the divine force: a troublingly passive model. It appears however that
bodies operating within the predetermined forms and codes o f patriarchal visuality may
achieve a form of subjective articulation and autonomy. The paradox o f ‘simultaneous
contradiction’ is a double-edged sword. On the one hand subjectivity can be articulated
through the incongruous signs of strangeness, such as the intertwined fingers of
Caravaggio’s Magdalene (Fig. 27), which enable the articulation o f thought and presence
within the depicted figure via precisely that juxtaposition. What is lacking, however, is a
model to escape completely from binary modes of thinking, rather than reuniting them in
simultaneous contradiction (where both elements survive unchanged in the process, albeit
negotiated in interaction with one another), but to restructure notions of the body so that it
is no longer thought in binary terms: something akin to Elizabeth Grosz’s agenda of,
problematizing and rethinking the relations between the inside and the outside o f
the subject, its psychical interior and its corporeal exterior, by showing not their
fundamental identity or reducibility but the torsion o f the one into the other, the
passage, vector, or uncontrollable drift of the inside into the outside and the outside
into the inside.77
Grosz notes how even those concepts o f the body which consider it as a conduit for
thought, for instance, participate in the conception o f the body as a passive surface for
inscription. She writes, ‘Insofar as feminist theory uncritically takes over these common
assumptions, it participates in the social devaluing o f the body that goes hand in hand with
the oppression o f women.’78 Criticising models of corporeality which consign the body to
the role of ‘a signifying medium, a vehicle for expression’, she wishes to ‘displace the
centrality o f mind, the psyche, interior, or consciousness... through a reconfiguration o f the
body.’79 Through interpretations of the work of Spinoza and Deleuze, Grosz argues for a
body conceived following the structure o f the Mobius strip (see Fig. 105):
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The Möbius strip model has the advantage of
showing that there can be a relation between two
“things” - mind and body - which presumes neither
their identity nor their radical disjunction, a model
which shows that while there are disparate “things”
being related, they have the capacity to twist one into
the other... It enables subjectivity to be understood
not as the combination of a psychical depth and a
corporeal superficiality but as a surface whose
inscriptions and rotations in three dimensional space
80
produce all the effects of depth.
An alternative concept which Grosz might have
considered is the Klein bottle, a conceptual four-dimensional
figure developed in the field of topology, which is visualised
by a three-dimensional shape; itself able to be represented,

Fig. 105: M. C. Escher,
‘Möbius Strip IF, 1963

via perspective, in a two-dimensional plane (Fig. 106). Felix Klein’s original conception for
the bottle, which he developed in 1882, was as a shape where ‘outside and inside meet’.81
Mathematician Konrad Polthier summarises; ‘The bottle is a one-sided surface - like the
well known Möbius band

- but is even more

fascinating, since it is closed and has no border and
neither an enclosed interior nor exterior...’ and, unlike
a torus or ‘doughnut’ form, ‘the Klein bottle does not
bound a volume - in other words, it has no interior.’*0
Fig. 106: Two dimensional
representation of a Klein bottle

The Klein bottle is literally and mathematically all
surface. The philosophical enigma posed by this
hypothetical fonn brings into focus the play of concepts
in the artworks which 1 argued in a previous chapter
maintain a fetishistic visuality: there is no interior, it is
all surface. However, the concept also opens up new
possibilities. The bottle cannot ‘contain’ - yet it is still a

Fig. 107: Cliff Stoll, Glass Klein
Bottles (3-dimcnsional
representation)

‘bottle’. The notion that a bottle does not have to
contain, might open up a space where skin does not

have to contain. Another description of a Klein bottle reads, ‘Its inside is its outside. It
contains itself...’83
Both mathematical models, while attractive, are also problematic metaphors for the
body. Their abstraction, since their visual and material manifestations are merely
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theoretical, is problematically negative. As a philosophical model their use may be
possible, but in visuality it is a powerless analogy. Neither can replicate the dimensionality
of painting and sculpture, which are themselves materially constituted while simultaneously
offering the possibility of patterning a non-binary concept of the body.

Fire as bodily m etaphor

Another metaphor which Grosz suggests, but which she does not follow up further,
is that o f fire. She cites Hans Jonas on Spinoza:
As in a burning candle, the permanence o f the flame is permanence, not of
substance but o f process in which at each moment the “body” with its “structure” of
inner and outer layers is reconstituted of materials different from the previous and
following ones so the living organism exists as a constant exchange o f its own
constituents and has its permanence and identity in the continuity o f this process.84
Studying the paradoxical body through the imagery o f fire and flame may provide a
way to think through not only the experience of ecstasy, but also the meaning o f a bodily
ecstatic ‘passivity’. The metaphor o f fire may provide a way of speaking the body which
not only escapes from the inside/outside dichotomy at the heart of these arguments in
visuality, but also the binary oppositions at work throughout the representation of the
female body. Not only that, but outside o f abstract philosophical or theoretical articulations,
fire has been used repeatedly within culture to conceptualise the materiality o f the body.
Hildegard of Bingen, a medieval writer, philosopher and visionary, repeatedly
referred to the body in ecstasy in terms o f fire and flame:
...W hen I was forty-two years and seven months old, Heaven was opened and a
fiery light o f exceeding brilliance came and permeated my whole brain, and
inflamed my whole heart and my whole breast, not like a burning but like a
warming flame, as the sun warms anything its rays touch. And immediately I knew
the meaning of the exposition o f the Scriptures... 5
Hildegard left a vivid and eloquent textual record o f her visions but we also have vivid
manuscript illustrations which accompany them - in an extraordinary medieval illustration
(Fig. 108) the flames which Hildegard describes as bringing this sudden theological
understanding to her descend from the architectural vault o f heaven and lick around her
face, eyes and forehead.86
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The motif of fire and flame is to be
found throughout Hildegard’s writings and art
as well as playing a key role in her theology.
Later in the same text (the ‘Scivias’) she
recounts a vision where the story of creation is
seen as a flame. Whereas for Hildegard fire
represented, among other things, knowledge or
creation, for saints and mystics as the centuries
progressed,

it

acquired

new

and

varied

meanings. It is however Hildegard’s own
profoundly bodily conception of the flame of
creation which ultimately provides us with a
medieval model for the transgression in terms
of the body which I will argue that the
metaphor of flame paradoxically enables.87
These transgressive potentialities inherent in
the way the divine is constructed within

Fig. 108: Manuscript illustration, ‘Liber
Scivias’, copy of the former Rupertsberg
Codex, c. 1180; St llildegard's Abbey,
Eibingcn

Christianity are activated in the state o f ecstasy, first by the saints themselves in their
descriptions of ecstatic experiences, but also in the trace religious ecstasy has left upon
Western visual culture up to the present day.
The concept of fire in the Old and New Testaments
In the Judeo-Christian scriptures, fire is very often the manifested form o f God and
in particular of the Holy Spirit. From the burning bush which spoke to Moses,88 to the
flames which conferred knowledge upon the Apostles at Pentecost,84 to the devastating
power of the rain of flame which destroyed the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah,

fire could

represent diverse and indeed opposing aspects of divine power, from benevolence to
ruthlessness. A key dichotomy along similar lines is seen clearly in the declaration of St.
John the Baptist: ‘I baptise you with water... but one who is more powerful than I is coming
after me; ... he will baptise you with the Holy Spirit and fire.’91 Here, in the context of the
baptismal rite, fire is constructed as having a dual role. Baptism as purification is both
destruction and creation - a rebirth or resurrection. Fire is the ultimate purifier as, unlike
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water, it consumes and annihilates; a Biblical metaphor o f danger as well as beneficence
which appropriately symbolises an Old Testament concept of God. However, the motif of
fire in St. John’s statement is operating at the heart o f the New Testament concept o f the
Trinity. In John the Baptist’s model o f baptism the unearthly form o f the Holy Spirit, the
animate yet intangible flame, is here wielded by Jesus, God incarnate in a human form.
Baptism therefore, the act performed upon the body which effects the rebirth o f the soul, is
carried out precisely by this strikingly polarised spirit/body construct.
Indeed the Old and New Testaments differ profoundly in the way in which they
structure mankind’s bodily relationship with God. The bodiless God in the Old Testament
is explicitly and repeatedly represented as fire. For Elaine Scarry, fire is a weapon, the
method via which God becomes manifest. She aligns fire structurally with storm, plague,
the arrow and the sword as a ‘path o f connection’ between a disembodied God and the
human body: “at one terminus it is ignited and at the other it bums”.92 It seems to me
however that fire in the Old Testament is more particularly used in order to emphasise that
the divine has no physical form and therefore cannot be represented:
Then the Lord spoke to you out of the fire. You heard the sound o f words but saw
no form; there was only a voice... Since you saw no form when the Lord spoke to
you at Horeb out of the fire, take care and watch yourselves closely so that you do
not act corruptly by making an idol for yourselves...93
God as flame therefore requires a material (and often strikingly mundane) object as ‘host’,
such as the flaming torch and pot o f Genesis 15, or the burning bush o f Exodus.94
Elaine Scarry notes how the interaction between the disembodied God and man is
represented in terms o f a violent penetration o f the physical human body. Resistance to
God’s command in the Old Testament is therefore expressed in terms of a hardening and
closing of the body as if to refuse to allow God’s penetration into the body’s interior:
But they refused to listen, and turned a stubborn shoulder, and stopped their ears in
order not to hear. They made their hearts adamant lest they should hear the law...
(Z echariah7:ll, 12)
They have made their faces harder than rock; they have refused to turn back.
(Jeremiah 5:3)
They turned a stubborn shoulder and stiffened their neck and would not obey.
(Nehemiah 9:29)
Because I know that you are obstinate, and your neck is an iron sinew, and your
forehead brass. (Isaiah 48:4)95
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Scarry remarks how ‘the withholding of the body... necessitates God’s forceful
shattering o f the reluctant human surface and repossession of the interior.’96 The offer of
the interior o f the body to be ‘repossessed’ is indeed the ultimate Old Testament proof of
belief, found in the story o f Abraham and Isaac: ‘the taking o f one’s insides and giving
them over to something wholly outside oneself, as Abraham agrees to sacrifice the interior
of his and Sarah’s bodies [Isaac].’97
In the New Testament the bodily concept of God is revolutionised by the humanity
o f Jesus. Here it is God who surrenders his own bodily interior, in the scene in John chapter
20 verse 27, where Jesus invites the disbelieving Thomas to ‘Put your finger here and see
my hands. Reach out your hand and put it in my side. Do not doubt but believe.’

Again

the offer of the body is a test o f faith. The New Testament God not only offers the interior
of the body to be penetrated but submits himself to a very human and bodily suffering on
the Cross.
This opposition in the relationship between the divine and the bodily in the imagery
of the Bible is, as we have seen, echoed in the symbolism o f baptism, where fire is the
medium by which this juxtaposition is negotiated. Baptism itself embodies the negation of
simultaneous creation and destruction, death and rebirth. It is these juxtapositions and
paradoxes lying dormant at the heart o f Christianity which the mystics activate during
ecstasy.

The fire of love in the visions of the great Christian mystics
Sixteenth-century mystic Teresa o f Avila’s famous account o f a vision during
ecstasy, which formed the basis of her canonisation as well as inspiring Bernini’s sculpture
in Santa Maria della Vittoria (Fig. 109), has fire imagery at its centre. She writes:
I would see beside me, on my left hand, an angel in bodily form... his face so
aflame that he appeared to be one o f the highest types o f angel who seem to be all
afire. ...In his hands I saw a long golden spear and at the end of the iron tip I
seemed to see a point o f fire. With this he seemed to pierce my heart several times
so that it penetrated to my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was drawing
them out with it and he left me completely afire with a great love for God.99
Teresa’s preoccupation with trying to define the nature o f the experience between
bodily and spiritual can be found throughout her writings. She writes that in the highest
form of auditory ‘vision’, “the words are perfectly formed, but are not heard with the
physical ear.” 100 For Teresa, whereas the highest ecstasy is not perceived by the bodily
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senses, it does dramatically affect the physical
body:
The entire body contracts: neither foot
nor ann can be moved. If one is
standing at the time, one falls into a
sitting position as though transported,
and cannot even take a breath. One
only utters a few slight moans, not
aloud, for that is impossible, but
inwardly, out of pain.101
This concern for the nature of bodily
experience is echoed throughout the writings
of the mystics from medieval times. Margery
Kempe, writing in the fifteenth century, insists
on the participation of the physical senses:

Fig. 109 - see ref. Fig. 1

...the Father o f Heaven conversed with her soul as plainly and as certainly as one
friend speaks to another through bodily speech. ...she heard with her bodily ears...
she saw with her bodily eyes...102
The most emphatically bodily sensation experienced by Margery, however, is the ‘fire of
love’:
Our Lord also gave her another token which lasted about sixteen years, and
increased ever more and more, and that was a flame of fire of love - marvellously
hot and delectable and very comforting, never diminishing but ever increasing; for
though the weather were never so cold she felt the heat burning in her breast and at
her heart, as veritably as a man would feel the material fire if he put his hand or his
finger into it.
When she first felt the fire of love burning in her breast she was afraid of it, and
then our Lord answered in her mind and said, ‘Daughter, don’t be afraid, because
this heat is the heat of the Holy Ghost, which will bum away all your sins, for the
fire of love quenches all sins.10Both Margery’s and Teresa’s accounts of divine fire contain a combination of
sensations, fear and pain alongside acceptance and pleasure. In both accounts the flame is
imposed from the outside, but bums deep inside the saint’s body. While Teresa often
associates her experience of ‘receiving’ God with the unbearable intensity o f being at the
point of death (hence her famous phrase ‘I am dying from not dying’), Margery explicitly
associates the flame with the purifying fire of the Holy Spirit - in a sense, the experience of
the moment of spiritual baptism, the death and rebirth signified by the consuming power of
the flame.
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Throughout their ecstasy but in particular in the experience of ecstatic fire, the
mystics combine within their own bodies the two fonns of divinity which we have seen
structure the concept of the divine in the Old and New Testaments. On the one hand their
bodies become the passive receptacles of a divine imposition and penetration, while on the
other, they re-enact the suffering of Christ through various forms of self-harm. This precise
paradox can be subtly seen at work in the text of Margery Kempe, where the sensation of
fire penetrating within her chest is equated to the sensation o f a man deliberately
‘penetrating’ a fire, with a hand or finger. Active and passive become conflated in this
discourse, as during ecstasy the mystic submits and surrenders to God, a discourse
structured around the body as ‘done-to’ or acted upon.
In art representing the done-to bodies of ecstatic saints, we find that the visual
tropes needed to transgress the boundaries of the bodily and the spiritual, also transgressed
the boundary between the erotic and the sacred. An explanation provided by Giovanni
Careri maintains that Bernini, conceiving o f Ludovica’s dying ecstasy as the union of the
spiritual body of the saint with the spiritual body of Christ, depicted in the sculpture a
combination of sensations of agony of the physical body with the sensual abandon of the
spiritual body meeting the ‘bridegroom’ as inspired by imagery from the Song o f Songs.
Careri writes:
Bernini has hit upon a synthesis o f these two extremes: Ludovica’s body writhes
with the convulsions produced upon her ‘real’ body by the spiritual experience she
is undergoing, yet at the same time she has assumed the pose of her ‘imaginary’
body’s sensual self-surrender to the divine lover.104

To Careri, Bernini had found a solution which enables a visual image of Ludovica’s
spiritual body or soul to be possible via a metaphorical physical body. This transformation
is brought about by the medium of the extraordinary flame-like folds and creases o f her
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robe, perhaps, as we have seen, deliberately referring to the incendium amoris or fire of
love as described in the influential seventeenth-century text Pia Desideria to describe the

The danger of associating a ‘done-to’
body with the type of intensely paradoxical
pleasure-through-pain experienced by women like
Teresa, Ludovica and Margery during their
ecstasy finds expression in Avigdor Poseq’s essay
on Caravaggio’s ecstatic Magdalene (Fig. 111).
Whereas Careri’s model attributed a certain
degree of autonomy to the saint’s action of ‘self
surrender’, Poseq re-assigns the pleasure/pain
dichotomy by describing the painting as a
‘spiritually ravished Magdalene, modelled on a
Fig. I l l - sec ref. Fig. 27

mythological victim o f rape’.105

For Dyan Elliott, there is no doubt that the ecstatic saint was a passive victim o f an
abusive relationship, with the confessor on the one hand but also of God. She describes
ecstatics as ‘anaesthetised’, concluding that:
Stretched like parchment, she is suspended between two sharp instruments of
revelation - the one belonging to God and the other to her confessor. ... By
establishing his own control [the confessor] was simultaneously establishing God’s
control.10'1
Elliott omits to consider the visual side of the ecstatic saint in this equation, as the
saint can also be framed as the passive object of both the artist and the viewer. Ludovica’s
self-surrender, as Teresa's, is visually constructed through fire, in the sense of the flame
like folds o f their drapery. Art historians readily assimilate Teresa’s account o f her vision to
these marble folds. Irving Lavin writes,
Teresa’s drapery... is broken and irregular, with scant relation to the body beneath.
The crackling expanse of folds seems animated by a discharge of energy flowing
along the linear channels of the cherub’s dress. ...the flame-like pattern of Teresa’s
robe is a visual counterpart of her own metaphor, ‘toda abrasada’.10'
Pemiola writes that ‘Saint Theresa’s body disappears in the drapery of her tunic’
and that her body is ‘engulfed’ and ‘transformed into fabric’.10* Both Lavin and Pemiola
posit the existence of a ‘real’ body ‘beneath’ the marble folds while simultaneously
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perceiving its non-existence - the fabric disallows a visual relation to a body recognisable
as female.
Here the apparent passivity of a body consumed by divine flame results in that
body’s annihilation: a discouraging result both for the status of the ecstatic experience
itself, as well as for the nature o f the viewer’s scopic relation with a body reduced to a
fetishistic excess o f form.
Is the body’s annihilation and negation, however, the only possible consequence of
ecstasy, and in particular of the ‘fire of love’? This depends on how fire is conceptualised.
Bal, for instance, conceives of the fire, implanted within Teresa’s body by the angel, as
consuming her entire body until nothing else is left but a void. However, there exists a
precedent within Christian visual culture where a paradoxical relationship is constructed
between a female body and flame; the iconography of the Virgin Mary as prefigured by the
‘burning bush’ of the Old Testament. In the book of Deuteronomy Moses is visited by God
in the form of a burning bush, but the bush is not consumed by the fire. In an idea which
may have originally been encouraged by Gregory of Nyssa, the Virgin Mary’s body, pure
and intact despite impregnation and childbirth, became seen as having been prefigured by
this Old Testament story.109 Popular in Eastern Orthodox Christianity, the iconography was
also well known in the West (such as in Fig. 112 and Fig. 113).'10

Fig. 112: Nicholas Froment, ‘The Burning Bush’ (detail), 1476, Wood, 410 x 305 cm, Cathédrale Saint
Sauveur, Aix-en-Provence
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Fig. 113: Georges Trubert, ‘Madonna of Ihc Burning Bush', 14S0-90, J.
Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles

The Virgin Mary, held up by the Church as a role model for women, is the ultimate
passive body, in her acceptance o f divine impregnation: ‘Here am I, the servant of the Lord;
let it be with me according to your word.’ (Luke 1:38) but also in a bodily sense, in the
notion of the virginal body as ‘sealed’ which was commonplace in the Renaissance. The
image of the ‘sealed sieve’ can be traced back to the ancient legend of the Vestal Virgins
but a general iconography of the virginal body as a sealed body is also encouraged by the
metaphorical interpretations o f the Song of Songs, including the line, ‘A garden locked is
my sister, my bride, a garden locked, a fountain sealed.’ (Song of Solomon, 4:12) and the
widespread imagery o f the hortus conclusus in depictions of the Virgin Mary. In The
Female Nude, Lynda Nead regrets that this fetishistic construction of the body is ‘an
aesthetic that has structured the representation of the female body in western art since
antiquity...’111 Since the construal of the interior of the female body as horrific by the early
Christian Fathers, the sealed, supematurally untouchable body of the Virgin Mary was held
up as a model of ideal femininity.
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It is fascinating that, in the construction o f the Virgin Mary as prefigured by the
burning bush, the violation or sexual possession o f a female body is equated with
consumption by fire. The Virgin cannot be consumed or penetrated. Like a sealed shell, her
body is a surface which cannot be breached, its interior completely void, and this image is
all the more reinforced by her having undergone conception, pregnancy and birth. Only in
this ultimately fetishistically constructed form o f femininity could a woman be depicted as
going through these female bodily experiences but without the body itself being in any way
implicated. We remember that in Mieke Bal’s description o f Bernini’s Teresa, the only
alternative construction of the female body, one which is consumed by the flame, seems to
be annihilation.
...the propagation of the fire o f love from inside out, so that Teresa’s skin, that outer
limit o f the body, partakes o f it; hence, her body’s limits are themselves no longer
limits...Her whole body becomes a flame: each part of it, o f its cover, its surface
but beneath which nothing else remains, becomes a flame; fire comes to overrule
previous shapes.112

Hildegard of Bingen and an alternative concept of the body

It is in the writings o f Hildegard o f Bingen that we find another conceptual model
for the body, still based around fire, which escapes from the models based around a
fetishistic visual relationship of interior and exterior. In Scivias Hildegard describes her
vision o f Creation with the creative force portrayed in the form o f a flame:
...a blazing fire, incomprehensible, inextinguishable, wholly living and wholly Life,
with a flame in it the colour o f the sky, which burned ardently with a gentle breath,
and which was as inseparably within the blazing fire as the viscera are within a
human being.113
Hildegard goes on to explain this vision:
...before any creatures were made the Infinite Word was indivisibly in the Father...
But after He assumed flesh, the Word also remained inseparably in the Father; for
as a person does not exist without the vital movements within his viscera, so the
only Word o f the Father could in no way be separated from Him.114
What is significant about this concept is that Hildegard does not perceive o f the
body in the same sense as in Mieke Bal’s emptied, consumed Teresa or the untouchable
shell o f the Virgin. Instead she sees the body as a flame-like substance, with no inside or
outside - she uses the body and its interior organs, indeed, as a physical metaphor for an
ethereal substance. Being consumed by flame did not mean becoming nothing as Bal would
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have it, but rather that the body is indivisible and without boundaries, like the nature o f
flame itself. The integrity and wholeness o f the body’s interior and exterior is rather
structured in terms of the flame-like Holy Spirit, and through that image to the bodily Jesus
within the divine Father. Indeed it seems to be one o f Hildegard’s preoccupations to stress
the unity of the Trinity in her texts, absorbing within the microcosm o f the body the wider
paradox of the penetrating Father and the penetrated Son which we saw earlier.
We remember that Teresa described her vision as follows:
...In his hands I saw a long golden spear and at the end o f the iron tip I seemed to
see a point o f fire. With this he seemed to pierce my heart several times so that it
penetrated to my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was drawing them out
with it and he left me completely afire with a great love for God.
Teresa visualises the interior of her body as being penetrated by fire, and although she feels
her entrails being drawn out, rather than a void or an impossibility remaining, she is
completely afire. Where I would locate Teresa’s discourse of fire closer to Hildegard’s than
Bal’s or Bernini’s readings o f her text, is at the point where for Lavin it is a robe with
‘scant relation to the body’ which represents ‘toda abrasada’, where Pemiola wrote that her
body is ‘engulfed’ and ‘transformed’, and in particular where Bal insists ‘a surface beneath
which nothing else remains’. Rather than dismissing or denying the body when it is
consumed by flame, Teresa redefines her own body in terms o f flame. Teresa’s acceptance
of the angel’s penetration, rather than being construed as a passive enjoyment o f violation,
is paradoxically reclaimed by the saint. The very vulnerability which Teresa permits upon
her body can allow a liberation in terms o f conceptualisation o f the body’s structure which
is no longer therefore a sealed shell containing an unknowable interior of ‘lack’ as fetishism
would have it. On the contrary, the body’s limits are redefined, so that Teresa can claim as
within and indivisible from her body, the fire which other commentators would see as
consuming her.
Terry Eagleton argued that a concept o f bodily subjectivity is only possible in
postmodern thought, once separated from Cartesian dualism.115 Some scholars such as
David Hillman also attribute the original development o f an inside-outside binary concept
of the body to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, arguing that modem concepts of
subjectivity date from that period.116 Without wishing to enter into specific arguments of
context and evidence, I intend merely to identify a commonality and to suggest that it
carries a trace concept, in the undercurrent o f society, which may provide a language for
bodily subjectivity today.
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Joan of Arc

Like Teresa, Joan of Arc has entered visual culture and popular culture, and her
story has been structured in particular ways by the interventions of various artists and
commentators. 1 would like to look in particular at the 1948 film starring Ingrid Bergman
and directed by Victor Fleming, where the ideas I have been developing here are engaged
with on different levels.
The film strongly implies that Joan was raped in
prison by her male guards - or at least, the threat of such a
rape is at the forefront of her traumatic experience there. She
begs to be transferred to a Church prison with female
wardens. While in the same prison, however, Joan has a
vision which is portrayed in terms of a divine penetration; or
at least the idea that a divinity ‘comes upon her’ as in the
sense of the annunciation.
In the film this is an extraordinary sequence where the
progression of Joan’s response to and reception of this
divine force is compellingly portrayed by Bergman’s
powerfully subtle use o f a progressive change in facial
expression. As the camera gradually descends upon her
upturned face, isolated in the blackness, her expression
gradually alters; tears spring up and roll down her cheeks.
Bergman conveys the shift from Joan’s initial joy at hearing
the spirit voices again to a form of fear, then determination,
followed

by

a

moment

of profound

understanding,

knowledge and acceptance at the point where the music
changes, and she seems to imperceptibly nod then smile
accepting her divinely-inspired duty (Fig. 114 to Fig. 119).
Fig. 117
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Both the rape in the prison and the penetrating descent of the
divine during Joan’s ecstasy are experienced bodily - the
historical Joan, during her trial, insisted on the bodily nature
of her visions: ’I saw them with my bodily eyes as well as I
see you.’

By contextualising the vision like this, and by

portraying it so forcefully as a descent and pulling down

Fig. 118

into the self, combined with her gradual intense acceptance
of that force upon her, Bergman and Fleming implicate
Joan’s body in the ecstasy in an active sense, in the very
paradox of receiving and accepting which Teresa also uses rather than just being consumed by the flame, Teresa
internalises and accepts its transformation of her body just

,

,

.

Fig. 114 - Fig. 119: Victor
Fleming (director), Ingrid

as Bergman’s Joan first fears, then assumes within herself

Bci'Sman’ Joan of Arc ,1948,
stdls extracted from 1.33.00 to

°

_

.

„,

’

the force and weight o f the vision.

,

1.34.25

Joan o f Arc was famous for having been burnt at the stake. The main reason heretics
were burnt in medieval times, apart from the intention to replicate the flames of hell, was to
dispose completely and finally of the body. In fact, since the body of a heretic could not be
buried in consecrated ground, the disposal of the body after execution would have posed a
problem. The remains of the physical bodies of supposed heretics, including mystics like
Joan of Arc or Marguerite of Porete, were an excess with no

mi
Vi

place due to them.
In a poster advertising the 1948 film, Fig. 120, the
flames merge with Joan’s flame-coloured dress so that her

m

body and the flame become indistinguishable; she is being

[TOHNICOIOR

consumed, her body annihilated. Associated with a dramatic

r -

facial expression of pain, the poster accompanies the image
by the tagline ‘Greatest of all spectacles.’ Referring to the
moment of Joan’s death, this reduces the saint to a visual
object, imposing upon her body the utter passivity, both
GREATEST OF ALL SPECTACLES!

Fig. 120: Victor Fleming (dir),
Ingrid Bergman, ‘Joan of
Arc’, 1948, film poster

physical and visual, of the agonising annihilation by fire
combined with the viewer’s impassive, consuming gaze.
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This scene as incarnated in the actual film is quite
different. Subtle use of camera position means that we
witness her execution from a point within the fire, indeed
actually seeing from her point of view at the very moment
of death, as when Joan looks at the cross which a priest is
holding up to her face (Fig. 121, Fig. 122, Fig. 123).
The annihilation of Joan herself is not the spectacle
here, as the poster would have it. Indeed the concluding
image of the film is not of her body, but o f what she herself
is seeing as she dies. The film is careful, as in the vision
scene, to avoid depicting Joan’s visions literally, and the
moment of death is characterised by the transformation of
the crucifix which Joan is looking at into an evocative shape
in the clouds, the sunlight surging out from all sides (Fig.
123). It is an identifying gaze, rather than a voyeuristic
gaze, which is being solicited.
This is reinforced by the fact that the real bodily
focus of the scene of her death, in fact, is transferred to the

Fig. 121 - Fig. 123: Victor
Fleming (dir), ‘Joan of Arc’,
1948, stills from 1.40

voice. The movement of breath and voice claimed by

Fig. 124: Victor Fleming (dir), Ingrid Bergman,
‘Joan of Arc’, 1948, still taken from c. 1.38

Fig. 125 - detail, sec ref. Fig. 1

Bergman in the final scenes enables Joan to finally resist the negation which the robe o f fire
imposed upon Teresa’s body. The painful joy of the final moment is then partially accessed
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by the viewer, who is allowed only the merest glimpse at Joan’s own vision at the moment
o f death, left intentionally obscure. The focus is on Bergman’s head and shoulders as she
gradually succumbs to the lack o f oxygen (Fig. 124), her face never attaining the theatrical
agony o f the poster image (Fig. 120). Instead Bergman resembles Bernini’s Teresa (Fig.
125).
Bernini can only show Teresa’s mouth open to hint at the ‘silent moan’ which the
saint says escaped her during ecstasy, but Bergman compellingly uses breathing,
swallowing and coughing, which she then reverses in her thrillingly euphoric interpretation
of Joan’s dying cry of the name of Jesus. Overriding the limits o f the body, Bergman as
Joan reclaims and possesses the bodily death of the saint as her own.
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Chapter Four
Pregnant moments: maternity, death and the ‘absent’ gaze
The partly-opened eyes of Cleopatra, as depicted by Artemisia Gentileschi (Fig.
126), function as a sign of her remaining consciousness. Mary Garrard notes that, 'this
small detail... changes the figure from a lifeless object to a haunting human presence’.1
Developing this remark, Griselda Pollock notes that her body is poised ‘held on the edge of
subjectivity’:
It is not the aestheticisation of death through its projection on to a soporific or
mortal femininity. It becomes - through the refusal o f these tropes - a painting o f a
woman who is here portrayed, and is given the status o f subjccthood... Her
continuing consciousness... firmly locates a subjective presence inside the body.
The body becomes not merely its site but its articulation. Veiled by the drooping
eyelids, yet once encountered, that momentary sign of consciousness polices any
purely scopic relation to the body, making the body a site of being."

Fig. 126: Artemisia Gentileschi, ‘Cleopatra’, 1610-12, Amedeo Morandotti, Milan

Gentileschi’s Mary Magdalene (Fig. 78), painted between 1625 and 1626, shares
many aspects of the Cleopatra,3 Although the posture is different, both paintings depict a
woman alone, their partly open eyes indicating a similarly paradoxical mental state. The
woman is readily identifiable as the saint Mary Magdalene, by her long, loose hair and the
jar on the table beside her, representing the alabaster ointment jar the Magdalene used to
anoint the body of Jesus in the Gospel story. The moment depicted in the Magdalene’s life,
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however, is less clear. Mary Garrard picks up on the suspended nature of the saint’s
experience:
Her red and swollen eyes imply that she has been grieving, but they now are partly
open, with a fixed stare. The image o f a figure in transition, opening eyes swollen
from crying, is a master stroke.4
Between the despair of regret for
her past life and a trancelike state of
religious ecstasy, Gentileschi has captured
a moment when the Magdalene is inbetween states - the pain o f her regret is
giving way to the pleasure of her ecstasy
and revelation. She belongs fully to neither
one state nor the other. As a symbol of the
contemplative life, and a figure whose
image within culture is suspended between
prostitution and chastity, Mary Magdalene
is particularly appropriate as a holder of an
ambiguous gaze, directed inward at this
moment of profound emotion.

Fig. 127 - see ref. Fig. 78

Pollock traces another suspension in-between states in the work of Gentileschi,
in her work Lucretia (Fig. 128), painted in the
1620s. In the original Roman story, Lucretia,
who has been raped, denounces her rapist then
commits suicide. In the painting Pollock
detects ambiguity in the way in which Lucretia
wields the dagger, the instrument o f her
suicide:

Fig. 128: Artemisia Gentileschi, ‘Lucretia’,
(detail), c. 1623-5, Gerolamo Etro, Milan

The dagger in the painting is
certainly not held as if to hurt
Lucretia herself and equally not to
attack another. It has the look of
being held like Cleopatra’s asp - in
a staying motion, while she resolves
on resistance? swears revenge?5
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The potential for eroticisation and objectification of the violated woman in the Lucretia
story, exploited in pliant and seductive nudes by artists such as Titian, is not enabled in
Gentileschi’s rendering. Pollock concludes that ‘Fantasy is stayed by the forcefulness of
this embodiment of a ravished woman faced with an awful choice, which she has not yet
made.’6
In these representations, time and subjectivity itself is suspended, whether between
life and death, or grief and ecstasy. In the first part of this chapter, via an oscillation
between the work of Artemisia Gentileschi and Cindy Sherman, I will continue to explore
the tropes of passivity and unconsciousness, and how certain images undermine these
associations to paradoxically suggest the depiction of subjectivity. As the chapter develops,
the paradoxical temporality in these images is expanded into a discourse of the temporality
of pregnancy. Finally the imagery o f pregnancy and maternity is invoked to provide a
model for a visualisation o f an embodied femininity which transcends the phallic and
fetishistic modes of viewing which I have demonstrated operate, in relation to the female
body, throughout Western visual culture.
Cindy Sherman

To move away from these roughly contemporary seventeenth century paintings, 1
want to draw a connection now to the twentieth century. A bodily temporal suspension such
as that embodied in the figures of women depicted by
Artemisia

Gentileschi

is

echoed

in

the

early

photography of Cindy Sherman. In most if not all of
the images from the famous series called the Untitled
Film Stills from the 1970s, Sherman plays with
temporality. I am mostly concerned here, however,
with those images which, on the surface, indicate
absence - where signifiers o f death are written into
the female body. In the Untitled Film Stills there are
several of these (such as Fig. 129), photographs
few

.

..v

Fig. 129: Cindy Sherman,
‘Untitled Film Still #6’, 1977-1980

which also anticipate her subsequent series of
Centerfolds where, shifted into the horizontal format,
such issues are even more insistent (Fig. 130).
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Fig. 130: Cindy Sherman, ‘Untitled #89’ (Centerfolds/Horizontals), 1982

The initial difference between the Film Stills and the Centerfolds is temporality, as
constructed by the titles of the two series. For Laura Mulvey it is clear cut; she writes on
the Film Stills,
...the viewer’s curiosity may be attracted to the surrounding narrative. But any
speculation about a story, about actual events and the character depicted, quickly
reaches a dead end. The visitor at a Cindy Sherman show must be well aware that
the Film Still is constructed for this one image only, and that nothing exists either
before or after the moment shown.7
Mulvey’s description of the Film Stills is literally correct. The fact o f the image’s
uniqueness and isolation, that the visitor may indeed be aware of, does not, however, take
into account the act of imagination which the photograph elicits. Even for a ’knowing’
viewer, therefore, impressions of past and future are conveyed; what past and future that
might be is partly constructed by the studied mise-en-scene o f the photograph, and partly
by the viewer’s own culturally informed perspective. Even in the very suspension and
freezing of the image, multiple realities and temporalities co-exist. When it comes to the
Centerfolds, Mulvey reads them as passive and unconscious, arranged for the camera’s and
voyeur’s gaze:
Their eyes gaze into the distance. They are not aware of their clothes, which are
sometimes carelessly rumpled, so that, safe alone with their thoughts, their bodies
are, slightly, revealed to the viewer. They exude vulnerability and sexual
availability like lovesick heroine/victims in a romantic melodrama... These
photographs reiterate the ‘to-be-looked-at-ness’ of femininity.8
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Fig. 131: Cindy Sherman, ‘Untiiled #96’ (Centerfolds/Horizontals), 1982

In scholarship about Cindy Sherman we repeatedly find these photographs
characterised in terms of absence, unconsciousness, or stasis. For Rosalind Krauss, the
tendency to generalise has led to Sherman’s work being seen as simply ‘about’ voyeurism:
or as demonstrating the operation of a masculinised gaze, as if to say ‘there is the woman
fetishized in the beam of the gaze.’0 These are limiting characterizations which, for Krauss,
miss the subtle ways in which Sherman’s photography in fact undermines the very
functioning o f voyeuristic and fetishistic modes of looking.
It is interesting that Mulvey’s reading attempts to identify the direction of the
women’s gaze - ‘their eyes gaze into the distance’ - and then concludes a total lack of
awareness which makes them sexually vulnerable. Sherman’s photographs could indeed be
construed on one level as placing the viewer in the position o f the sexual predator upon a
helpless body. It is perhaps the genius of the series, however, that two levels are possible.
The women here are neither closing their eyes and submitting outright to the voyeur, nor
are they straightforwardly staring back in challenge. When considering the images in terms
of the depiction of thought, the object of the gaze becomes interior: not a gaze without an
object, but a gaze which transgresses traditional visual modes.
Elisabeth Bronfen characterises Sherman’s work as an ‘oscillation between fixed
identity positions.’ For her, the Centerfolds series in particular poses the question, ‘Do I
exist as an animate body or negate my existence through deanimation?’10 The either/or
conundrum presented by Bronfen’s model of ‘oscillation’ sites hysteria as a specific
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positional

ambivalence,

where

existence/non-existence

are

posited

against

animation/deanimation. These pairings may, however, paradoxically reinforce the very
fixity of the identity positions they resist. The hysteric body may therefore remain trapped
to some extent within a fetishistic gaze framework. As Rosalind Krauss commented
referring to scholarship about Sherman,
...blinding itself to anything outside the vertical register o f the image/form, it
repeats, at the level of analysis, the very fixity it describes as operating the Male
Gaze at the level of its social effects.’11
For Krauss, it is the move towards horizontality in Sherman’s work (especially
when viewed retrospectively as an oeuvre comprising her later ‘abject’ photographs of
formless bodily matter) which is a powerful visual gesture away from the phallic,
fetishising mode of looking which demands ‘the completeness, the formal coherence, and
the verticality of the visual.’12 All the supposedly inanimate characters in
Sherman’s work are in fact participants in
a

network

of multiple

temporalities

woven by signs within the photograph.
Some images even include specific props
which act as signs. The character in
Untitled Film Still #6 (Fig. 129) has been
looking into a mirror; the one in #34 (Fig.
132) has been reading a novel; the girl in
#96 from the Centerfolds (Fig. 131) has
been looking at adverts tom out of a
newspaper.

These

elements

of

temporality and specificity hamper a
reading of ‘stasis’ as dead or asleep.
Instead the character’s emotional life
opens up in the imagination of the

Fig. 132: Cindy Sherman, ‘Untitled Film
Still #34’, 1970-1980

viewer.

Temporality and the image: Magdalene and Cleopatra

In Artemisia Gentileschi’s Magdalene, a similar effect has been put in place. Where
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Pollock argued that the half-open eyes
preclude a voyeuristic relation to the
body, 1 would go one step further to
argue that the multiple temporalities
contained within the image, noticed as
we saw earlier by Mary Garrard, give
the woman an existence beyond the
instant of ‘to-be-looked-at-ness’ with
which the viewer seems, at first glance,
to

be

presented

with.

What

existence is, depends partly on the

that
Fig. 133 - see ref. Fig. 156

viewer’s familiarity with the cultural mythology surrounding the figure of Mary
Magdalene, but the figure also speaks for itself and throws up new suggestions and
associations the longer the gaze lingers. Indeed, it is not only a temporality within the miseen-scene presented in the artwork but of the process of the gaze itself which is in play:
incidentally, the same process operates in the shift between the seventeenth and twentieth
century images juxtaposed here. The initial glance at the image does not permit a deep
enough reading, and a prolonged gaze is solicited gradually through the signs within. The
viewer is irresistibly and gradually drawn into the intensity of the moment.13
In her work on textuality Mieke Bal provides a possible methodological model for
this temporal reading of the image:
I shall discuss those elements as signs, or, more precisely, as sign events, that
contribute to our awareness that the work is processed as something we may call a
text, even if no specific meaning can be assigned to them. The concept o f text will
be used ...here to mean a combination of elements leading to semiotic events - acts
of reading - a combination that is structured enough to be perceived as a whole and
materially presented as complete. Thus defined, novels, poems, drawings, and
paintings are texts.’14
She continues,
Signs like these make readers process, not a particular text, but a general sense of
‘text’: a sense of coherence, o f structure, of narrativity, of meaningfulness emerges,
but no specific meaning, or rather, a plurality of possible meanings emerge - whose
undecidability is precisely the token of meaningfulness.11'
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The tear stains on the Magdalene’s cheek and her half-open eyes function as
narrative signs which enable the painting to function as a text, and communicate a
temporality without having to function literally as a narrative of ‘what is happening’. The
image gains not only coherence but
also compellingness as not only the
idea of narrative but the idea of a
depiction of a thinking, existing self
can begin to emerge.
In

the

mid

1600s

Guido

Cagnacci painted two versions of the
Death

o f Cleopatra.

The

earlier

version (Fig. 134), where, surrounded
by

mourners,

the

queen’s

head

gracefully tilts as she succumbs to the
Fig. 134: Guido Cagnacci, ‘Death of Cleopatra’, 1658,
Kunsthistorischcs Museum, Vienna

snake’s poison, is sad, gentle and

attractive - the tender death of a beautiful woman.16 In the later version (Fig. 135),
however, there is a challenge to the viewer which the other painting does not pose. This
painting is more difficult to read - it is suspended in time but containing past, present and
future.

We do not know

whether she is about to be
bitten, or has already been
bitten and lies dying. The
touch of compellingness lies
in

the

eyes.

queen’s
Even

half-open

the

snake,

seeming to pause gazing at
its victim either before or
after

the

deadly

strike,

participates in the network of

Fig. 135: Guido Cagnacci, ‘Death of Cleopatra’, 1660,
Pinacoteca di Brcra, Milan

gazes her eyes invoke. The
lone

woman

meaningfulness.

is

imbued

with

presence,

and

uncertainty

of meaning

becomes
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A comparison of the power o f the two Cagnacci paintings illustrates the effect o f
temporality well in the attribution of a suggestion of consciousness through the multiplying
temporal and narrative possibilities. What it does not explain, however, is the fact that it is
repeatedly in the female body when construed as absent that this attribution o f subjectivity
can take place.
We have seen how Artemisia Gentileschi’s adaptation o f the pose o f Raphael’s
Pope Julius II appropriates the visuality o f a masculine form o f power while subverting it.
Rosalind Krauss used a similar argument in her discussion o f ‘horizontality’ as a feature of
the photography o f Cindy Sherman. As Gentileschi appropriates a visuality o f masculinity,
Sherman appropriates a visuality associated with the feminine - a motif that, rather than
reducing these female characters to passive objects o f the gaze, transgresses the fetishising
idealisation of the female body as perfect, whole, and upright. This is not to suggest that all
reclining females transgress phallic modes of viewing, but that there is a distinction
between a horizontality that implies passivity and sexual receptivity, which I am here
contrasting with a horizontality which, when combined with a compellingly portrayed
subjectivity in suspension, is a movement o f transgression rather than o f submission.
The pregnant moment

On Cindy Sherman’s Film Stills, Laura Mulvey writes that ‘that nothing exists
either before or after the moment shown. Each pregnant moment is a cutout, a tableau
suggesting and denying the presence o f a story.’17 The adjective ‘pregnant’ is used as a
figure of speech, but carries a powerful load o f meaning to bear on Sherman’s oeuvre.
‘Nothing before or after’ is just as problematic an association o f the temporality of
pregnancy as it is o f the Film Stills, and the association o f these may permit their
interaction in the development o f a form o f ‘pregnant visuality’.
In the paintings by Gentileschi and the photographs by Sherman which denote
absence, a specific type o f visual ‘text’ has been brought into play where a paradoxical
temporality provides a structure for the existence o f a suspended, still image which contains
a fictive past and present. The figure o f the female body construed too readily as
unconscious, passive or absent overlooks the potentially transgressive nature o f a gaze
which does not fit traditional models o f either passive subordination or active looking, but
instead functions in itself as a sign of subjectivity. At a 2005 conference Julia Kristeva
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described the ‘absent gaze’ of pregnancy: ‘The pregnant woman ‘looks at’, without
‘seeing’, the father, and the world... [it is a] passion turned towards the inside.’Ix
To draw attention to this metaphor of pregnancy is to reinstate the ‘pregnant
moment’ by which Mulvey described Sherman’s Film Stills, but in different terms. The
metaphor of pregnancy provides not only a temporality of bodily suspension, a state
containing and constantly indicating and referencing both past and future, but also a model
for an absent gaze, absent only in that its object is not within the realm of the masculine, or
even the visual. It is connected to a deeply bodily type of paradoxical thought which arises
in the pregnant body, and which is the threshold of subjectivity.

The m aternal Magdalene

Noting that the pose of the model in Caravaggio’s Rome Magdalene (Fig. 136) was
shared with that of the roughly contemporary Rest on the Flight into Egypt (Fig. 137),
Judith Mann draws attention to the significant difference between the two - namely that the
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Fig. 136 - see ref. Fig. 33

Fig. 137: Caravaggio, ‘Rest on the Flight into Egypt
(detail)’, ca. 1596, Galleria Doria Pamphili, Rome

Virgin in the latter painting cradles a baby in her amis, whereas the Magdalene’s arms are
empty. She concludes,
The Magdalen’s pose and encircling amis recall this most ordinary of maternal
positions and one which the artist used in Rest on the Flight. This allusion to the
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Virgin’s role o f mother is presented less as a commentary on the Magdalen’s life, as
it was inconsequential whether or not she had children, but rather as a reminder to
the viewer that Mary Magdalen should be understood as the other Mary, who
sinned like we do, but who was forgiven as we potentially could be, too. She
becomes an empathetic and therefore more understandable model o f the absolution
from sin.19
The Magdalene’s role as the ‘other Mary’ was indeed well known in the
seventeenth century, as she was seen as a former sinner, forgiven and loved by Jesus who,
unlike the Virgin, could be a literally accessible model for ordinary people seeking
redemption. Mann glosses the seeming reference to maternity which she has discovered, in
purely theological terms.20
The cultural associations of the Magdalene and in particular her connection with
maternity have recently undergone a significant cultural upheaval in the commotion
surrounding the book The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown, which has as its central premise
the notion that ‘The Holy Grail is Mary Magdalene... the mother o f the royal bloodline o f
Jesus Christ.’21 In Caravaggio’s Rome Magdalene (Fig. 136) the saint’s maternity is
simultaneously offered and withdrawn - her apparent mental absence reinforces the
association of negativity. The Da Vinci Code attributes a similarly paradoxical maternity to
the saint. In the construction proposed in the book, although presented as the ultimate
divine mother, she is also a mother without a child. In the plot o f the book she is the
‘wronged Queen’ whose descendance was forced to remain secret, but what is more, the
reality of motherhood remains on a symbolic level - the book utilises the symbolism o f the
shape o f the Grail, the chalice, to represent the womb o f the Magdalene which carried
Jesus’ bloodline, as well as referring to the saint as ‘the Rose’ citing specific imagery of
sexuality and female genitalia.22 This focus on the body o f the mother, posits the
Magdalene as a figure o f pregnancy or pre-motherhood rather than motherhood itself.
The Magdalene story has so far been associated with maternity only in a limited
way. Katherine Jansen draws attention to fertility miracles associated with the cult o f the
saint, as well as certain medieval Italian images which seem to depict a ‘maternal’
Magdalene. The saint’s association with the so-called ‘Marseilles miracle’ in the early
fifteenth century reinforced a medieval association with fertility, gardening and even
midwifery.23 Various fourteenth century paintings also depict the Magdalene in a maternal,
protective role with respect to donors or penitents, and holy women from Francesca
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Romana to Catherine of Siena referred to the Magdalene in strongly maternal terms, but
always in terms of a theological or spiritual motherhood.*
A forthcoming study by Penny Jolly, however, identifies signs of a physical
pregnancy of Mary Magdalene depicted in several late medieval paintings including
altarpieces by Rogier van der Weyden such as Fig. 138.25 The idea of the pregnant
Magdalene seems shrouded even more deeply in obscurity than that of the pregnant Virgin,
itself an uncommon subject in Western art.26
For Jolly, the pregnancy of the saint, although literally represented in the swelling
belly and the conventions of maternity dress referred to in the artworks she cites, is
metaphorical and theological in meaning. Arguing that the pregnancy stands for
‘conversion and inspiring hope of rebirth’, Jolly concludes that ‘for the Magdalene, all
things carnal transform into expressions of deep spirituality.’" Encapsulated in ‘the source
of the Magdalene’s sin and vehicle of her transformation—her physical body’ the state of
pregnancy is being seen to embody in a theological sense a suspended nature of being
where the physical and spiritual are in a state containing multiple temporalities
- where the potentiality of spiritual rebirth and
renewal is visually and concretely figured in
the site of human carnality and past pleasure."s
In the figure of the Magdalene, at the moment
of her conversion embodying both a carnal,
physical past and a holy, spiritual future,
pregnancy is the means o f visually containing
both states.
The paintings

by

Rogier van der

Weyden symbolized the pregnancy through the
means of contemporary dress codes known by
the artist and his audience in the popular
culture of the fifteenth century Netherlands
(the undone ‘maternity laces’ identified by
Jolly). The very mundaneity and specificity of
contextualizing a theological

metaphor in

terms of the physical female body, and the

Fig. 138: Rogier van der Weyden,
‘Crucifixion’, 1440s, Staatliche Museen,
Berlin
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contemporary and local customs surrounding it, site the Magdalene as a literal body which
uses a bodily pregnancy to signify independently on a figurative level.

Pregnancy and the mind/body duality

Despite the interesting bodily ambiguity encapsulated in the Magdalene’s culture
and imagery, the use of the pregnant body here is problematic. While at one level
pregnancy could be elevated by its assimilation to spiritual knowledge and fulfillment, in
that very elevation the value of the bodily is being negated only to reaffirm a patriarchal
discourse valuing spirit over body, and assimilating the male to spirit and the female to
body. This classic binary construction, expressed specifically in terms of pregnancy, is
traceable back to ancient philosophy.29
The body o f Mary Magdalene appearing to be visually, literally pregnant in the
paintings by Rogier van der Weyden is principally accounted for by Jolly in terms of a
metaphorical process through the Magdalene’s life. Rather than a creative process as such,
here it is the Magdalene’s personal, intellectual and spiritual journey which is depicted
figured in the temporal and paradoxical transformational progress o f pregnancy and
childbirth:
The key mystical concepts, widespread throughout the Magdalene’s cult, are her
burning love (Caritas) for Christ, that earns her the role o f Bride o f Christ; her
being filled with grace by the Holy Spirit; her sufferance o f the pain o f contrition;
and her participation in narratives o f rebirth and the Resurrection. Her spiritual
transformation thus parallels the course o f human pregnancy: the union of male and
female, conception, labor pains, and birth... Rogier thus draws on the recurrent
carnal-spiritual duality expressed in discussions o f the Magdalene and uses
pregnancy to represent the transformation that lies at the heart of her cult.30
The body o f the Magdalene is a body uniquely endowed within Christianity, thanks
to the legend constructed around this ‘prostitute-saint’, with a suspended coexistence of
sexuality and chastity, and which within itself contains the masculine and feminine
principles - the bodily and the spiritual ambiguously and troublingly coexisting. Within the
signifying potential o f this body, in the artworks cited by Jolly the literal signs of
pregnancy are activated as a device by which spiritual experience is metaphorically played
out upon the body’s surface. The consequence o f this identification here, however, is to
characterise the bodily pregnancy in the terms o f a discourse which would fix the
traditionally childless Magdalene as a female philosopher in the patriarchal tradition o f one
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who rises above the bodily to attain a masculine spirituality. In the Christian unconscious,
traced back to the ancient Gnostic texts, the Magdalene may already have played that role
as evidenced in the mysterious lines from the Gospel of Thomas, verse 114:
Simon Peter said to him, ‘Let Mary leave us, for women are not worthy of life.’
Jesus said, T myself shall lead her in order to make her male, so that she too may
become a living spirit resembling you males. For every woman who will make
herself male will enter the kingdom of heaven.’31
The Magdalene represents the path to Christian revelation, the female philosopher who has
access to secret knowledge - a role she again seems to have reprised throughout Christian
culture since the Gnostic ‘Gospel of Mary’ where the Mary character states, ‘What is
hidden from you, I will proclaim to you.’32 She is constructed through her mystical,
metaphorical pregnancy as a ‘thinker’ and thereby gains a perception o f subjectivity.
In her study of the maternal
subject in art by Paula ModersohnBecker and Käthe Kollwitz, Rosemary
Betterton

critiques

Julia

Kristeva’s

notions o f the maternal with reference
to Self Portrait on Her Sixth Wedding
Anniversary’ (Fig. 139). In the portrait,
Modersohn-Becker represents herself
as pregnant, although this was not to be
literally the case in the artist’s life for
another year. Betterton argues that
Modersohn-Becker’s

metaphorical

pregnancy

the

balances

fantasy

coherence and wholeness of the nude
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Fig. 139: Paula Modersohn-Becker, ‘Self Portrait on
her Sixth Wedding Anniversary’, 1906,
Kunstsammlugen Bottcherstrassc / Paula
Modersohn-Becker Museum, Bremen

and the loss of identity which Kristeva
associates

with

the

maternal,

and

‘indicates a condition of temporary
suspension between subject and object,
between the virginal and maternal, and

between the identity of artist as the maker of images and mother as the maker o f flesh’.33
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For Betterton, Kristeva reinforces the patriarchal notion o f motherhood replacing
artistic creativity which we saw earlier has had the effect o f barring women from artistic
creativity. She quotes from Kristeva:
The speaker reaches this limit, this requisite o f sociality, only by virtue of a
particular, discursive practice called ‘art’. A woman also attains it (and in our
society, especially) through the strange form o f split symbolization (threshold of
language and instinctual drive, of the ‘symbolic’ and the ‘semiotic’) o f which the
act of giving birth consists.34
Betterton concludes:
Kristeva likens the position of the artist to that o f the mother but argues that,
although analogous, the two are incompatible... The ‘artist’ and the ‘mother’
represent two opposite poles in which, on the one hand, the mind can interpret the
maternal experience and on the other, the body merely enacts it. In separating
artistic production from the subjectless, ‘biological’ experience o f maternity in this
way, Kristeva appears to reproduce the gendered mind and body split which is
central to western systems o f thought.35
Kristeva seems to be arguing for a metaphor o f pregnancy, applicable both to
creativity and to the emergence o f subjectivity, which may reinforce a dualistic notion
separating body and mind. For Kristeva, subjectivity itself is enabled by the ‘simultaneity’
o f pregnancy while at the same time, the ‘Mother as subject is delusion’.36 The pregnant
body, in Kristeva’s model, is construed as a split and permanently ‘othered’ entity. As Ewa
Ziarek summarises, pregnancy represents ‘the imprint of the other within the same’.37 The
theory of the subject-in-process which Kristeva developed uses the metaphor of the
pregnant body to refer to the constant negotiation o f parts o f our ‘selves’ which are
simultaneously ‘other’, in operation in the psyche. As Kelly Oliver explains,
In fact, Kristeva uses the maternal body with its two-in-one, or other within, as a
model for all subjective relations. Like the maternal body, each one o f us is what
she calls a subject-in-process. As subjects-in-process we are always negotiating the
other within, that is to say, the return o f the repressed. Like the maternal body, we
are never completely the subjects o f our own experience. Some feminists have
found Kristeva’s notion of a subject-in-process a useful alternative to traditional
notions of an autonomous unified (masculine) subject.38
Betterton refers to Kristeva’s analysis of the Christian imagery o f the Virgin that the
threat posed by the transgression o f boundaries of the maternal body is contained and
controlled within the inviolate form o f the Virgin Mary, and that in order to reach such a
paradoxical position, what is necessary is the ‘highest sublimation alien to her body’.39
Betterton claims that Modersohn-Becker utilised the metaphor o f pregnancy
specifically in order to reject the idea of a bodily pregnancy while claiming the enjoyment
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- or jouissance - o f an intensely creative period of her life, when she was alone and
isolated from family and husband. In doing so, the artist seems to be expressing the
incompatibility between the two states, of pregnancy and of creativity. Like Rogier van der
Weyden’s Magdalenes, her pregnant figure is only symbolic, on the surface, removed from
bodily experience.

Pregnant subjectivity
In Van der Weyden’s fifteenth-century depictions as discussed by Penny Jolly,
pregnancy was represented indexically through the surface. The pregnancy is indicated by
means of a very detailed specificity of the decorations used to cover the body, the ‘laces’ on
the garment which were traditionally loosened during pregnancy, even before the literal
female body is visually engaged.
Clothing suggesting symbolic
pregnancy can also be traced in the
work

of

Van

der

Weyden’s

contemporaries in northern European
art. Van Eyck’s most famous work,
known as The Arnolfini Portrait (Fig.
140), has often been considered to
represent a pregnant woman, although
this

interpretation

is

generally

discounted due to fifteenth century
dress fashion.4" Edwin Hall notes that
misrepresentations of the female figure
as pregnant have been recorded since
the seventeenth century, while citing
various other contemporary artworks
Fig. 140: Jan van Eyck, ‘Portrait of Giovanni
Arnolfini and his wife’, 1434, National Gallery,
London

representing an exaggeratedly rounded
belly, including some of virgin saints.41

He admits however that he is unaware of the reasons behind such a fashion: ‘Whether or
not this feature is explained by fifteenth-century perceptions of idealised feminine beauty,
these images clearly reflect some contemporary Flemish convention whose precise meaning
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is no longer readily apparent.’42 Margaret Koster suggests that, ‘...whether literally pregnant
or not, the fashion for accentuating the womb itself relates to women’s duty to bear children
and to a physique that makes this possible.’43

Demi Moore and the Skin-Ego

In the first section o f this chapter I established that a paradoxical depiction of
subjectivity could be achieved through a body that was connoted as unconscious,
annihilated, assimilated to death and absence. Here, in the example o f Mary Magdalene’s
metaphorical pregnancy, women’s subjectivity, thought, knowledge and intellect seems to
be being depicted and elevated again only at the expense o f an embodied experience.
Pregnancy is indexed by codes and signifiers, and a symbolic pregnancy can indeed be a
powerful and enabling image. Dualism is upheld, however, and the physicality o f
pregnancy fundamentally abstracted, in images where a ‘bump’ operates as pure metaphor,
and literal pregnancy and motherhood are indeed specifically renounced in the claims to
subjectivity, intellectuality and creativity of the women represented in these images.
A second form of ‘pregnant subjectivity’ can occur in those images where a
representation o f a real, bodily pregnancy, often written into existing discourses o f the
female nude body, is combined with a strong and specifically sexual female identity
constructed through the gaze. Such representations are heavily implicated in the codes and
tropes o f the gaze within visual culture, whether undermining or participating in them.
The term ‘pregnant subjectivity’ is used by Imogen Tyler in her work on the image
of pregnancy in order to try and escape from the double bind o f dualism in the
representation o f the pregnant body.44 Tyler’s work on pregnancy also focuses on surface,
but rather than fabrics and drapery her concern shifts one layer deeper, to the skin.
Julia Kristeva argues in Desire in Language that if the mother is permitted to
become the subject o f gestation ‘then we acknowledge the risk o f losing identity’.45 The
possibility o f a ‘pregnant’ subjectivity for Kristeva threatens to collapse the patriarchal
signifying system. For Imogen Tyler, who draws upon Kristeva to explain societal taboos
against representations o f pregnancy, the representation o f the ‘irreducible simultaneity’ of
the pregnant body becomes possible only when throwing into question models of
subjectivity based on the unity of the self.46 Working from the famous 1991 photograph of
a heavily pregnant Demi Moore on the cover o f Vanity Fair (Fig. 141), her argument for a
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concept of ‘pregnant subjectivity’ is linked to structures of flexible subjectivity developed
by theorists such as Butler, Deleuze and Guattari, and Plant.47 Linked to what she describes
as the ‘visual emphasis on the naked stretched
skin of the pregnant body’ in the Moore
photograph, Tyler both employs and critiques
Didier Anzieu’s theory of the Skin-Ego to
argue that through the emphasis on skin,
Moore is accorded subjectivity for the sake of
her own body, not mediated through the foetus
in her womb.4K Her body’s surface confirms
her subjecthood

by constituting a visual

encounter with a projected Skin-Ego.44 Hence
also the sub-title ‘More Demi Moore’: for
Tyler, the

woman

in the

photograph

is

constructed as the subject of her pregnancy
through a skin which delimits the contours of

Fig. 141: Annie Leibovitz, ‘Demi Moore’,
August 1991, Vanity Fair, New York

her body, to allow no fantasy of foetal subjecthood to interfere with the woman as subject
of the pregnancy. Tyler writes, ‘Moore is positioned as a subject who is the embodied site
of her own transformation and gestation.’50
Anzieu’s concept of the ‘Skin-ego’, which has gradually gained popular currency in
French psychoanalytical theory as well as in Anglophone cultural theory since its inception
in 1974, establishes the skin as both the site of the ego and as its metaphorical
representation.51 Ego and skin therefore share structures, functions and traits in common.
Consciously evoking a modern scientific culture suffused with imagery of borders, limits
and containment, Anzieu inscribes the skin-ego into these concepts.5' The ego therefore
contains the psyche in the way that the skin is described as containing the physical body:
‘Psychic space and physical space constitute each other in reciprocal metaphors; the Skinego is one of these metaphors’.53 Hence, another metaphorical role of the Skin-ego enables,
in a newborn baby, the reflexivity of touch - the one who touches is also being touched

to

give rise to reflexivity of thought and enable the ego to function.54
For Tyler, while Anzieu’s assertion o f the role of the skin as ‘ascertaining
and distinguishing the discrete se lf is crucial in her theorising of pregnant subjectivity, the
work is unnuanced in terms of gender and sexual difference, and, as is common to most
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psychoanalytic theory, does not offer a theorisation o f ego-acquisition from the perspective
of the mother.55 Tyler writes,
The skin ego of the pregnant subject does not simply hold together an individual
and it does not simply protect a self, as she is already more than one and is
indivisible into ones. Therefore the skin ego o f the pregnant subject does not fit
individualist models of ego identity.56
Naomi Segal’s interpretation of Anzieu’s text, however, raises ambiguities which
both confirm and contradict Tyler’s critique. It begins with a compelling psychological
biography o f Anzieu himself, which underlines the significance o f the maternal in his life
and in the foundations o f work.57
The role and significance of the maternal is evoked throughout Anzieu’s book,
forming the crux of the infant’s development of an individual Skin-ego. For Anzieu, the
communication between mother and baby in the first weeks of life creates the phantasy of a
‘skin common to the mother and the child, an interface with the mother on one side and the
child on the other’.58 Anzieu continues,
Before the phantasy o f a common skin is constructed, the psyche o f the newborn is
dominated by an inter-uterine phantasy, which denies the birth and which expresses
the desire, proper to primary narcissism, to return inside the mother. It is a phantasy
of reciprocal inclusion, of narcissistic fusion in which the newborn more or less
implicates his mother, herself emptied by the birth o f the foetus she was carrying;
phantasy to be revived later by the amorous experience in which each, holding the
other in their arms, will envelope the other while at the same time being enveloped
by them. ... The interface gradually transforms psychic functioning into an
increasingly open system, which gradually leads the mother and the child towards
separate functioning. But the interface maintains the two partners in a mutual
symbiotic dependence. The subsequent phase requires the effacement of this
common skin, and the recognition that each has their own skin and their own Ego,
which is not accomplished without resistance or pain.59
For Tyler, the specific case o f the pregnant subject is not considered in Anzieu’s
theory, which bypasses a conceptualisation o f this state where the very notion o f the
individual is put into question. Tyler suggests that pregnant mothers when depicted as
subjects are threatening because they challenge the notion o f subjectivity based on
indivisibility, which a theory such as the skin-ego propounds.60 Judith Butler has likewise
noted, referring to Anzieu’s theory, that ‘unfortunately, [it] does not consider the
implications o f its account for the sexed body’.61 I would suggest, however, that extracts
such as that quoted above do contain much that is o f value in defining maternal subjectivity
in such profoundly bodily terms.
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The pregnant body in visuality

The attempt to reclaim the mother’s subjectivity can pose problems in the context of
visuality. Tyler’s claim to Demi Moore’s ‘pregnant subjectivity’ quotes Steven Connor’s
claims that skin operates as a kind o f ‘visual immune system’

against penetration, but

acknowledges, again quoting Connor, that skin becomes ‘a masculinised conception of the
body surface. ...a kind of hardness that would enclose, canalise or otherwise discipline the
threatening fluidity attributed to the female body or the feminised interior’.6’ Tyler reads
the emphasis on skin in the Demi Moore image, however, as responding to the specific
threat to the pregnant woman which the potential or real visibility of the foetus poses.
Tyler’s motivation is to combat the increasingly emotive and detailed images of the foetus
in the womb, visible not only in medical contexts but in the general media.64 The danger of
such images, it is clearly argued, depersonifies the mother and encourages the negation of
the mother’s rights, in particular in debates referring to abortion/0 Tyler concludes,
This photograph can thus be read as a shield against the imaging of foetal
personhood and a refusal of the mother/child dichotomy that monopolises
discourses around reproduction. Through my reading o f the cultural significance of
skin I have suggested that the Moore photograph re-envelops the foetus within the
pregnant body, an envelopment which can be theorised and in turn can present ways
for women to re-envelop themselves as the subjects of their own gestation.66
Tyler notes the extreme visibility
of the pregnant body in the media since
the watershed

point

marked

by

the

seminal Demi Moore photograph (Fig.
141). In particular, magazine covers since
that landmark image have repeatedly
quoted and re-quoted it, even fifteen years
later in the present day, albeit failing to
recapture the power, originality and poise
of the original and falling back into
traditional rhetoric of the female body and
gaze - such in as the example of Britney
Spears (Fig.

142).67 The potential for

transgressiveness, in Tyler’s framing, is

Fig. 142: Alexi Lubomirski, ’Britney Spears’,
Harpers’ Bazaar (front cover), August 2006
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here mitigated by the coquettish smile of the former teen star. Photographs from inside the
magazine (Fig. 143) conform to the rhetoric of the erotically reclining nude. The singer’s
pregnancy, emphasised by the positioning of the fabric, provoked however some public
complaints: some expressing outright disgust while others bemoaned the sexualised image
and the juxtaposition of Spears’ ambiguous combination of innocence and sexuality in a
‘maternal’ body.6*
In another proposal for a form of pregnant subjectivity, Alice Neel’s Pregnant
Maria (Fig. 144) reclines in a posture interpreted variously as passive or sexually
aggressive. Pamela Allara specifically associates the sexuality of Maria with discourses of
visual bodily penetration:
Although sensuous, Maria is definitely not a sex object. No fantasises of possession
are possible when her very condition indicates a prior claim to this property.
Because her sexual history is inscribed on her body, the male gaze cannot penetrate

Fig. 143: Alexi Lubomirski, 'Britney Spears’, Harpers’ Bazaar (inside page), August 2006

her. Maria presents her body to be surveyed, but with the erotic gaze blocked, her
gaze and its desire dominate. Both with child and sexually active, Maria makes no
attempt to masquerade as the Virgin Mary, the trope for pregnant women in our
culture. Her tranquility is the evidence of the aftermath of sexual activity, not
abstinence.69
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Allara aligns Maria’s pregnancy with her knowledge of it, and of her own desire, as
well as interpreting her intense calmness as sexual satisfaction. 1 find problematic the
assertion that Maria is not accessible for a sexually desiring gaze because she has already
been

sexually

‘claimed’. This

suggests that for many viewers of
these

images,

pregnancy

precludes sexual attractiveness, a
suggestion which some of the
responses to the Britney Spears
photograph (Fig. 142) seems to
confirm. It is perhaps not so much
her pregnant condition but, like

Fig. 144: Alice Neel, ‘Pregnant Maria’, 1964, Robert
Miller Gallery, New York

that of Manet’s Olympia, Maria’s
direct gaze which defies a possessing gaze upon her.70
Lise Clavel reads the images as profoundly dualistic, separating the bodily
pregnancy from the psychological state. Indeed, her analysis contradicts Allara’s which
makes a specific connection between M aria’s pregnancy, sexuality and self-possessed
attitude. Clavel writes:
The woman in this picture is apathetic about both her nakedness and the fact that
she is being displayed while pregnant. ...Neel’s rendering of the woman’s facial
expression shows a disjunction between her mind and her body; she seems
completely detached from her pregnant self.71
Where Allara read tranquillity and self-possessed desire in M aria’s gaze, Clavel reads only
apathy.72 Denise Bauer suggests yet a third interpretation:
She is not posed for display as convention would have it; rather, she has arranged
herself for her own comfort. In this respect she is similar to Valadon’s female nudes
who “relax into their own bodies... in the absence of the sexual tension of a male
gaze.”73
Such widely differing and contradictory interpretations recall the responses to
images of religious ecstasy mentioned in previous chapters. Pamela Allara writes,
If, since the fifth century B.C., the norm in Western culture has been defined in
terms of purity, clarity, and logic, then the hybridized pregnant body cannot fit
within its confines, conforming instead to M. M. Bakhtin’s definition of the
grotesque: “[That] which transgresses its own body... [A] body in the act of
becoming, it is continually built, created and builds and creates another body.”
Because the form of the pregnant body could not be subsumed into the controlling
ideal, it was banished from sight throughout Western history and made taboo.74
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The refusal o f the pregnant body to conform to singular modes o f visuality did not
end with N eel’s paintings or Leibovitz’s photograph. What is striking is how the pregnant
body undermines by participating directly in traditional modes. Even beyond the visuality
of her bodily depiction, in her very name Maria is inscribed not only in the politico-social
structure of American society but also in religious tropes of femininity where both the
Virgin and the Magdalene participate in the network o f meanings. Finally the various
embodiments o f the female nude which have travelled throughout the history o f art, and
within which visual network Maria also participates (in its compositional reference to the
canonical representations of the nude), make her a deeply paradoxical figure with infinite
possible associations and interpretations. In the same way, Demi Moore’s indefinably
powerful gaze both is inscribed within and resists cultural stereotypes o f visuality and
femininity (Fig. 141). While Britney Spears’ form of response to visual stereotypes of
femininity operates in a different way again, the underlying ambiguity o f the position she
visually assumes - between childhood and adulthood, nature and artificiality, innocence
and manipulation - is transgressive, hence the strength of the reactions to the photographs
(Fig. 142, Fig. 143). It inscribes again into the visuality o f the naked pregnant body an
impossibility - the pregnant body in these images remains on the outside o f traditional,
singular modes of visuality.
What confidence (the interpretation of Allara and Bauer) and apathy (that o f Clavel)
have in common is a lack o f concern with responding to the viewing gaze. Despite the
humanity and profound sense o f identity throughout Neel’s work on the pregnant body,
Allara concludes that, ‘while the once-taboo subject o f the pregnant nude is now artistically
acceptable, the question o f the relation o f the gravid body to female identity remains
open.’

This ultimate detachment which these analysts read into M aria’s pregnant body

must in the end construct it as fundamentally passive and incapable of being a site of
subjectivity. The traditional discourse of the incongruity of a female bodily subjectivity is
reinforced.

Opening the pregnant body

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, there has been a shift in the modes
of art representing pregnancy. In Britain alone, the pregnant body has acquired through
sculpture in particular a very public, large scale form o f visibility. From Marc Quinn’s
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Fig. 145: Marc Quinn, ‘Alison Lappcr
pregnant’, 2005, Trafalgar Square, London

Fig. 146: Ron Mueck, ‘Pregnant Woman’,
2002, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra

sculpture of Alison Lapper (Fig. 145), sited in 2005 on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar
Square, to Ron Mueck’s monumentally scaled and ultra-realist Pregnant Woman (Fig. 146)
displayed in 2003, the pregnant body is above all represented larger than life scale and
naked.
Combining these trends is an artwork standing for a third mode of representation of
pregnancy. I looked earlier at those representations which appropriate the image o f bodily
pregnancy as a metaphor for a mental state (Paula Modersohn-Becker, Rogier van der
Weyden); secondly, at images whose ambiguous sexuality and relation to the gaze
transgresses and disturbs traditional modes of visuality while still failing to engage with a
‘pregnant visuality’ which could convey an embodied subjectivity. In this third mode the
artist finds a solution to the refusal of the pregnant body to reveal its meaning: to literally
dissect that body, compulsively accessing its literal interior.
At the Royal Academy’s summer exhibition in London in 2006, Damien Hirst
contributed a 35-foot bronze sculpture of a pregnant woman entitled Virgin Mother to be
placed on the front lawn outside the building (Fig. 147).7(1 The sculpture gives the effect of
having half of the skin cut and peeled away, to reveal the foetus curled up in the womb, as
well as large sections of the ‘mother’s’ muscle, bone and breast tissue (Fig. 148). An earlier
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version, outside the Lever House Restaurant in New York, was realistically coloured (Fig.
149).

Fig. 147: Damien Hirst,
‘Virgin Mother’, 2006,
Royal Academy,
London

Fig. 148: Damien Hirst,
‘Virgin Mother (detail)’,
2006, Royal Academy,
London

Fig. 149: Damien Hirst, ‘Virgin
Mother’, 2006, Lever House, New York

Opinion about the bronze as reported in the national press varied widely, positive responses
usually describing it as ‘life-affirming’, with among the negative ‘I’m fed up with seeing
sculptures of pregnant women, although I prefer Marc Quinn’s statue of Alison Lapper on
the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square to this.’77
The sculpture, named the Virgin Mother, twists and distorts
into all the possible paradoxes of that term - the body thus
constructed as part of the discourse of Western Christian imagery but
which also inscribes itself into a self-referential canon by adopting
the posture of Degas’ Petite Danseuse de quatorze arts (Fig. 150).
This sculpture was itself controversial in its time, and Hirst refers to
this posture perhaps intending to draw a parallel between young
motherhood, including that of the Virgin in the Christian tradition,
and the youth of the ballet dancer already aged and subsumed to the
hard world of working life. Through Degas this pose has become
associated with abused innocence - the role of the artist however in

Fig. 150: Edgar
Degas, ‘Petite
Danseuse de
Quatorze Ans’,
1881, Musée
d'Orsay, Paris

that interaction remaining obscure. Degas’ sculpture was notable for its discretion - its
small size, troublingly true to life, as well as the reticence with which the artist presented it
to the public (after some delay the bronze was eventually displayed in a glass case, an
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oddly protective gesture making some critics liken it to a medical specimen.)

78

Hirst on the

other hand presents a huge, monumental public sculpture, the vulnerably confident defiance
of the little dancer dislocated into the vastness of a body starkly and literally opened up to
view.
The coloured version o f the Virgin Mother
in particular is inscribed into a tradition dating back
to Renaissance anatomical art, such as the wax
Venuses by Clement Susini mentioned in my
second chapter (p. 107): part medical tool and part
art, a troubling

combination of science and

disturbingly traumatic sexuality. An example by
Manfredini (Fig. 151) shows a pregnant woman,
eyes ecstatically rolled back, peeling back her own
skin to reveal her distended uterus.
The twenty-first century revival of such

Fig. 151: Giovan-Battista
Manfredini, ‘Female bust’, 1773-76

visibility is not limited, however, to the world of gallery and installation art. The notorious
shock exhibition ‘Body Worlds’ was a move from wax models to ‘plastified’ human
corpses, however now removed from a purely medical context (while maintaining an
educational purpose) for an unashamedly morbidly fascinated audience. One o f the most
controversial exhibits was a pregnant woman whose body was opened to reveal an 8-month
old foetus (Fig. 152). Advisors had recommended that the exhibit be curtained off from the
rest of the show. Several aspects of this particular body seem to particularly disturb visitors:
the question of the circumstances of the deaths of the woman and her foetus and to what
extent the woman consented to the procedure of plastination, and the posture in which the
body is arranged seeming inappropriately sexually provocative; comments ranging from ‘a
gruesome hooker’ to ‘She gives the impression of lying on a bed or couch in expectation of
her lover.’.79
The contrast between the opened and available, even sexual, posture of the mother
and the closed, defensive posture of the infant is disconcerting. Where the woman may
have consented for her body to be used in this way, to evoke the impossibility for the foetus
to ‘consent’ to this permanent, visible violation is to enter a minefield of ethical debate
about the subjecthood o f the foetus which is not my concern here. To discuss the woman’s
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consent to be displayed, however, without considering the other form starkly exposed
within her body is to undermine what is occurring in these representations.

Fig. 152: Pregnant woman with 8 month foetus, ‘Body Worlds’ exhibition

In the Hirst sculpture (Fig. 149), echoing
the central imagery o f the ‘Body Worlds’ exhibit,
the red nipple, parted lips and blue eyes suggest
an unsettlingly fetishised eroticism while the
blankness of the mother’s face, combined with the
staring eyeball o f the skinned half of the face,
seems to thwart a relationship of identification.
The foetus rendered bleakly visible cowers from
sight. One o f the most disturbing details, oddly, is
the fingers of the mother - fingers which would
have rested curved across the top of her belly are
severed brutally along the line of the crosssection. A small element o f humanity in this
attempt at a protective gesture is annihilated. One
woman’s response to the Hirst sculpture suggests
that such images tend to inspire a defensive
Fig. 153 - sec ref. Fig. 149
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maternal response: she reflects, ‘Since I just had a son seven months ago, it really makes
me think that I was happier when he was still inside me.’S(l
Another work by Hirst dealing with
maternity, the emblematic Mother and Child,
Divided (Fig. 154) which won the Turner
Prize in

1995, is ruthless in its bleak

separation not only of the mother cow from
her calf but of their own bodies, both senses
included in the work’s title. It strikes me as a
cruel

and

rather

sadistic

reflection

on

maternity - the split bodies hanging in their
preserving fluid suggest a deep hopelessness
and emptiness through the emphatic physical
separation, marked by the fluid, glass and the
calculated distance between the glass cases in
Fig. 154: Damien Hirst, Mother and Child,
Divided, 1993, Astrup Fearnley Museum, Oslo

the gallery space. Here however both mother

and baby are victim to the visual penetration, their bodies split and opened to the morbidly
curious gaze of the gallery visitors, together in their separation just as the linguistic play of
the work’s title repeats the same ambiguity: the word ‘and’ connects the two, as does the
comma which creates the unit ‘Mother and Child’ - together sharing their bodily division
they are nevertheless also divided from each other.
Hirst’s discourse o f maternity perhaps articulates and reinforces the perceived
‘patriarchal’ role - the father as the agent of separation between mother and infant, who
literally cut the umbilical cord but moreover, in the structure of classic phallic
psychoanalysis, effects the entry of the infant into society. The repeated opening up of the
maternal body replays, however, not only a misogynistic treatment of maternity but a
fetishistic fascination with the bodily nature of the mother-child relationship which these
artworks continually revisit.
The body of the ‘pregnant woman’ is what constitutes the very existence of this
child who will never be bom: permanently pregnant yet not pregnant at all, since the
etymology of pregnancy is ‘before birth’, and both mother and child are dead; literally in
the case of the Body Worlds exhibit and by implication in the Hirst sculpture. As no birth
will occur, both baby and mother are trapped in a state of non-being. The baby will never
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be a baby and the mother will never be a mother, yet they clearly do occupy in some sense
these sites o f identity.
In recent decades it is technology and the visual apparatus o f the medicalised
experience of pregnancy which has risen to public attention, while the body of the mother
(except, according to Tyler, the Demi Moore photograph and its legacy) has been occulted
from art and media. Carol Stabile noted in 1994 that,
...with the advent of visual technologies, the contents of the uterus have been
demystified and have become entirely representable, but pregnant bodies
themselves remain concealed.81
In technological imaging o f the
foetus in the womb, such as Lennart
Nilssen’s legendary photographs in Life
magazine (Fig. 155), the mother is entirely
negated with the foetus suspended in a
neutral, black space. While this utter
denial of the maternal body demonstrates
a disavowal of the female body as the site
of pregnancy, the literal destruction and
rupture of the pregnant maternal body in
‘Body Worlds’ and Hirst, in order to
literally see the foetus which ought to be
utterly alien to visuality, is an ultimate
proof that the embodied pregnant subject
must be disposed of, and violently, in

Fig. 155: Lennart Nüssen, ‘18-wcek foetus’,
1965, ‘Life’, 30th April

certain expressions o f phallic visuality.
This is the other side of the coin of Imogen Tyler’s claims for the Demi Moore
photograph. While its focus on the woman’s pregnant body may confer a form of
subjectivity, Tyler’s sheen of skin also prohibits any notion of the foetus, effectively
stripping it of any potential identity. Rather than claiming that the baby and mother form an
indivisible whole, I am suggesting that any attempt within visuality to straightforwardly
visually mobilise mother or foetus at the expense o f one another is likely to fail. ‘Pregnant
visuality' cannot exist in these terms. Where we can begin to visualise this encounter is in
the unique temporality of pregnancy: in memory, encountered in echoes o f the maternal
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body, and the fore-memory of the child, both temporalities inhabiting the embodied
feminine.

Artemisia Gentileschi and a memory of the m other

In chapter two I examined the origins of the hand posture of Artemisia Gentileschi’s
Magdalene (Fig. 156). Mary Garrard identified references to Michelangelo in the posture,
which was used in a modified form by Michelangelo himself in his sculpture ‘Night’ (Fig.
80) but also in an engraving representing the artist in melancholic or ecstatic reverie (Fig.
157).
Gentileschi also used a very similar hand posture approximately ten years later, in
the Cleopatra attributed to her in London (Fig. 158). In her analysis of Artemisia
Gentileschi and maternal loss, Griselda Pollock suggests the idea that the disturbing
deathliness of the head and hand of Cleopatra are specifically referring to the artist’s visual
memory of seeing her dead mother’s body. Prudentia Montone died when her daughter
Artemisia was about twelve.
That harshness of the unrelenting, unaestheticised representation of a dead face is
perhaps a haunting and haunted memory of her own looking on the dead face o f her
mother. ... Here we have the sudden relaxation of muscle tension which makes the
jaw droop, the eyes roll. Yet it also includes the effects of rigor mortis with that
harshly bent wrist, locked in place while the hand itself falls lifelessly.82
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Fig. 158: Artemisia Gentileschi, ‘Cleopatra’, early 1930s, Matthiesen Gallery, London

Gentileschi clearly derives aspects of the posture of both Cleopatras from the
antique sculpture o f Sleeping Ariadne (Fig. 40), which was believed to represent Cleopatra
at the time. The hand gesture, however, both refers to the antique precedent while also,
in the dramatically increased angle
and

strangeness

of

the

posture

deliberately undermining it. Just as
Caravaggio adapted the Pathosformel
of the intertwined fingers from the
statue of Demosthenes (Fig. 93) to
impart the sign of intellectual activity
to

the

Gentileschi

Magdalene
imbues

(Fig.
the

78),

idealised

gesture of the antique figure with a
striking, uncomfortable suggestion of death; doubly disturbing because of its proximity to,
yet distance from, the well-known precedent.
The combination of tension and relaxation is also found in Bernini’s Ludovica
Albertoni (Fig. 3), depicted on the point of death. It is clear, however, that unlike the
transitional state o f Ludovica, Cleopatra has been dead for some time. The artist inflicts the
emptiness of the body in death upon the viewer, as Pollock describes,
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The actual viewers... must see the body in harsh, fierce light, and the long straight
line of the cold, white body forces the eye to search for interest in the face and arm,
only then to confront death as something done to a body that was once alive - as an
absenting, a pallor, a coldness and a violence that, whoever painted that head did
not flinch from seeing and making the viewer share.83
Gentileschi’s understanding of the visuality o f death is directly inspired by the work
of Caravaggio. In works such as the Death o f the Virgin (1606, Musée du Louvre, Paris) the
real, empty deadness o f the body made the painting controversial (it was rejected by the
church for which it had been commissioned.)84

Networks of death: a ‘Caravaggesque’ mother and child

Shortly after the Death o f the Virgin Caravaggio composed the Sleeping Cupid (Fig.
160). Imagery o f Cupid asleep had been common since antiquity as a metaphor for the
setting aside of worldly pleasures. Here, however, such a dark tone possesses the work that
art historical interpretations have not hesitated to associate the infant’s prone body with
death. Howard Hibbard remarks that ‘the pervasiveness of death and dying seems to invade
his last secular painting, a Sleeping Cupid that looks like a dead baby.’85 Clare Robertson
described the Sleeping Cupid as ‘slightly repulsive... the child, depicted almost in
monochrome appears diseased, if not dead.’86 Elizabeth Cropper goes even further in her
analysis, reading not only the signs o f death but suggestions o f the malicious cruelty o f the
young God of Love:
This work... has been interpreted allegorically, as an image o f the conquest o f
carnal passion. Its darkness and lack of flesh tone have been taken to signify the
death o f love... Caravaggio’s Amor is also a cruel child, dark and tormented, not
cherubic. The livid quality o f his flesh suggests the very incarnation o f malign
envy. As, like Marino’s Roman pilgrim, we gaze upon him in wonder ..., we sense
both fear at the presence o f danger and death, and amazement at the artist’s power,
like that o f love itself, to deceive us.87
Another commentator argues that ‘the choice of decomposing dead Cupid reflects a
dialogue with Caravaggio’s Renaissance namesake, Michelangelo,’ who was famous for
having sculpted a Sleeping Cupid, now lost, which he had attempted to artificially age to
pass off as an antique.88 Yet another sees the Cupid as a self-reflection upon trends within
Caravaggio’s own oeuvre, a matured and penitent response to the erotically playful youth
of Eros in earlier paintings.89
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The passivity o f the small, abandoned body clearly makes it available for all
assignations of meaning. From the incongruously limp sensuality o f the body to the
ambiguous suggestion of both vulnerability and threat, it is clear that ‘sleep' cannot
adequately describe what this child’s painted body evokes. The artist was playing on a
previous encounter with ambiguous bodilyness: he clearly reused elements o f the slightly
earlier Magdalene (Fig. 27) in the foreshortening of the face, and details of teeth, nose and
eyes o f the 1608 Cupid. What in the Cupid is an unsettlingly dark portrayal o f childhood, in
fact emerges from the development o f an adult female figure, whose apparent abandonment
was itself undermined by the suggestion of subjectivity and a ‘Caravaggesque’ bodilyness
found in the moving details of the mouth and eyes.
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I am setting up the Magdalene, here, as the symbolic mother of this small enigmatic
child - whose ‘real’ mother in the legend, Venus, occupies a bodily register of idealised
eroticism dramatically distant from the ‘Caravaggesque’ body. The Magdalene as the
mother with no child cannot ‘give life’ to this infant - so both bodies enter the
‘Caravaggesque’ production of meaning via the suspension o f their consciousness, deathin-life.
Artemisia Gentileschi takes the paradoxical maternal and bodily discourse
established by Caravaggio in these paintings, and extends the network of encounters still
further. The London Cleopatra used the same foreshortening and details o f teeth, nose and
eyes thirty years later (Fig. 158).90

Fig. 163: Artemisia Gcntileschi, ‘Sleeping Venus’, 1625-30, Barbara Piasecka Johnson
Foundation, Princeton, New Jersey

Where Pollock saw traces of a lost mother in the Cleopatra, the relationship with
the Cupid inscribes the discourse o f the lost child into the image of the female body.
Indeed, Gentileschi borrowed the bodily posture o f the Cupid for a Sleeping Venus (Fig.
163). The body was, in Garrard’s terms ‘more idealised than is usual for Artemisia’.91 The
face, in perfect profile, is almost incongruously peaceful, with a slight smile. The interest in
the painting, however, lies in the relationship between the sleeping Venus and her young
son, who a commentator describes as ‘unsuccessfully attempting to awaken the sleeping
goddess’.92 Keith Christiansen writes, ‘Cupid stands behind his mother’s couch and raises a
peacock feather to fan her’ while in a footnote expanding that, ‘Matthiesen has described
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Cupid as trying to waken his mother. While artists often depicted a mischievous Cupid who
willingly teased his mother, there is, however, none of that playfulness in the present
picture.’93 Christiansen and Mann also criticise Gentileschi’s weak portrayal of a passive
woman, and conclude that she was pandering to male patrons.

While this may certainly be

true, they may however have bypassed the
more subtle psychological

interaction at

work within this painting, which is the
relationship between Venus and her son
Cupid (Fig. 164). While he is not playful or
teasing, this does not have to mean that he is
not trying to wake her. The preoccupied and
serious little boy gazes on his mother’s
closed eyes and passive face, on her absence.
The uncertainty as to what he is doing, and
the suggestion of the child’s own doubt as to
his mother’s state as revealed in his grave
expression, transfers itself to the composition
as a whole. The young Cupid gazes upon the
still face of his mother who inhabits both a
gracefully erotic woman’s body, and the
haunting memory of a child’s deathly one
Fig. 164: detail, see ref. Fig. 163

from Caravaggio’s 1608 composition -

which is, in an added twist, his own. These dark suggestions aim to demonstrate that
Artemisia Gentileschi’s choices of iconographic elements and sourced postures were not
accidental or random, and that discourses of maternal and bodily desire and loss are
inserted throughout her oeuvre.

The Spada Madonna

In the Spada Madonna (Fig. 165) Gentileschi also emphasised the saddened gaze of
the child upon the maternal face, with eyes closed. Here reversing the traditional portrayal,
where the Virgin Mary gazes sadly at the infant Jesus as she foresees his fate, in the
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anxious gravity o f the Christ child the Spada Madonna renders the loss operating in the
other direction.45

Fig. 166 - detail, see ref. Fig. 165

Art historical analysis often describes the mother as responding directly to the child:
for Christiansen and Mann ‘she in turn bows her head in sympathetic response’.O p p o s in g
this work to the earlier London Cleopatra (Fig. 158), Lilian Zirpolo argues that: ‘the Spada
Madonna, on the contrary, shows the maternal body as very much alive, as able to
conceive, gestate, give birth and nurture - Gentileschi’s compensatory fantasy of perfect
motherhood.’97 I do not read this image in quite the same way. Although Zirpolo describes
the Madonna’s expression as ‘that of a woman who derives great pleasure from mothering,’
the mother’s response to the infant is ambiguous: she offers the breast and her body leans
tenderly around the infant, but her closed eyes refuse the infant’s gaze and touch.’8 The
baby is not interested in the breast, but gazes gravely at the face which he strokes with one
hand, as if to attempt to elicit the mother’s gaze and response. While her arm encloses him,
her other hand drops lifelessly behind the infant. Christiansen and Mann see Artemisia’s
Spada Madonna as ‘based directly on’ her father Orazio’s Bucharest Madonna, Fig. 167,
arguing that ‘the Virgin’s left hand may derive from her father’s painting’.” While
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compositionally similar, the left hand in the Bucharest painting clearly interacts with and
gathers the fabric around the baby, whereas the hand in the Spada Madonna is limp. The
right hand of the Spada Madonna
likewise fails to engage convincingly
with the breast, while the Bucharest
Madonna’s handling of her breast is
strikingly

physical

and

naturalistic

down to the imprints of the fingers in
the soft flesh. On the other hand,
although the much younger baby in the
Bucharest painting gazes up at his
mother with wide eyes, the mother’s
own response is calm and detached in
comparison

with

the

intensity

and

tenderness of the interaction in the
Spada

Madonna.

Christiansen

and

Mann, while noticing the differences
between the two paintings, attribute

Fig. 167: Orazio Gentileschi, ‘Madonna and Child',
1609, Muzeul National de Arta al Romanici,
Bucharest

them to immaturity in Artemisia’s style. They write,
Artemisia’s picture, in the artful pose of the child, with his self-conscious gesture of
affection, or the generalised treatment of the Virgin’s face and bland description of
the drapery, seems decidedly tentative and timid when compared with the extreme
naturalism of her father’s work. Was she, at this stage, not yet permitted to work
directly from the model? ...Artemisia’s arrangement integrates elegance of pose
with an affective use of gesture - traits that reappear in the artist’s mature
production but that here strike a distinctly juvenile and unresolved note.1"0
Referring to a related attribution which she makes to Artemisia (a Madonna and
Child usually attributed to Orazio, Fig. 168) Mary Garrard remarks, ‘That the gentle and
ideal maternal love exhibited in the ex-Matthiesen Madonna should never have recurred in
Artemisia’s oeuvre is not surprising, considering the traumatic personal events o f 161112.’101 The rape and subsequent trial that Artemisia Gentileschi underwent during these
years, Garrard suggests, permanently terminated a period of creative innocence or
gentleness in the artist’s career. As Pollock puts it, however, ‘while the rape remains crucial
for a study of this artist, 1 want temporarily todisplace its trauma by focusing instead on
another, unacknowledged in the studies on Artemisia Gentileschi: maternal loss.’lli: Tracing
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Gentileschi’s evocation of the maternal throughout
her career, before and beyond the traumatic episode
of the rape and its aftermath, there is no need to read
only for a breach - which would reductively site all
of Gentileschi’s oeuvre in respect of the rape

but

for continuity. I suggest that in both of Artemisia
Gentileschi’s depictions of Cleopatra (Fig. 126 and
Fig. 158), as well as elsewhere in her oeuvre, the
artist continues an exploration of the maternal
embodied subject and an engagement with maternal
Fig. 168: Orazio Gentileschi,
‘Madonna and Child', c. 1607,
Barbara Piasecka Johnson
Foundation, New York (formerly
Matthicsen Gallery, London)

loss and identity which she initiated when still a
teenager and attempting, through her art, to come to
terms with her mother’s death.

In all the contradictory signs in the Spada Madonna which make it so gently
poignant, Gentileschi presents a mother who is both present and absent in the very act of
maternal care and love. This image perhaps functions as a response to Mary Garrard’s
assertion that, 'in Artemisia’s world, female figures hammer and paint, grab and hold, push
and shove, with extraordinary ease. Their hands and arms are exceptionally strong...'10
Here, on the contrary, it is the specific passivity and emptiness o f the Madonna s hands
which hold the key to the composition as a whole: which adds another dimension to
Garrard’s assertion that hands ‘are the locus of agency, both literally and symbolically.'104
Rather than reconstituting the fantasy o f a perfect mother as argued by Zirpolo,
Gentileschi is here evoking the combination of loss and desire of the young woman who
had lost her own mother in early adolescence.10^ The described 'juvenile and unresolved’
and ‘timid’ nature of the early Madonnas occurs because the artist was, precisely, working
and reworking the nature of the child’s mourning of the loss of her mother. Thus the
infant’s gesture o f the Spada Madonna is ‘self-conscious’, not from artistic naivety, but
precisely because it is just that: a knowing, impossible reaching for a mother who, although
she is so powerfully still there, has already gone.
The two Cleopatras, for Pollock, represent the older Gentileschi’s encounter with
the memory of the body o f the mother and with death. She describes the Milan Cleopatra
(Fig. 126) as ‘the omnipotence and plenitude of a queenly, that is idealised, body of the
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powerful mother... the fantasised mother is shown forever held by the
painting “before death”, kept on the verge of leaving life, still just

m
i\V

there.’106 In contrast, the London Cleopatra is an essay in the

" a

embodiment of death itself. For Pollock this body makes the viewer
‘confront death as something done to a body that was once alive - as

f

an absenting, a pallor, a coldness and a violence that, whoever
painted that head did not flinch from seeing and making the viewer
share.’107
We have seen how, in the Sleeping Venus (Fig. 163),
Gentileschi combined the association with a dead child (Caravaggio’s
Cupid) with the suggestion of the dead mother in the closed
unresponsive eyes and the child’s grave gaze. The artist was
performing, within this painting, both the past and future of the
female body: its past as a child who, subject to mortality itself, must
gaze upon the body of its dead mother while seeing its own mortality
reflected in that body’s forms.
If her notion of maternal memory and visuality altered in her
work of the 1620s onwards, it is not solely in response to the rape. As
Nancy Chodorow argued, ‘mothering is invested with a mother’s own
conflictual, ambivalent, yet powerful need for her own mother.’108 In
1617, Artemisia Gentileschi gave birth to her first daughter, whom
she called Prudentia after her late mother.109 In the birth of her daughter, there is some
sense that a cycle has been completed: this play of feminine and maternal bodies lies at the
heart of the ‘pregnant visuality’ which is Gentileschi’s visual negotiation of the multiplicity
of the feminine experience as well as of her work on embodiment, memory, femininity and
subjectivity. As Rosemary Betterton points out, ‘the (m)other with whom she is in relation
(or opposition) is not her own mother, but her imagined self as mother.’110

Artemisia Gentileschi’s ‘C aravaggesque’

In the Seville Magdalene, the elements of Artemisia Gentileschi's theorisation of
femininity are reunited. The paradoxical body o f the Magdalene registers the suspension
between awareness and abandon, between grief and reverie, strength and vulnerability,
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Fig. 169 - see ref. Fig. 156

which the phenomenon of spiritual experience while the bent wrist and hand operate as a
powerful Pathosformel to reference a memory of the mother’s body. Far from being a
fragmentation of the maternal body, the bent wrist is a cipher ot memory. In a painting
which otherwise owes much to the precedent by Caravaggio (Fig. 27), Gentileschi chose
not to reproduce the Magdalene's intertwined fingers to suggest subjectivity and
intellectual presence, instead adding an element which would more tuml\ inscribe this
Magdalene in a discourse of death. This Pathosformel therefore doubly contains, alongside
the bodily memory of the mother, a reference to the daughter s creativity, it aligns her
image with great melancholic artists and saints from Michelangelo to St. Helena. Not only
is this Magdalene an evocation of the mother, it is also a self-portrait.
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The partly open eyes and mouth, elements which had travelled through
Caravaggio’s Magdalene in ecstasy and Sleeping Cupid, not only produce a moment
suspended in time, between life and death, but also enable a concept of the body which
transgresses phallic modes o f viewing. Here the ‘Caravaggesque’ body which 1 proposed in
earlier chapters is fully deployed to ironically articulate a bodily subjectivity by
undermining the signs of passivity.
Artemisia Gentileschi’s Magdalene is not physically metaphorically pregnant in the
sense understood by Penny Jolly, although Jolly’s identification of this trend, if correct,
may well have left traces in this Magdalene's meaning. It does, however, in the reference to
both Caravaggio’s lone Magdalenes, but especially in the Rome composition (Fig. 171)

Fig. 170 —see ref. Fig. 27

Fig. 171 —see ref. Fig. 33

bear traces of what I have argued here is a form of visuality which, via the 'pregnant
moment’ and the embodied past, present and future of the feminine subject, evokes an
emerging from the mother, living as a daughter in relation to that mother, and becoming a
mother in one’s own right, with all the paradoxes o f bodily identity and identification
which such moves entail. To achieve this experience in artistic representation involves
subverting the visual discourse of eroticised femininity, and Artemisia Gentilcschi
accomplished this in the Magdalene through its insertion into a visual discourse of religious
ecstasy which already, in its ‘Caravaggesque’ articulation, had traversed and reassigned
traditional tropes of the body and modes of viewing.
In the first chapter of this study 1 used the metaphor of the mirror to indicate how
the image of Mary Magdalene could perform a visual embodied subjectivity, by
appropriating the surface of the mirror and the complexity o f its operation in visuality, in
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order to demonstrate an ironic complicity in the fictiveness o f the painted space itself.
Through the medium of the gaze, the Magdalenes o f Savoldo (Fig. 24) and o f Caravaggio
(Fig. 27) became agents in their own objectification, active in their own passivity.
Luce Irigaray uses the metaphor o f the mirror to describe the paradoxical notion o f
selfhood produced in the maternal construct:
You look at yourself in the mirror. And your mother is already there. And soon
your daughter... Between the two what are you?... Just a scansion: the time when
one becomes the other.111
In the Magdalene Gentileschi reinstates the body o f the woman as daughter and
mother as more than a ‘scansion’ or site of transition, but as a body in her own right,
marked by the future and past o f the mother. In a sense Gentileschi is reclaiming the
bodilyness o f the mother, by embodying a state o f pre-motherhood in the figure o f the
Magdalene, and at the same time evoking the lost body of her own mother. Julia Kristeva’s
paradigm o f maternity is structured by absence: the distancing which is necessary on the
mother’s part in order to permit the liberation o f not only the subjecthood o f the child but
its creativity. She says:
By her gradual reduction o f her [maternal] passion and/or by her aptitude for
sublimation, the mother enables the child to intériorisé and represent not the mother
(“nothing can represent the maternal object”, writes André Green), but the absence
o f the mother, if, and only if, she leaves the child free to appropriate maternal
thought, by recreating it in its own way of thinking-representing. The “good-enough
mother” would be the one who knows who knows to become absent in order to
make way for the pleasure, for the child, of thinking the m o th e r 12
Kristeva cites the case o f Colette, whose gift for poetry she attributes to her
distanced mother:
Colette’s mother succeeds, indeed, even if she does not see her daughter: she does
not abandon her, since she has transmitted to her her own passion for language.
(Sido wrote superb letters to her daughter: Colette said that the writer of the family
was her mother and not “the great Colette” !) Isn’t the capacity to share passion via
the flavour o f language a freer and more protecting presence than the the bodily
struggle with a dominating mother, for her daughter who would then never stop
needing it?113
Applying Kristeva’s logic to Artemisia Gentileschi leads me to conclude that the artistic
and creative power shown by the daughter is profoundly linked up with the mother - that
even the mother’s absence plays a vital role, in a sense, in liberating the daughter’s
creativity.
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I

would like to pursue a final speculation or projection based on this Warburgian

tracing. I find it possible to ask myself if Gentileschi’s imagery o f the feminine does not
rather suggest that the inspiration for her creativity is a negotiation o f the mother’s physical
body so that it remains embodied, a physical existence within the body o f the daughter
becoming-mother: the daughter’s intellectual activity and embodied subjectivity supported
- indeed in the Magdalene, literally propped up - by the bodily presence o f the mother’s
memory.
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Coda
From the imagery o f the ecstatic saint, and along the journey back to re-encounter
Mary Magdalene, this thesis has encountered the relationship between word and image.
Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne atlas (Fig. 43) proposed a nonverbal rhetoric of the image
where the juxtapositions and intervals encouraged the images to interact.
From the outset, I was determined that the claims made in this thesis about the
female body and its paradoxical relationship to passivity would be relevant not only to the
art of the Italian Renaissance and Baroque, the structural origins o f this thesis, but could
also extend to be applicable to visual culture in a more general sense, and that the
juxtapositions made, whether in the fields o f film, advertising, photography, painting, or
sculpture, would not propose straightforward equivalences but rather trace commonalities,
identify repeating phenomena which occur in widely different contexts within the Western
visual systems in which the female body participates.
While a literal application, as methodology, o f the ‘unburdened visual networks
proposed by the Mnemosyne project was not realistic, by drawing into contrast and
comparison within my thesis aspects of visual culture from varying periods and media, I
make a deliberate attempt to reveal the operation o f discourses o f femininity and the body
in the Foucauldian sense.
The concern of the thesis overall has been to find a solution to the double bind
expressed at the end of Chapter Two. After the scene-setting o f Chapter One, where the
limitations o f traditional modes o f art history were revealed in conjunction with a proposal
for a transgressive passive visual subjectivity in the form of the Magdalene and the mirror,
Chapter Two returned to the most iconic o f all female forms in art, the antique Venus. The
chapter continued by gradually revealing discourses of fetishistic modes o f viewing through
sculpture, photography and even performance art which engages with notions of femininity,
surface and interior, but ultimately concluded with a double bind: that feminist art
attempting to subvert the fetishistic discourses o f the visuality o f the body often ultimately
remains within its language and terms o f reference, merely reproducing the problematic
without proposing a solution: the only alternative appears to be invisibility, a refusal to
participate in a visual culture, which position can only be unsatisfactory. The quest at the
heart o f the thesis, therefore, was to identify a form o f visual subjectivity articulated
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through the female body, operating within visual culture, but going beyond and acting
independently of its limitations and codifications as defined by patriarchal structures.
Hence the return to Mary Magdalene: a figure remaining on the horizon throughout
the thought processes developed here, ultimately she appears as a kind o f ‘Everywoman’ in
the unexpected sense of providing the site for the deepest possibilities o f the female body
within visuality and culture. In Chapter Three the focus shifted away from the Magdalene’s
reflection and gaze, and the identificatory networks o f the ‘mirror’ concept sited at the
place of the body (which was the concern of the second half o f Chapter One), to an
approach strongly based within the interactions o f the body itself and its temporality.
Gradually through the chapter the question o f subjective presence operating via bodily
temporality was developed.
From the intellectual tension of the Magdalene’s intertwined fingers, via the spasms
and paralyses o f Augustine in the Salpêtrière, to the mastery o f poised and paradoxical
temporality in the photography o f Cindy Sherman, the chapter concluded by drawing
together this temporal discourse to the concepts of bodily surface, interior, substance,
subjectivity and gaze developed previously, in the trope o f fire and flame. It is at the
moment of death that the final juxtaposition, between the face o f Ingrid Bergman as the
dying Joan of Arc, and the sculpted face of Bernini’s Teresa, provides a culmination for the
speculation o f the thesis, by once and for all disabling binary notions o f pleasure, pain,
inside, outside, life and death, within which the female bodies represented so far had
struggled.
Carried along the trace I have laid out in these visual encounters and interactions,
and lent an impetus of movement by Warburg’s ‘bewegte Beiwerke’, the pathos formula,
like an electric current, activates according to the specific circumstances allowing it to
exist. By framing together a varied and open visual archive, I have proposed a provisional
solution to the problems posed throughout this thesis: phallic modes o f viewing and
centuries o f objectification of the female body which seemed to exclude it from an
embodied visual presence.
The feminist possibility which is developed through the final chapter draws upon
transformative events in women’s lives, bodies, and subjectivities —from daughterhood, to
pregnancy, to motherhood - to shape new questions that can then be posed to images in a
scholarly sense. To move away from concepts of the female body based on abandonment,
passivity, and sexual vulnerability, and to deter visualities o f femininity based on surface,
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the shell, or the formless interior, requires a re-thinking o f the nature o f feminine
embodiment via the discourses of the lived body, and the paradoxical temporality and
corporeality which that entails. Rather than moments o f intensity, spasm, or crisis, the
visual discourse of ecstasy as traced here rather resolves into stillness, a profoundly
paradoxical instance o f Warburg’s ‘bewegte Beiwerke’ whose movement, passion and
intensity is entirely encapsulated in the resolved stillness o f maternal memory and
embodied creativity.
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